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Measurements have been made of ultra-high-frequency 
(l80Mc/s) breakdown f i e l d s i n hydrogen, nitrogen and neon, 
i n a Rogowski-profiled spark gap, under conditions of 
pressure i n which both the electron ambit and the mean-free-
path were less than the gap width (0.494cm). The measurements 
were made with sustained f i e l d s and also with pulsed f i e l d s 
i n overvolted conditions to obtain data on the v a r i a t i o n of 
breakdown delays with overvoltage. The delays were measured 
by photographing an oscilloscope trace which displayed the 
gap voltage, and a range of 400 to 0.2 microseconds was 
observed with overvoltages up to lOO^ .^. Breakdown v/as 
i n i t i a t e d during a pulse by i r r a d i a t i n g the gas i n the mid-gap 
region with a short (about 0.1 microsecond) burst of u l t r a -
v i o l e t photons., 
A theory i s proposed which determines the shape of the 
oscillograms, and hence gives breakdom delays. Good 
agreement was obtained between t h e o r e t i c a l and experimental 
delays f o r hydrogen and nitrogen, but predicted delays were 
too short by factors up to ten f o r neon. A q u a l i t a t i v e 
explanation i s given f o r the anomalous results f o r neon. 
Bfeintaining voltages have been measured i n hydrogen and 
nitrogen, as a function of the gas pressure, but were too low 
to measure i n neon. I n a l l three gases i t i s shown that the 
maintaining f i e l d s are consistent with losses by ambi-polar 
I 
d i f f u s i o n , although electrons which approach wi t h i n one ambit 
of an electrode are driven int o that electrode by the action 
of the f i e l d . 
Immediately a f t e r breakdown i n overvolted conditions the 
voltage approached zero and then recovered to approach the 
maintaining voltage asymptotically. The recovery time-
constants were of the order which might be expected i f an 
i n i t i a l excess electt'on population were being diminished 
by ambi-polar d i f f u s i o n . 
PREFACE 
The work which i s described i n t h i s Thesis i s a 
continuation of some experiments which were begun by 
Mr, J. R. Rowbotham and Mr, P. G. Monk i n the University of 
Durha,m and under the supervision of Dr. W. A. Prowsei The 
present experiments were carried out by myself and BIr. 
R. G. Earl i n close co-operation, also under the supervision 
of Dr. Prowse, Mr, Earl i s also a candidate f o r a Ph,D 
degree and therefore the work has been divided between us, 
with Mr Earl attacking the problem of formative and s t a t i s -
t i c a l delays i n gases subjected to pulsed high frequency 
f i e l d s , while I concentrate on the changes which take place 
i n the spark gap between the i n i t i a t i o n of a discharge and 
the establishment of a steady glow discharge. Inevitably 
there w i l l be some overlap, since we both use essentially the 
same r e s u l t s , but f o r t h i s reason very l i t t l e mention of the 
s t a t i s t i c a l element of the delay i s made here while maintain-
in g voltages and ambi-polar d i f f u s i o n are discussed i n some 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The q u a l i t a t i v e study of e l e c t r i c a l conduction i n gases 
was begun i n the nineteenth century but l i t t l e progress could 
be made t h e o r e t i c a l l y u n t i l a physical model of the atom 
evolved. The necessary model was provided by the discovery 
of free electrons by J.J. Thompson i n 1897 and Rutherford's 
hypothesis of a nuclear atom with e l e c t r o s t a t i c a l l y bonded 
electrons i n 1911. Townsend was then able to apply the 
concept of i o n i z a t i o n by c o l l i s i o n of negative p a r t i c l e s 
w i th atoms to give the f i r s t quantitative account of the 
buildup • of electrons to give breakdown i n a gas. 
Townsend's i n i t i a l publications^''"^ assimed that these 
negative p a r t i c l e s were ions, but by about 1910 he recognised 
tha t electrons were responsible f o r i o n i z a t i o n . Townsend 
considered an electron moving i n a gas making random c o l l i s i o n s 
w i t h molecules: when an e l e c t r i c f i e l d i s applied the electron 
s t i l l makes random c o l l i s i o n s but has an overa l l tendency to 
move i n the d i r e c t i o n of the f i e l d . The average v e l o c i t y of 
an electron i n the f i e l d d i r e c t i o n gradually increases towards 
a terminal value, at which time the average gain i n energy 
between c o l l i s i o n s equals the average loss per c o l l i s i o n . I f 
the f i e l d i s s u f f i c i e n t l y high the electron may then have 
s u f f i c i e n t energy to ionize a molecule, at a c o l l i s i o n . 
Suppose n molecules t r a v e l a distance dx i n the f i e l d 
- 1 -
d i r e c t i o n , then the number of new electrons produced, dn, 
i s proportional to n and also to dx, so we may write 
dn = « n dx 
where o<. i s a constant of p r o p o r t i o n a l i t y , which i s 
known as Townsend's f i r s t i o n i z a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t . 
I n t e g r a t i n g , we have log n/n^ = x^. d 
where n = n^ at x = 0, and d i s the gap width 
Therefore, n = exp(ocd) 
I f we thi n k of n as the number of electrons a r r i v i n g at 
the anode i n u n i t time, the current i = ne where e i s the 
charge on one electron, 
i = i ^ exp (<<d). 
This i s precisely the law of v a r i a t i o n of i with gap 
width that Townsend observed experimentally when the e l e c t r i c 
f i e l d was maintained constant. However, breakdown i s not 
predicted by t h i s equation, because removal of the i n i t i a l 
current ( i ^ ) would reduce i to zero, whereas i n practice 
once breakdown has been observed, the current i s s e l f sustain-
i n g , Townsend therefore postulated a secondary emission 
process due to which a fac t o r ^ enters, Jf i s the number of 
electrons produced at the cathode by the impact of a positive 
ion, or photon. With the same notation as before, the anode 
current i s now 
i ^ expo< d 
^ " 1 + 2fU - expocdj 
- 2 -
The current now tends to i n f i n i t y as exp (e(d) tends to 
(l+V)/)r without the need f o r i ^ to remain. Although t h i s 
equation does not make allowance 'for the effects of space 
charge, which become important at r e l a t i v e l y large current 
i t i s apparent that a process of t h i s kind could lead to 
breakdown. I n fact t h i s equation f i t s experimental results 
very w e l l , even w i t h i n a few per cent of the breakdown gap 
-7 ( 2 ) 
width, and with currents up to 10 amps^ 
Let us now consider the application of these ideas to 
the case of a sinusoidally varying e l e c t r i c f i e l d . 
As the frequency i s increased to a few thousand cycles 
per second, the f i e l d s t i l l remains high f o r long enough 
during the peak of one h a l f cycle to allow many t r a n s i t s of 
p a r t i c l e s and photons across the gap. Therefore provided 
i s maintained to i n i t i a t e a discharge, the f u l l breakdown can 
s t i l l take place at the same value of peak voltage as with a 
u n i d i r e c t i o n a l f i e l d . 
At a few tens of kilocycles the f i e l d must be raised to 
allow breakdown w i t h i n one h a l f cycle. At about 100 k i l o -
cycles a reduction i n the breakdown f i e l d occurs, when a l l 
the posi t i v e ions are no longer swept into the electrodes. 
However an appreciable number s t i l l moves close to the 
temporary cathode and maintains the secondary process. 
Further increase of frequency results i n a second maximum i n • 
the breakdown f i e l d . This i s because the reduced amplitude 
- 3 -
of o s c i l l a t i o n (ambit) of positive ions tends to keep them 
i n the mid-gap region and processes are prevented. These 
departures of the breakdov.-n f i e l d from the d,c, value would 
be t y p i c a l l y not more than 205^, 
At a few megacycles per second, the breakdown f i e l d 
decreases ra p i d l y to about 40^ $ of the u n i d i r e c t i o n a l value, 
when electrons are no longer swejct out of the gap by the 
f i e l d . Although there are now no secondary processes to 
maintain a flow of electrons i n t o the gap, the electrons are 
l o s t only by d i f f u s i o n , and a much smaller f i e l d can estab-
l i s h breakdown. This type of breakdown i s called " u l t r a high 
frequency" ( u , h , f ) . 
Obviously the precise frequencies and f i e l d s depend to a 
large extent on the actual gas, pressure, and electrodes used, 
and the figures given^"^^ would apply to a t y p i c a l hydrogen 
discharge at a pressure of about 8 t o r r and a gap width of 
lOmm. 
Fi n a l l y , when the electron ambit becomes less than the 
mean free path, (which i s at microwave frequencies f o r 
pressures greater than 1 t o r r , ) the breakdown f i e l d r i s e s , 
because the phase of the o s c i l l a t i o n i s then i n quadrature 
with the applied f i e l d and therefore the electron gains no 
energy when t h i s i s averaged over a complete cycle of the 
f i e l d , A sinusoidal o s c i l l a t i o n i s such that an electron 
spends the bulk of i t s time with nearly zero v e l o c i t y , and 
- 4 -
t h e r e f o r e the m a j o r i t y o f molecular c o l l i s i o n s r e s u l t i n no 
i o n i z a t i o n . 
Microwave hreakdovm has been e x t e n s i v e l y investigated^'^'^' 
6 7^ 
' ' i n the years since the Second World War, This has been 
made possi b l e by techniques, which were developed as p a r t o f 
the wartime radar e f f o r t , being adapted f o r precise measure-
ments o f many aspects o f gas discharge breakdown. 
I t has been shown by Professors A.D. MacDonald and 
S.C. B r o w n ^ ^ ' ^ ' a n d t h e i r c o l l a b o r a t o r s t h a t i t i s possible 
t o c a l c u l a t e the breakdown f i e l d s f o r some gases q u i t e 
a c c u r a t e l y . This was accomplished by t a k i n g published 
i o n i z a t i o n e f f i c i e n c i e s and e x c i t a t i o n p o t e n t i a l s of the gas 
used, to g e t h e r w i t h the gas pressure and gap geometry, t o 
c a l c u l a t e the e l e c t r o n energy d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n and hence 
the r a t e s o f e l e c t r o n production and l o s s , as a f u n c t i o n o f 
the a p p l i e d f i e l d . When the production and loss terms are 
equal, the breakdown occurs. T h e o r e t i c a l l y an i n f i n i t e time 
would elapse before breakdown, but i n p r a c t i c e , a f i e l d very 
s l i g h t l y g r e a t e r than the breakdown value i s s u f f i c i e n t t o 
cause the gap c u r r e n t t o increase r a p i d l y t o a value l i m i t e d 
o n l y by the e x t e r n a l c i r c u i t . The breakdown c r i t e r i o n i s 
analogous t o t h a t o f Townsend, discussed above, because i n 
t h i s case a l s o , i f the e x t e r n a l generator o f the i n i t i a t i n g 
e l e c t r o n s i s removed, the discharge i s s e l f - s u s t a i n e d . 
When a f i e l d which i s i n excess of t h a t required to give 
- 5 -
•breakdown i s a p p l i e d t o a spark gap, the gap i s said to be 
o v e r v o l t e d . I n these circumstances . i t i s found, as might 
be expected, t h a t the a p p l i c a t i o n of a high overvoltage 
causes breakdown sooner than when a lower oveirvoltage i s 
a p p l i e d . I n the general case, f o r a f i x e d overvoltage and 
pressure, a c e r t a i n minimum delay, c a l l e d the formative l a g , 
occurs between the a p p l i c a t i o n of the f i e l d and breakdown, 
which i s g e n e r a l l y supposed t o be the time required f o r the 
development of the discharge, A second component of the 
t o t a l observed delay i s c a l l e d the s t a t i s t i c a l l a g . This i s 
random and i s thought t o be the time elapsing from the 
a p p l i c a t i o n o f the f i e l d , u n t i l an event occurs which can 
i n i t i a t e the discharge. 
I t w i l l be c l e a r t h a t i n an overvolted gap the breakdown 
c r i t e r i a which we have already mentioned are i n a p p l i c a b l e . 
There i s , i n t h i s case, no p o s s i b i l i t y of a quasir-equilibrium 
c o n d i t i o n where e l e c t r o n losses and gains are equal. Instead, 
there i s a net r a t e of gain of ele c t r o n s and an unstable 
s t a t e e x i s t s . I t i s the p r i n c i p a l purpose of t h i s work t o 
present r e s u l t s wJ^ich have been obtained i n an experimental 
study o f t h i s unstable s t a t e , which occurs i n the t r a n s i t i o n 
t o conduction. Therefore i t i s appropriate t o consider 
f u r t h e r the d e f i n i t i o n of breakdown. When the case of 
" i n f i n i t e " delays was considered, the only c r i t e r i o n needed 
f o r p r a c t i c a l purposes was t h a t the gas should become 
- 6 -
conducting. However, a study of the approach to the conduct-
i n g s t a t e r a i s e s the question : a t what time does the change-
over take place? There i s no s i n g l e answer, because the gas 
can be s a i d t o be conducting from the time o f the event which 
produces one f r e e e l e c t r o n , r i g h t through the processes o f 
e l e c t r o n m u l t i p l i c a t i o n t i l l the e x t e r n a l f i e l d i s removed, 
and f u r t h e r , t i l l the l a s t charged p a r t i c l e has disappeared 
from the gap. 
I t i s t h e r e f o r e necessary t o define some s o r t of l e v e l 
a t which we can consider breakdown t o have occurred, and i t 
i s c l e a r t h a t s e v e r a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c features of the discharge 
could be used. For instance,„ we couM choose a c u r r e n t or 
a v o l t a g e l e v e l , e i t h e r o f which would be completely 
a r b i t r a r y . Perhaps more s a t i s f a c t o r y would be a d e f i n i t i o n 
i n terms of basic p r o p e r t i e s of the discharge. Such a 
p r o p e r t y i s t h a t o f ambi-polar d i f f u s i o n : c o n s i d e r a t i o n of 
a homogeneous n e u t r a l c o l l e c t i o n of p o s i t i v e ions and 
e l e c t r o n s undergoing random thermal motion, shows t h a t the 
system i s u n s t a b l e , because e l e c t r o n s , by v i r t u e of t h e i r 
small mass, d i f f u s e outwards f a s t e r than the heavy io n s , and 
leave behind a net p o s i t i v e space charge. The a t t r a c t i o n 
o f the space charge r e t a r d s the outward motion of e l e c t r o n s , 
and accelerates the i o n s , and r e s u l t s i n the net d i f f u s i o n 
r a t e being modified t o the s o - c a l l e d ambi-polar r a t e . The 
m o d i f i c a t i o n t o the f r e e d i f f u s i o n r a t e becomes s i g n i f i c a n t 
- 7 -
o n l y when s u f f i c i e n t space charge i s present and causes a 
lar g e increase i n the e x i s t i n g excess r a t e of i o n i z a t i o n 
over l o s s . This marks a p o i n t - o f - n o - r e t u m which i t i s 
po s s i b l e t o define as breakdown. However, t h i s p o i n t was not 
r e a d i l y a s c e r t a i n a b l e i n the present experiments; c e r t a i n l y 
no d i s c o n t i n u i t y appeared on osci l l o s c o p e traces showing the 
gap p o t e n t i a l . Therefore i n t h i s work an a r b i t r a r y d e f i n i t i o n 
was used: breakdown delays were measured a t a p o i n t c o r r e s -
ponding t o a 1 ^ decrease i n the gap voltag e l e v e l . 
The work t o be described i s a c o n t i n u a t i o n of some 
experiments c a r r i e d out by Mr, J.R, Rowbotham and l a t e r by 
Mr. P.G, Monk under the su p e r v i s i o n o f Dr. W.A. Prowse. The 
main o b j e c t o f those experiments was the determination of 
fo r m a t i v e and s t a t i s t i c a l delays i n f i e l d s of frequency 
180 Mc/s under c o n d i t i o n s of pressure which ensured an 
e l e c t r o n ambit less than the gap w i d t h . Their r e s u l t s have 
been published^ ' but the p r i n c i p a l observations w i l l be 
summarized b r i e f l y here, f o r convenience: 
( 1 ) I n hydrogen no delays were observed a t a l l , the l e a s t 
a l t e r a t i o n i n f i e l d s t r e n g t h t h a t could be detected, being 
s u f f i c i e n t t o cause a change from no breakdown w i t h i n the 
pulse d u r a t i o n , t o no detectable delay. 
( 2 ) Breakdown i n a i r was preceded by a s t a t i s t i c a l delay, 
but again there was no detectable formative t i m e . 
- 8 -
( 3 ) I n neon, both formative and s t a t i s t i c a l delays were 
appreciable, and graphs were p l o t t e d of formative delays as 
a f u n c t i o n o f a p p l i e d v o l t a g e . The r.m.s. breakdown voltages 
f o r delays of 200^sec, and l i ^ s e c were r e s p e c t i v e l y 2^ and 
5 0 ^ g r e a t e r than the value obtained f o r breakdov/n under 
sustained f i e l d s . 
I n order t o analyse the s t a t i s t i c a l v a r i a t i o n s i n the 
breakdown delays the f r a c t i o n of observations having delay 
less than a given value was determined, and the f r a c t i o n 
p l o t t e d against the given value, f o r a constant a p p l i e d 
v o l t a g e . These graphs were l i n e a r , i n d i c a t i n g constant 
p r o b a b i l i t y o f breakdown a t a c e r t a i n delay.. 
The d i f f e r e n t r e s u l t s obtained f o r these three gases 
suggest t h a t r a d i c a l l y d i f f e r e n t processes caused breakdown. 
I n c o n t r a s t , the r e s u l t s o f McDonald and Betts f o r neon"-
Reder and Brown f o r h e l i u m ^ ^ ^ and McDonald and Brown f o r 
h y d r o g e n ^ u s i n g sustained microwave f i e l d s , agree very 
w e l l w i t h a theory based on i o n i z a t i o n by c o l l i s i o n . This 
seems t o suggest t h a t f o r sustained f i e l d s , a t l e a s t , a 
s i n g l e process determines breakdown. Taking these r e s u l t s 
a t face value i t might appear t h a t (a) the processes which 
are important f o r the breakdown o f overvolted gaps d i f f e r 
from those which are important a t the breakdown t h r e s h o l d , 
(b) monatomic gases behave d i f f e r e n t l y to diatomic gases 
when o v e r v o l t e d and(c) the presence of oxygen i n a i r causes 
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prominent s t a t i s t i c a l delays which are not observed i n 
hydrogen. 
I t must be r e a l i s e d , however, t h a t although "spectro-
(q) 
s c o p i c a l l y pure" gases were used i n those experiments^^' no 
attempt was made a t outgassing the gas enclosure before 
a d m i t t i n g the sample, and only a -rotary pump was used f o r 
the p r e l i m i n a r y evacuation. Grease vapour evolved from the 
stopcocks and water vapour evolved from the glass w a l l s would 
have been removed by the l i q u i d a i r traps used, but n i t r o g e n . 
and oxygen i m p u r i t i e s were almost c e r t a i n l y present. Mercury 
vapour from the manometer was excluded by using a d i f f e r e n -
t i a l bellows gauge f o r pressure measurement. Further, the 
measurements o f breakdown delays were l i m i t e d t o a minimum 
o f 1 0 microseconds, and voltages could be read t o a r e l a t i v e 
accuracy of 2^. The u n c e r t a i n t i e s , could t h e r e f o r e be such 
as t o a l l o w the r e t e n t i o n o f the hypothesis t h a t a s i n g l e 
simple process can e x p l a i n breakdown both under sustained 
f i e l d s and pulsed overvoltages, 
The experiments which w i l l be described i n t h i s t h e s i s 
were designed t o help t o resolve the mechanism o f breakdown 
i n the case of the over v o l t e d gap. The e x i s t i n g apparatus 
as used by Prowse, Rowbotham and Monk was developed so. t h a t 
g r e a t e r p r e c i s i o n could be achieved i n the measurements o f gap 
vol t a g e and breakdown delays, and the minimum delay observable 
was reduced by about two orders of magnitude. I n a d d i t i o n , 
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p a r t i c u l a r a t t e n t i o n was paid t o i n c r e a s i n g the gaseous 
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CHAPTER I I 
A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS 
This chapter contains a d e s c r i p t i o n of the basic 
elements and f u n c t i o n s of the apparatus designed by Prowse, 
Rowbotham and Monk which was used t o ob t a i n the r e s u l t s ^ ' 
which were described b r i e f l y i n the I n t r o d u c t i o n , The 
same basic elements were used f o r the present work, but sevefal 
m o d i f i c a t i o n s were made f o r the purpose of o b t a i n i n g increased 
accuracy and s t a b i l i t y . These m o d i f i c a t i o n s w i l l be mentioned 
here, but w i l l be described i n more d e t a i l i n succeeding 
chapters. 
2,1 The transmission l i n e 
The spark gap was a p a i r o f Rogowski-profiled electrodes 
s i t u a t e d a t one end o f a c o a x i a l transmission l i n e . One o f 
the. e l e c t r o d e s was attached t o the inner conductor, and the 
ot h e r t o the earthed outer conductor, each by way of a short 
s t o u t copper conductor which passed through the glass w a l l s 
of the vacuum enclosure. 
At the end o f the l i n e remote from the spark gap the 
i n n e r conductor p r o j e c t e d 40cm beyond the end o f the o u t e r . 
P a r a l l e l t o t h i s extension was a c o n t i n u a t i o n of the outer 
conductor i n the form o f a copper t j i b e , s i m i l a r i n size t o 
the i n n e r - see f i g 2.1, These two extensions t h e r e f o r e 
formed a sh o r t l e n g t h o f p a r a l l e l - t w i n transmission l i n e . 
The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of a t w i n l i n e are such t h a t i t w i l l p i c k 
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up power from (and r a d i a t e power i n t o , ) an electromagnetic 
f i e l d . I n c o n t r a s t the i n t e r i o r region of a c o a x i a l l i n e i s 
e f f e c t i v e l y i s o l a t e d from the i n f l u e n c e of e x t e r n a l e l e c t r o -
magnetic f i e l d s and does not r a d i a t e . Therefore a voltage 
wave induced on the t w i n l i n e could t r a v e l down the c o a x i a l 
l i n e t o the spark gap w i t h l i t t l e a t t e n u a t i o n . Such a wave 
was created by p l a c i n g a high frequency o s c i l l a t o r near t o 
the p a r a l l e l - t w i n s e c t i o n of the l i n e . This had a nominal 
frequency of l80 Mc/s and a maximum d i s s i p a t i o n of 150 wat t s . 
The o v e r a l l l e n g t h o f the transmission l i n e was about 
two wavelengths (330cm) a t the o s c i l l a t o r frequency so t h a t 
resonance occurred, and a slow-motion extension mechanism at 
the o s c i l l a t o r end o f the l i n e was used to f a c i l i t a t e exact 
t u n i n g . Also, a small v a r i a b l e c a p a c i t o r was connected 
across the l i n e near the spark gap to f u l f i l a s i m i l a r 
f u n c t i o n . This was i n i t i a l l y incorporated t o compensate f o r 
the v a r i a b l e spark gap width, but i t was not used here because 
the present experiments were c a r r i e d out w i t h a f i x e d gap 
w i d t h of 0.494cm, 
The outer conductor of the c o a x i a l l i n e was made of 
copper pipe 5.0cm outside diameter, and thickness 0.15cm, 
and the i n n e r conductor had outside diameter 0.9cm, and was 
also made of copper. The l i n e was mounted h o r i z o n t a l l y , 
about 1.5 metres from the f l o o r , and served three r o l e s : 
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( i ) I t s l e n g t h p h y s i c a l l y separated the o s c i l l a t o r from 
the measurement apparatus a t the spark gap end, reduc-
i n g the problem o f high frequency i n t e r f e r e n c e , 
( i i ) The resonant p r o p e r t y produced a high voltage a t the 
spark gap w h i l s t minimising both the power output 
requirement o f the r , f , o s c i l l a t o r and the amount 
of energy d i s s i p a t e d i n the spark gap, 
( i i i ) The earthed o u t e r conductor acted as a screen to 
prevent i n t e r f e r e n c e by e x t e r n a l ' e l e c t r i c f i e l d s , and 
the h i g h l y s e l e c t i v e nature o f the l i n e also helped 
t o reduce i n t e r f e r e n c e . 
I n the f i r s t experiments^"'^' the l i n e was s h o r t - c i r c u i t 
terminated a t the i n p u t end but i n the experiments t o be 
described here the l i n e was unterminated, because t h i s 
arrangement was found t o provide a gr e a t e r o v e r a l l range of 
voltages a t the spark gap. 
I t i s possible f o r an electromagnetic wave t o flow down 
the outside of a c o a x i a l l i n e , and as t h i s mode of propagation 
was undesirable here because of the danger of i n t e r f e r e n c e i n 
the v o l t a g e measuring devices, i t was prevented by mounting 
a c o n c e n t r i c quarter-wavelength choke on the outside of the 
l i n e . The form o f t h i s choke is . i l l u s t r a t e d i n f i g 2.1, 
The p o s i t i o n o f the choke r e l a t i v e to the end of the c o a x i a l 
l i n e was found to be c r i t i c a l i n i t s e f f e c t on the resonant 
q u a l i t y f a c t o r (Q) of the l i n e , and was adjusted t o give 
maximum Q, 
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Reaction o f the resonant l i n e back on the o s c i l l a t o r 
could cause frequency jumping i f the coupling was too close. 
P r o v i s i o n f o r adjustment o f the coupling was t h e r e f o r e made 
by suspending the o s c i l l a t o r on a counterweighted system 
t h a t allowed v e r t i c a l movement d i r e c t l y below the input end 
of the transmission l i n e , 
2,2. The p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r 
The spark gap capacitance was o f the order 0.5 pP and 
t h e r e f o r e t h i s end of the l i n e could be considered approxima-
t e l y as an open c i r c u i t . The spark gap was t h e r e f o r e 
s i t u a t e d close t o a volta g e maximum a t resonance. The 
experiments r e q u i r e d the attainment of a high voltage at t h i s 
p o i n t , and i t s accurate measurement, so t h a t very l i t t l e 
power could be taken away by measuring instruments, and 
t h e r e f o r e a p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r was used to connect them t o 
the l i n e . The geometrical form o f the p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r can 
be seen i n s e c t i o n i n f i g 2,1: A c i r c u l a r b3?ass disc was 
attached t o the i n n e r conductor o f the c o a x i a l l i n e , 
immediately beyond i t s connection t o the spark gap, which 
launched an electromagnetic wave i n t o the adjacent s e c t i o n 
o f c y l i n d r i c a l waveguide. The waveguidehad dimensions less 
than those r e q u i r e d f o r propagation o f waves, so t h a t a wave 
o f e x p o n e n t i a l l y decaying amplitude e x i s t e d along i t s l e n g t h . 
Such a wave, i n which the e l e c t r i c and magnetic f i e l d s 
o s c i l l a t e i n quadrature i s r e f e r r e d t o as an evanescent mode, 
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The mode used i s known as the EQ^ ^ mode, and the f i e l d 
p a t t e r n p e r t a i n i n g to t h i s i s shown i n f i g 2,2, The EQ-|^  
mode was used i n preference t o the H^^ mode which i s the 
(10) 
dominant mode i n a c y l i n d r i c a l v/aveguide,^ ' because i t 
could be launched by the hi g h impedance d i s c . The H^ -j^  mode 
i s launched from an i n d u c t i v e loop w i t h low impedance and 
was t h e r e f o r e u n s u i t a b l e f o r t h i s a p p l i c a t i o n . 
A second d i s c , s i m i l a r to the launching d i s c , placed 
a l i t t l e f u r t h e r down the waveguide served to pic k up the 
attenuated waves. The r e s u l t i n g voltage was r e c t i f i e d by a 
mi n i a t u r e thermionic diode placed immediately behind the 
pickup d i s c . The remaining h i g h frequency component was 
f i l t e r e d out and the voltage output obtained approximated 
c l o s e l y t o a l i n e a r a t t e n u a t i o n of the envelope of the 
s i n u s o i d a l v o l t a g e a t the spark gap. 
The electromagnetic waves induced on the transmission 
l i n e by the o s c i l l a t o r s u f f e r e d r e f l e c t i o n s a t both ends o f 
the l i n e , w i t h phase changes such as t o produce a steady 
b u i l d u p of energy on the l i n e from the i n s t a n t t h a t the 
o s c i l l a t o r was switched on>. Energy was removed from the 
waves by (a) r e s i s t i v e losses i n the walls of the l i n e , (b) 
r a d i a t i o n from the p a r a l l e l t w i n s e c t i o n , (c) d i s s i p a t i o n i n 
the t e r m i n a t i o n s . A constant amplitude would be reached when 
the losses became equal t o the r a t e o f energy supply from the 
o s c i l l a t o r . Gas breakdown i n the spark gap upset t h i s 
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e q u i l i b r i u m , and could be observed as a decrease of voltage 
a t the output t e r m i n a l s o f the p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r . The 
p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r output a f t e r r e c t i f i c a t i o n was observed on 
a cathode ray o s c i l l o s c o p e (GRO), the d i s p l a y of which could 
be photographed, when r e q u i r e d . 
The a p p l i c a t i o n of an e l e c t r i c f i e l d to a region 
c o n t a i n i n g gas produces no e f f e c t unless charged p a r t i c l e s 
are present. I t has already been mentioned t h a t Townsend 
observed the exponential increase of a number of e l e c t r o n s 
i n h i s measurements of the coef f i c i e n t , The i n i t i a l 
e l e c t r o n s i n h i s experiments, were produced by the a c t i o n of 
photons on the cathode. An a l t e r n a t i v e method which has 
been used s u c c e s s f u l l y i n these laboratories^''"''''"^"^.^ i s . t o 
l i b e r a t e e l e c t r o n s from a hot f i l a m e n t . Discharges i n the 
experiments t o be described here, however, were i n i t i a t e d by 
e l e c t r o n s generated i n mid-gap by the p h o t o - i o n i z a t i o n of 
the t e s t gas. For t h i s purpose, u l t r a - v i o l e t photons were 
produced by, an a u x i l i a r y discharge - c a l l e d the " i r r a d i a t o r " 
- i n the same gas enclosure as the t e s t spark gap, and i n 
l i n e - o f - s i g h t w i t h i t . A small c o l l i m a t i n g aperture was 
placed between the i r r a d i a t o r and the spark gap t o ensure 
t h a t no photons could h i t e i t h e r e l e c t r o d e . This technique 
has been used by Bainbridge and VTo^se^'^^^^Xo o b t a i n photon 
a b s o r p t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s i n n i t r o g e n , oxygen, a i r and argon, 
- 17 -
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2.3. E l e c t r o n i c t i m i n g c o n t r o l 
Two f u n c t i o n s were r e q u i r e d of the apparatus: measure-
ments were r e q u i r e d f i r s t l y o f breakdown f i e l d s under 
sustained o s c i l l a t i o n s , and secondly of the time delays t o 
breakdown, f o r which the repeated a p p l i c a t i o n of a pulsed 
f i e l d was necessary. 
Continuous o s c i l l a t i o n s were obtained by applying a 
steady v o l t a g e t o the anodes o f the o s c i l l a t o r , f o r which 
the source o f supply was a d.c. generator d r i v e n by a mains 
e l e c t r i c motor. Pine adjustments o f the output voltage could 
be made by v a r y i n g the d i r e c t c u r r e n t through the f i e l d c o i l s . 
Up t o 1000 v o l t s could be d e l i v e r e d from t h i s supply w i t h a 
load c u r r e n t o f 0.2 amps. 
Arrangements f o r supplying pulsed f i e l d s t o the spark 
gap were considerably more complicated. The block diagram 
o f the o r i g i n a l c i r c u i t r y i s shown i n f i g 2.3. The anode 
supply f o r the o s c i l l a t o r i n the pulsed f i e l d c o n f i g u r a t i o n 
was r e q u i r e d a t a lower mean c u r r e n t l e v e l , and a t higher 
v o l t a g e than t h a t used f o r production o f continuous o s c i l l a -
t i o n s . Therefore a transformer and half-wave r e c t i f i e r 
system was used t o charge a bank o f capacitors which provided 
the immediate c u r r e n t supply f o r the o s c i l l a t o r , d u r i n g a 
pailse, 
A vo l t a g e comparator c i r c u i t produced an output pulse 
when the c a p a c i t o r bank reached a predetermined p o t e n t i a l , and 
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t h i s was used t o t r i g g e r the "main impulse generator". The 
f o u r s e q u e n t i a l f u n c t i o n s o f the c i r c u i t were as f o l l o w s : 
f i r s t l y the o s c i l l o s c o p e timebase was t r i g g e r e d , and then the 
o s c i l l a t o r was energised, p u t t i n g a high r . f . voltage across 
the spark gap.. A f t e r a predetermined delay the i r r a d i a t o r 
was f i r e d t o i n i t i a t e a:discharge, and the supply voltage 
was removed from the o s c i l l a t o r a l i t t l e l a t e r . I n order t o 
see the i n s t a n t of i r r a d i a t i o n on the osci l l o s c o p e a few inchesj 
o f unscreened wire were placed near the i r r a d i a t o r discharge 
and connected t o the Y i n p u t t e r m i n a l s and t h i s picked up 
enough vo l t a g e t o d e f l e c t the tr a c e momentarily. Pig 2,4 
shows the types o f o s c i l l o g r a m which were obtained, both 
w i t h and wit h o u t breakdown o c c u r r i n g during the pulse. 
An assessment o f the e x i s t i n g c o n t r o l c i r c u i t r y i n d i c a t e d 
t h a t i t would not be p r a c t i c a b l e t o o b t a i n the desired 
accuracy and s t a b i l i t y , although the basic f u n c t i o n s were 
c o r r e c t . I t was t h e r e f o r e decided t o completely redesign 
the e l e c t r o n i c c i r c u i t r y . The same basic f u n c t i o n s were 
necessary but c a r e f u l a t t e n t i o n was given t o the s t a b i l i t y 
o f the EHT v o l t a g e , and also g r e a t e r r e p e a t a b i l i t y of the 
t i m i n g of the i r r a d i a t o r pulse and the oscilloscope t r i g g e r 
were r e q u i r e d t o al l o w the use o f f a s t e r sweep speeds. A 
d e s c r i p t i o n o f the m o d i f i c a t i o n s which were made forms the 
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CHAPTER I I I 
THE OSCILLATOR 
The apparatus already i n existence i n t h i s l a b o r a t o r y , 
used an o s c i l l a t o r from an ex-W.D. v.h.f t r a n s m i t t e r . For 
t u n i n g purposes there was a s l i d i n g s h o i t c i r c u i t bar on 
l e c h e r l i n e s attached t o anodes and g r i d s of two t r i o d e s 
o s c i l l a t i n g i n p u s h - p u l l . Time and long use had corroded 
these l e c h e r l i n e s so t h a t no amoimt of cleaning would give 
a steady output t o the spark gap. Moreover, i t was intended 
t o extend the measurements o f Prowse, Rowbotham and Monk^^' 
i n t o the re g i o n o f much s h o r t e r delays, so t h a t more power 
would be r e q u i r e d . A new o s c i l l a t o r was t h e r e f o r e b u i l t t o 
operate a t l 8 0 Mc/s us i n g l a r g e r v.h.f power tetrodes i n a 
pus h - p u l l tuned-anode-tuned-grid c i r c u i t f i g . 3.1. I n t h i s 
both anode and g r i d tuned c i r c u i t s were of the lecher l i n e 
t y p e , constructed from h a l f i n c h bore copper pipe. They 
were tuneable by means o f s l i d i n g "trombone" loops. I n t h i s 
case, u n l i k e t h a t o f the o l d o s c i l l a t o r , the s l i d i n g contacts 
were w e l l remoired from the cu r r e n t maximum, and no t r o u b l e 
was experienced due t o sparking a t these p o i n t s . 
The o s c i l l a t o r valves were o f type QY3-65, which have 
s p e c i a l bases, and the anode connection emerges from the top 
of the glass envelope. Special sleeves were made which 
clamped t i g h t l y onto the base p i n s , f o r s o l d e r i n g to the d.c. 
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supply leads, thus a v o i d i n g possible loose contacts i n a 
conventional base. The anode and g r i d lecher l i n e s were 
connected t o s o l i d brass posts which were d r i l l e d to e x a c t l y 
the r i g h t diameter t o take the respective p i n s . The only 
mechanical support f o r the o s c i l l a t o r assembly was a square 
piece o f polystyrene sheet, h a l f an i n c h t h i c k , through 
which the l e c h e r l i n e s passed i n c l o s e l y f i t t i n g holes. The 
anode l i n e was p a r a l l e l t o the g r i d l i n e , and d i r e c t l y above 
i t , so t h a t the valves could be hung on the ends of the l i n e s 
by t h e i r anode and g r i d p i n s , as can be seen i n f i g 3.2, 
This assembly was mounted i n an open-topped t i n - p l a t e 
box which acted as a p a r t i a l screen thus preventing p r o x i m i t y 
detuning e f f e c t s . A l l the j o i n t s i n the box were c a r e f u l l y 
s o l dered, t o avoid p a r a s i t i c discharges. 
The modulation o f the o s c i l l a t o r was e f f e c t e d o r i g i n a l l y 
by means of a t h y r a t r o n i n s e r i e s w i t h the e.h.t supply t o 
the anodes. This system was inconvenient f o r two reasons: 
f i r s t l y the o s c i l l a t i o n s had t o be terminated by an independ-
ent quenching c i r c u i t , and secondly a mechanical r e l a y was 
r e q u i r e d t o open the anode c i r c u i t of the t h y r a t r o n t o a l l o w 
i t t o d e - i o n i z e . The mechanical r e l a y was troublesome i n 
p r a c t i c e as h i g h voltages were being switched. A modulator 
was t h e r e f o r e devised u s i n g hard valves, to overcome these 
defects i n the o r i g i n a l system. This i s shown i n f i g 3.3-
This c i r c u i t operates i n the f a s h i o n of a "bootstrap" time-
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(15) base ' ^  the t i m i n g c a p a c i t o r C i n t h i s case being reduced s 
t o s t r a y capacitance. The p o s i t i v e feedback c a p a c i t o r C 
l i n e a r i s e s the r i s e o f p o t e n t i a l a t the o s c i l l a t o r anodes, 
and allows the use of a comparatively low value of H,T, on 1^ 
anode. But f o r the bootstrap connection, the r e s i s t o r R would 
have t o be taken t o f u l l e.h.t, w i t h consequent need f o r a 
l a r g e c u r r e n t e.h.t. supply, because 1^ i s normally conducting, 
i n the bottomed s t a t e . 
To avoid excessive d i s s i p a t i o n a t the o s c i l l a t o r screen 
g r i d s , between pulses, a p o s i t i v e p o t e n t i a l of magnitude 
300 v o l t s was.,.applied t o these electrodes only f o r the 
d u r a t i o n of the pulse. 
The modulator c i r c u i t operated w e l l but i t was l a t e r 
found t h a t j u s t as s a t i s f a c t o r y pulsed operation could be 
obtained by a p p l y i n g the e,h,t, continuously t o the 
o s c i l l a t o r anodes, and a p o s i t i v e s w i t c h i n g pulse t o the 
screen g r i d s as b e f o r e . The o n l y m o d i f i c a t i o n t o the 
o s c i l l a t o r then necessary was the i n c l u s i o n i n the g r i d 
c i r c u i t o f a negative b i a s , t o prevent the f l o w o f c u r r e n t 
from the e,h.t, supply i n the i n t e r v a l between pulses. 
Occasionally, when the anode voltage was very h i g h , 
the o s c i l l a t i o n s d i d not terminate a t the end of the modulator 
pulse, but continued a t reduced amplitude u n t i l the e.h.t, 
r e s e D T v o i r c a p a c i t o r was discharged considerably. This was 
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because the screen g r i d s were fed from a cathode f o l l o w e r : 
although such a c i r c u i t has a v e i y low output impedance, 
(about 50 ohms), some e l e c t r o s t a t i c c o upling between anode 
and g r i d s t i l l e x i s t e d and the valves could o s c i l l a t e as 
t r i o d e s . These o s c i l l a t i o n s d i d not a f f e c t the measurements 
i n any way because they on l y occurred a f t e r the end o f the 
p u l s e . 
I n o p e r a t i o n the o s c i l l a t o r anodes, and the anode 
l e c h e r l i n e became heated t o about 100°C. This caused an 
increase i n the l e n g t h of the l i n e and t h e r e f o r e a decrease 
i n frequency o f 0.2^. Provided time was allowed f o r warming 
up frequency v a r i a t i o n was not a source of t r o u b l e , despite 
the sharp resonance (Q = 1000 approx) of the transmission 
l i n e . To compensate f o r long term f l u c t u a t i o n s i n frequency, 
a threaded brass rod was i n s e r t e d c o a x i a l l y i n t o one end of 
the anode l i n e , t o a l l o w a f i n e t u n i n g adjustment to be made, 
A t o t a l change i n frequency of about l<fc could be made w i t h 
t h i s screw, and t h i s was s u f f i c i e n t t o enable i t t o be used 
t o measure the Q of the transmission l i n e , a f t e r c a l i b r a t i o n . 
Q was determined by p l o t t i n g a resonance curve g i v i n g the 
value 1200^^100. 
F i g 3.4. shows the v a r i a t i o n of the o s c i l l a t o r frequency 
w i t h the f i n e t u n i n g c o n t r o l : while i n f i g 3.5. the frequency 
i s given as a f u n c t i o n o f the l e n g t h of the anode lecher l i n e 
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4.1, A f u n c t i o n a l d e s c r i p t i o n 
The d e s c r i p t i o n which f o l l o w s , o f the c i r c u i t r y , may 
be f o l l o w e d i n i t i a l l y by reference t o the block diagram 
opposite; f i g 4.1, and l a t e r t o the c i r c u i t diagrams 
f i g s 4.3, 4.4, 4.5. . 
To provide a record of the time delay between the 
i r r a d i a t o r pulse and the occurrence of breakdown i n the 
spark gap, a photograph of the osc i l l o s c o p e t r a c e , was 
r e q u i r e d . For t h i s purpose, the switches SIA and SIB were 
set t o the "pulse" p o s i t i o n ( f i g 4.1) while S2A add S2B 
were set t o "slow",. 
The c i r c u i t s a l l remained i n t h e i r quiescent s t a t e 
u n t i l the e.h.t, supply was switched on. The main c a p a c i t o r 
bank then charged on a time constant o f approximately 4 
seconds. The vol t a g e appearing across t h i s c a p a c i t o r also 
appeared across the o s c i l l a t o r , a mercury t h y r a t r o n , and 
the comparator c i r c u i t ( v i a a voltage d i v i d e r ) , The 
f u n c t i o n o f the comparator was t o provide an output pulse 
a t the i n s t a n t a c e r t a i n f r a c t i o n o f the e.h.t, l i n e v oltage 
became equal t o t h a t across a neon v o l t a g e - r e g u l a t o r tube. 
This output pulse i n i t i a t e d a l l the succeeding events,. 
F i r s t l y , the " f i x e d delay" c i r c u i t was t r i g g e r e d by the 
comparator output t o produce a p o s i t i v e - g o i n g r e c t a n g u l a r 
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p u l s e . The "modulator pulse-width c o n t r o l " c i r c u i t was 
t r i g g e r e d from the f i n a l edge of t h i s pulse, t o produce a 
square pulse o f v a r i a b l e d u r a t i o n . This v a r i a b l e - w i d t h 
pulse, a f t e r being "squared" by a s a t u r a t i n g a m p l i f i e r 
stage, was f e d i n t o a cathode f o l l o w e r . The cathode f o l l o w e r 
output was a p o s i t i v e pulse o f magnitude 300 v o l t s and of 
s u f f i c i e n t l y low source impedance f o r modulating the 
o s c i l l a t o r valves on t h e i r screen g r i d s . 
The square modulation pulse was also fed v i a a d i f f e r e n -
t i a t i n g network t o the c o n t r o l g r i d o f a pentode. This 
r e s u l t e d i n a negative " p i p " f o l l o w e d by a p o s i t i v e " p i p " 
a t the pentode anode, c o i n c i d i n g w i t h the l e a d i n g and t r a i l i n g 
edges o f the modulation pulse, r e s p e c t i v e l y . These were 
taken t o the c o n t r o l g r i d o f the t h y r a t r o n which t h e r e f o r e 
f i r e d a t the t e r m i n a t i o n o f the modulation pulse. The 
f i r i n g o f the t h y r a t r o n v i r t u a l l y s hort c i r c u i t e d the e,h,t, 
l i n e , so t h a t i t s - i r o l t a g e f e l l q u i c k l y t o a l e v e l a t which 
the comparator c i r c u i t r eset i t s e l f . As soon as d e i o n i z a t i o n 
had taken place, the c a p a c i t o r bank began t o recharge t o 
repeat the above a c t i o n i n d e f i n i t e l y , 
A second output from the comparator output was used t o 
t r i g g e r the " i r r a d i a t o r t i m i n g c o n t r o l " c i r c u i t . This 
c i r c u i t provided a h i g h v o l t a g e , s h o t t d u r a t i o n pulse t o the 
i r r a d i a t o r spark gap, a f t e r an i n t e r v a l which could be 
a d j u s t e d t o make i r r a d i a t i o n occur a t any given i n s t a n t 




d u r i n g the o s c i l l a t o r p ulse, 
A v a r i a b l e delay c i r c u i t s i m i l a r t o t h a t i n the 
i r r a d i a t o r c i r c u i t was t r i g g e r e d from the t a i l end of the 
f i x e d delay pulse, the output o f which was used t o t r i g g e r 
the o s c i l l o s c o p e timebase a t a predetermined i n s t a n t d u r i n g 
the o s c i l l a t o r p ulse. Since on f a s t timebase sweeps, ( l e s s 
than about 300 microseconds d u r a t i o n ) only the top of the 
pulse would t h e r e f o r e be shown on the oscilloscope screen, 
a second sweep was arranged t o occur before the o s c i l l a t o r 
was switched on, ( i . e . d u r i n g the " f i x e d delay" i n t e r v a l ) t o 
g i v e a base-line t o the pulses. This second sweep was 
t r i g g e r e d by the comparator output pulse, and t o avoid 
undesirable feedback between the two c i r c u i t s , the two 
sweep t r i g g e r pulses were combined by a mixer c i r c u i t . I f 
the timebase l a s t e d more than about 300 microseconds, the 
second t r i g g e r pulse a r r i v e d d u r i n g the f i r s t sweep, and 
t h e r e f o r e had no e f f e c t . The r e s u l t i n g p i c t u r e on the 
screen was then o f the beginning o f the o s c i l l a t o r pulse 
preceeded by zero output f o r the d u r a t i o n o f the f i x e d delay 
(150 microseconds). When the sweep was o f d u r a t i o n g r e a t e r 
than 1 m i l l i s e c o n d the whole of the o s c i l l a t o r pulse (400 
microseconds) appeared on the screen. 
For measurements of breakdown f i e l d s w i t h v e i y long 
( " i n f i n i t e " ) delays, the a u x i l i a r y e.h.t. and screen g r i d 
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s u p p l i e s were used, to mm the o s c i l l a t o r continuously. 
F i g 4.2 shows the c i r c u i t r y of the a u x i l i a r y e.h.t. generator. 
Switches SIA and SIB on f i g 4.1 were moved to "continuous 
o s c i l l a t i o n s " ( C O . ) , and s w i t c h S2A was put to "5P c / s " , 
to f i r e the i r r a d i a t o r 50 times per second, ensuring an 
adequate supply of e l e c t r o n s i n the t e s t gap to i n i t i a t e 
breakdown. T h i s arrangement was a l s o used f o r making an 
a b s o l u t e c a l i b r a t i o n of the CRO voltage i n terms of the spark 
gap v o l t a g e , but i n t h i s case, of course, i t would not be 
n e c e s s a r y to operate the i r r a d i a t o r . 
The "50 c / s " f u n c t i o n of s w i t c h S2A was of great value 
i n s e t t i n g - u p and t e s t i n g the pulse c i r c u i t r y , i n that a 
v i s u a l l y continuous p i c t u r e of the waveform a t any point could 
be d i s p l a y e d on a monitoring o s c i l l o s c o p e . The monitor could 
be t r i g g e r e d from the same point as the measuring o s c i l l o s c o p e , 
a t 50 c / s , to give a p e r f e c t l y locked d i s p l a y . 
For the most part the c i r c u i t r y c o n s i s t e d of conventional 
t r i g g e r c i r c u i t s , namely monostable "bootstrap" and " f l i p - f l o p ' j 
square wave generatoars. The choice between these two was 
governed by the a v a i l a b l e t r i g g e r pulse, and the d e s i r e d 
output p o l a r i t y . The bootstrap c i r c u i t i s more s u i t a b l e 
f o r n e g a t i v e , and the f l i p - f l o p f o r p o s i t i v e , t r i g g e r p u l s e s . 
Output p u l s e s were obtained from the t r i g g e r c i r c u i t s by 
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i n t e r - c i r c u i t connections to or from e l e c t r o d e s which play-
no p a r t i n the r e g e n e r a t i v e feedback. When two pentodes 
are used, t h e i r s c r e e n g r i d s can be used e f f e c t i v e l y as 
anodes f o r the i n t e r n a l r e g e n e r a t i v e output, l e a v i n g a " f r e e " 
anode to d e l i v e r the e x t e r n a l output p u l s e . I n t h i s case 
the f l i p - f l o p c i r c u i t can be designed f o r use with e i t h e r 
p o l a r i t y t r i g g e r . 
4.2. The comparator c i r c u i t . 
The a c t i o n of the comparator c i r c u i t f i g 4.4 was as 
f o l l o w s : as the e.h.t. voltage rose on a time constant 
of 4 seconds, to^-ards a p o t e n t i a l of the order 5KV, the 
p o t e n t i a l on the anode of the VR 92 diode rose, t y p i c a l l y , 
a t a r a t e of 150 v o l t s / s e c o n d . A f t e r one second, the 
p o t e n t i a l a t t h i s point became comparable to the voltage 
a c r o s s the r e g u l a t o r tube, enabling the pentode to conduct. 
The pentode had a l a r g e load r e s i s t o r , and therefoa?e a high 
g a i n , and served to i n c r e a s e the r a t e of r i s e of the voltage 
a p p l i e d to the f o l l o w i n g Schmidt t r i g g e r c i r c u i t . I n t h i s 
way the output r i s e t i m e of the Schmidt t r i g g e r v/as improved, 
and time j i t t e r i n the dependent c i r c u i t s was reduced. 
4.3. The I r r a d i a t o r C i r c u i t . 
The i r r a d i a t o r c i r c u i t f i g 4.5 was t r i g g e r e d by the 
l e a d i n g edge of the pulse from the comparator. The f i r s t 
stage of the c i r c u i t was a bootstrap t r i g g e r whose funct i o n 
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was to provide a p o s i t i v e output pulse of v a r i a b l e d u r a t i o n . 
The f i n a l negative-going edge of t h i s pulse was then used 
to t r i g g e r a " f l i p - f l o p " c i r c u i t , c o n s i s t i n g of a pentode 
and one h a l f of a double-triode v a l v e . The screen g r i d of 
t h i s pentode was here used as a second c o n t r o l g r i d f o r 
a p p l y i n g the r e g e n e r a t i v e feedback. An output pulse was 
taken from t h i s e l e c t r o d e which was d i r e c t l y coupldd to the 
g r i d of a cathode f o l l o w e r . The cathode f o l l o w e r output 
p u l s e , drove the g r i d of the f i n a l v a l v e (EL81) about 50 
v o l t s n e g a t i v e , to t u r n i f o f f i n about 5 microseconds. 
With the sudden c e s s a t i o n of c u r r e n t i n the 20 henry choke 
which formed the anode load, the anode p o t e n t i a l s t a r t e d to 
r i s e s i n u s o i d a l l y towards about 10,000 v o l t s . Before t h i s 
h igh v o l t a g e was achieved, however, a spark occurred i n a 
s h o r t a i r gap which was placed e f f e c t i v e l y a c r o s s the 
t e r m i n a l s of the choke. The r a p i d f a l l of voltage a c r o s s 
t h i s gap was transformed, by use of a d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g 
network, i n t o a s h o r t negative-going pulse, which, M s : o f 
s u f f i c i e n t amplitude to cause a discharge i n the i r r a d i a t o r 
gap. 
The r e p e a t a b i l i t y of t h i s sparking voltage was optimised 
by making the e l e c t r o d e s s h a r p l y pointed, and by use of a 
" k e e p - a l i v e " e l e c t r o d e . The k e e p - a l i v e e l e c t r o d e caused 
soDB i o n i z a t i o n i n the gap from a corona discharge as the 
gap v o l t a g e b u i l t up, thus minimising the s t a t i s t i c a l 
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v a r i a t i o n s , or j i t t e r of the time a t which the spark occurred 
The k e e p - a l i v e e l e c t r o d e was made from f i n e platinum wire 
which was earthed a t one end and placed with i t s pointed 
end n e a r the high p o t e n t i a l e l e c t r o d e of the a u x i l i a r y spark 
gap. 
The j u n c t i o n diode, 0A81, was e s s e n t i a l to the 
s a t i s f a c t o r y operation of t h i s c i r c u i t : i t w i l l be noted 
t h a t although the f l i p - f l o p only t r i g g e r s i n response to a 
n e g a t i v e pulse on i t s input g r i d , a p o s i t i v e pulse a t t h i s 
point would be i n v e r t e d and a m p l i f i e d at the s c r e e n g r i d and 
fed to the g r i d of the E L 8 I , T h i s would cause a premature 
output pulse to the i r r a d i a t o r . 
A l l the v a l v e s of the i r r a d i a t o r c i r c u i t were mounted on 
a s i n g l e c h a s s i s and some d i f f i c u l t y was experienced at 
f i r s t i n preventing m u l t i p l e t r i g g e r i n g . The trouble, which 
was found to be caused by r a d i a t i o n from the anode of the 
E L 8 I , was only cured by the i n t r o d u c t i o n both of the cathode 
f o l l o w e r stage and of double s c r e e n i n g above the c h a s s i s 
between t h i s v a l v e and the o t h e r s . 
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CHAPTER V 
MEASUREMENT OP ABSOLUTE VOLTAGE AT 18Q MC/S. 
The method of measurement described i n t h i s chapter 
was designed f o r the o r i g i n a l work the r e s u l t s of which were 
d e s c r i b e d i n d e t a i l i n r e f e r e n c e 9 and o u t l i n e d i n Chapter I I . 
A d e t a i l e d d i s c u s s i o n of the method here i s j u s t i f i e d by the 
v i t a l nature of t h i s measurement to the whole i n v e s t i g a t i o n . 
Moreover, the quest f o r improved r i s e t i m e of the output 
volta g e has l e d to d i f f i c u l t i e s which were not p r e v i o u s l y 
encountered with t h i s apparatus. 
As was seen i n Chapter I I , the f i n a l d i s p l a y of the 
spark gap v o l t a g e was made on the s c r e e n of an o s c i l l o s c o p e 
f o r which purpose the envelope of the r . f . pulse was obtained, 
by half-wave r e c t i f i c a t i o n . I t w i l l be shown i n t h i s chapter 
how the amplitude of t h i s pulse was r e l a t e d to the absolute 
v o l t a g e a t the spark gap. 
5.1. The d i e l e c t r i c vane el e c t r o m e t e r and c a l i b r a t i o n of 
the o s c i l l o s c o p e . 
The c a l c u l a t i o n of the output voltage from the 
geometry of the p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r and c i r c u i t constants would 
r e q u i r e a knowledge of ( a ) the absolute coupling f a c t o r of 
the l a u n c h i n g d i s c i n t o the p i s t o n attenuator, and (b) the 
r e c t i f i c a t i o n p r o p e r t i e s of the diode. Neither of these 
could be r e l i a b l y c a l c u l a t e d , and t h e r e f o r e an absolute 
c a l i b r a t i o n was c a r r i e d out, 
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G a l o r i m e t r i c methods could not be used because of t h e i r 
i n h e r e n t power d i s s i p a t i o n : the voltage to be measured i n 
t h i s case was a c r o s s a high q u a l i t y resonant c i r c u i t , and 
would have been lowered p r o h i b i t i v e l y by the p r o v i s i o n of 
power to a measuring instrument. 
Thermionic instruments depart from t h e i r low frequency 
c a l i b r a t i o n a t high f r e q u e n c i e s due to s k i n e f f e c t and the 
e f f e c t s of l e a d inductance and t r a n s i t time. E l e c t r o s t a t i c 
methods are w e l l suited" to t h i s a p p l i c a t i o n : the presence 
of a s m a l l c a p a c i t a t i v e load has only a detuning e f f e c t 
which can e a s i l y be compensated. The d i r e c t connection of 
the Y p l a t e s of a cathode ray tube to the spark gap might be 
one s o l u t i o n . T h i s method was not used however, because of 
the d i f f i c u l t y of o b t a i n i n g a c l e a r t r a c e a t the high w r i t i n g 
speeds i n v o l v e d . Furthermore an a t t e n u a t o r would be needed, 
i f a wide range of v o l t a g e s were to be used, so t h a t . a g a i n 
a h i g h frequency c a l i b r a t i o n would be r e q u i r e d . 
C a l i b r a t i o n was i n f a c t c a r r i e d out with a device.which 
was used by Prowse Rowbotham and Monk^ and which super-
f i c i a l l y resembles a quadrant e l e c t r o m e t e r . The electrometer 
was b u i l t i n t o the c o a x i a l l i n e , a t a point c l o s e to the 
spark gap, as i s shown i n f i g . 2.1. F i g s 5.1(a) and (b) 
show the device i n more d e t a i l . 
The c e n t r a l conductor of the resonant c o a x i a l l i n e was 




face of t h i s cube were attached two f l a t s l a b s of b r a s s , 
0.2cm t h i c k , which were shaped i n plan l i k e the two opposite 
quadrants of a c i r c l e , 2.5cm i n diameter. A sheet of 
po l y s t y r e n e a l s o forming two quadrants of a c i r c l e was 
suspended h o r i z o n t a l l y 0.5mm above t h i s , by means of a 
quartz f i b r e . The f i b r e was connected to one end of a t h i n 
p o l y s t y r e n e p i l l a r which emerged p e r p e n d i c u l a r l y from the 
cen t r e of g r a v i t y of.the vane. A sheet of brass covered the 
vane, having a s m a l l hole through which the p i l l a r passed. 
The cover formed the upper face of a hollow box which was 
the expanded outer conductor of the c o a x i a l l i n e . The 
po l y s t y r e n e vane was ad j u s t e d so t h a t with zero voltage 
a c r o s s the c o a x i a l l i n e , i t approximately h a l f covered the 
brass quadrants, and could swing f r e e l y on i t s suspension. 
Viewed from a h o r i z o n t a l d i r e c t i o n the vane could be 
seen to form part of the d i e l e c t r i c of a c a p a c i t o r with a 
stepped p l a t e s e p a r a t i o n . A voltage a c r o s s the p l a t e s of 
t h i s c a p a c i t o r , caused the vane to move i n a d i r e c t i o n which 
i n c r e a s e d the c a p a c i t a n c e . The force a c t i n g on the vane was 
independent of the d i r e c t i o n of the a p p l i e d voltage, and a 
r o t a t i o n a l i : d e f l e c t i o n was obtaiLned for a l t e r n a t i n g v o l t a g e s 
which was p r o p o r t i o n a l to the square of the appli e d v o l t a g e . 
A galvanometer m i r r o r attached to the vane support 
p i l l a r allowed the angle of r o t a t i o n to be measured. 
The p e r m i t t i v i t y of polystyrene i s s e n s i b l y constant from 
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zero frequency up to s e v e r a l thousand megacycles per second, 
and s i n c e i t i s thiS'_quantity which determined the force 
a c t i n g on the vane, an absolute c a l i b r a t i o n could be c a r r i e d 
out a t d.c. or power fre q u e n c i e s u s i n g a standard voltmeter. 
T h i s c a l i b r a t i o n could then be used with confidence a t l 8 0 Mc/s, 
One e l e c t r o d e of the spark gap was connected to the brass 
cube, by a copper l e a d about 3ciii long, and the other e l e c t r o d e 
was connecjjed to the outer conductor of the c o a x i a l l i n e 
opposite t h i s p o i n t . The operating wavelength, 170cm was 
much l a r g e r than t h i s dimension so t h a t the voltage measured 
by the vane could be assumed to be i d e n t i c a l to t h a t e x i s t i n g 
a c r o s s the spark gap,. 
C a l i b r a t i o n of the d i o d e - v o l t m e t e r / o s c i l l o s c o p e . system 
was c a r r i e d out u s i n g a s u s t a i n e d output from the o s c i l l a t o r . 
The r e s u l t i n g constant r.m.s. voltage at the spark gap 
produced a steady d e f l e c t i o n of the d i e l e c t r i c vane, and 
a l s o of the o s c i l l o s c o p e t r a c e . Since the s e n s i t i v i t y of 
the vane could r e a d i l y be measured i n terms of absolute 
v o l t a g e , u s i n g a low frequency standard voltmeter, i t 
followed t h a t the constant of p r o p o r t i o n a l i t y between the 
absolute v o l t a g e a t the spark gap and the d e f l e c t i o n of the 
o s c i l l o s c o p e t r a c e could be determined. I t was then assumed 
t h a t d e f l e c t i o n s of the o s c i l l o s c o p e t r a c e i n response to 
pulsed modulation of the o s c i l l a t o r would bear the same 
r e l a t i o n to the spark gap v o l t a g e , 
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The c a l i b r a t i o n graph f o r determination of spark gap 
v o l t a g e s from o s c i l l o s c o p e d e f l e c t i o n i s shown i n f i g . 5.2 
a t t h r e e s e t t i n g s of the p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r . 
•5.2, Performance and accuracy of the voltage measurement 
§ys t_em. 
5.2.1,. D i e l e c t r i c vane e l e c t r o m e t e r . 
The o r i g i n a l device as used i n the experiments described 
by Prowee, Rowbotham and Monk, ' had a s i l k b i f i l a r 
s uspension. T h i s was used:for a while i n the present 
experiments, bit proved r a t h e r u n s a t i s f a c t o r y because of the 
change i n the zero p o s i t i o n a f t e r each d e f l e c t i o n . The 
cause of t h i s was;-'probably the re-arrangement of i n d i v i d u a l 
s t r a n d s i n the f i b r e when t w i s t e d , A s i n g l e quartz f i b r e 
was s u b s t i t u t e d and an improvement i n s t a b i l i t y by about a 
f a c t o r two was obtained. 
The absolute c a l i b r a t i o n was a t f i r s t t r i e d with d i r e c t 
v o l t a g e s . A f t e r the a p p l i c a t i o n of a d i r e c t voltage, however, 
a slow d r i f t i n the d e f l e c t i o n was observed, superimposed 
upon the steady d e f l e c t i o n , tending a s y m p t o t i c a l l y towards 
a l i m i t , somewhat h i g h e r than the instantaneous value, with 
a time constant of s e v e r a l minutes. A s i m i l a r d r i f t was 
observed tending towards the o r i g i n a l zero when the voltage 
was removed. I t appeared t h a t the explanation of t h i s 
phenomenon l a y i n terms of p o l a r i z a t i o n of the d i e l e c t r i c . 
Since the time constant was so long i t was a n t i c i p a t e d t h a t 
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CURVE 1 shows the downward d r i f t tov/ards zero a f t e r 
100 v o l t s had been a p p l i e d c o n t i n u o u s l y f o r 
16 hours and then removed. 
CURVE 2 as f o r curve 1 except t h a t the v o l t a g e was 
ap p l i e d f o r 1 minute. 
CURVE 3 shows the approach t o a steady d e f l e c t i o n 
w i t h 100 v o l t s ' a p p l i e d a f t e r 17 minutes a t zero. 
CURVE 4 shows the decay towards zero a f t e r 100 v o l t s 
d e f l e c t i o n f o r 13 minutes. 
c a l i b r a t i o n u s i n g the a . c . mains supply would e l i m i n a t e 
d i f f i c u l t y . However, the improvement achieved by t h i s means 
was not more than m a r g i n a l . An explanation of the d r i f t 
might l i e i n the q u a l i t y of the anchoring p o i n t s : the 
quartz f i b r e was fastened a t each end by means of hard 
vacuum-wax, which has a p i t c h - l i k e consistency:^- i . e . b r i t t l e 
and v e r y v i s c o u s a t room temperature. Therefore a shear 
s t r e s s imposed by the t w i s t of the f i b r e could have been 
r e s p o n s i b l e f o r a slow d r i f t . However, the vane p o s i t i o n 
would then have i n c r e a s e d i n d e f i n i t e l y with time, i n s t e a d of 
approaching a s y m p t o t i c a l l y towards a l i m i t , as was observed, 
and no zero d r i f t should then have been observed on removing 
the v o l t a g e , A p o s s i b l e explanation i s that a t h i n c o a t i n g 
of wax covered part of the f i b r e so t h a t v i s c o u s flew caused 
a change i n the e f f e c t i v e f i b r e l e n g t h with time, but care 
was taken to avoid t h i s . The explanation may p o s s i b l y 
i n v o l v e the q u a l i t y of the suspension; however, qvartz i s 
generajlly acceii>ted to be the best d i e l e c t i c m aterial f o r t h i s 
purpose, and c e r t a i n l y a pyrex suspension proved to be 
c o n s i d e r a b l y i n f e r i o r i n t h i s r e s p e c t . The amount of d r i f t 
which f i n a l l y had to be accepted i s shown i n f i g . 5.3. 
I t was found t h a t by i n c r e a s i n g the voltage a c r o s s the 
vane c a r e f u l l y , much t r a n s i e n t o s c i l l a t i o n could be eliminated 
and readings could be taken w i t h i n about ten seconds. Not 
much d r i f t could occur i n t h i s s h ort time and the voltage was 
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reduced to zero immediately (but c a r e f u l l y , to avoid 
o s c i l l a t i o n s of the vane) a f t e r each reading. By t a k i n g such 
p r e c a u t i o n s , i t was p o s s i b l e to obtain r e s u l t s reproducible 
w i t h i n 1^0 a f t e r a week or more, 
5.2.2 The p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r 
The r a t i o of the vo l t a g e s and a t the d i s t a n c e s 
and Z2 from an a r b i t r a r y o r i g i n along the a x i s of the 
a t t e n u a t o r can be shown^ ' to be given by the r e l a t i o n 
l o g i o ( V i A 2 ) = ( l . 0 4 5 / r ) ( I - - \ 2 / X 2 ) i ( z ^ _ 2 2 ) 5.I 
where r i s the r a d i u s of the c y l i n d e r 
\ i s the a c t u a l wavelength i n f r e e space 
X_ i s the c u t o f f wavelength f o r the c y l i n d e r , 
c 
T h i s formula a p p l i e s to the EQ^^ mode when the pickup 
e l e c t r o d e i s s u f f i c i e n t l y f a r removed from the launching 
d i s c to prevent an ap p r e c i a b l e amount of energy being 
r e f l e c t e d back to the launching d i s c . For t h i s mode the 
c u t o f f wavelength i s given, by 
\^ = 2r/2.405 
= 20.2cm i n t h i s c a s e . 
The f a c t o r ( l - X f / X ^ ) ^ i n equation 5.1 was th e r e f o r e 
c 
equal to 0.992 so t h a t the a t t e n u a t i o n was very n e a r l y 
independent of frequency a t I80 Mc/s, 
Therefore the a t t e n u a t i o n f a c t o r , defined as 
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oC = log^Q(V^/V2)/(a^-Z2^ 5.2. 
-1 
was 0.133 cm . 
I n an evanescent mode, the E and H v e c t o r s r e p r e s e n t i n g 
the wave o s c i l l a t e i n quadrature, so that i t i s , a t f i r s t 
g l a n c e , s u r p r i s i n g t h a t power can be propagated by such a 
(12) 
f i e l d . I t can be shown, however, ' that the presence of 
the pickup e l e c t r o d e d i s t o r t s the f i e l d so as to produce a 
s m a l l in-phase component, with consequent t r a n s f e r of ' 
s u f f i c i e n t power to the output c i r c u i t to be di s p l a y e d on 
the o s c i l l o s c o p e . 
The a t t e n u a t i o n f a c t o r was determined experimentally by 
measuring the v o l t a g e s a t the spark gaj) which produced a 
given d e f l e c t i o n of the CRO t r a c e f o r d i f f e r e n t s e t t i n g s of 
the p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r . T h i s can i n f a c t be c a r r i e d out 
u s i n g the c a l i b r a t i o n graph, f i g . 5.2:- f a r example a given 
v a l u e of CRO d e f l e c t i o n , say 0.2 v o l t s , determines a vane 
d e f l e c t i o n f o r each of the three a t t e n u a t o r s e t t i n g s . Moving 
v e r t i c a l l y on the graph along the l i n e s r e p r e s e n t i n g these 
d e f l e c t i o n s u n t i l the i n t e r s e c t i o n with the 50 c/s c a l i b r a t i o n 
l i n e i s reached provides the corresponding v a l u e s of r.m.s. 
gap v o l t a g e . S u b s t i t u t i n g p a i r s of values i n t o equation ' 
5.2 g i v e s the v a l u e s 0.131cm~''' and 0.135cm~''' f o r the attenua-
t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t , from a t t e n u a t o r s e t t i n g s 16-l8cm and l8-20cm 
r e s p e c t i v e l y , i n reasonable agreement with theory. The 
cu r v a t u r e a t the lower ends of the c a l i b r a t i o n graphs was due - 39 -
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to curvature of the diode c h a r a c t e r i s t i c . 
A l l the measurements of breakdown vol t a g e s to be presen-
ted here were made a t one of the p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r s e t t i n g s 
16, 18 or 20 cm, and so could be obtained without the 
e x p l i c i t use of the a t t e n u a t i o n f a c t o r . This agreement with 
w e l l esta.blished t h e o i y does, however, give confirmation of 
the c o r r e c t f u n c t i o n i n g of t h i s v i t a l part of the measuring 
apparatus, 
5.2.3. The o s c i l l o s c o p e . 
T h i s was a Marconi model 1330/2. The r i s e time was 
s p e c i f i e d as 20 n . s e c . and t e s t j a i l s e s ( f i g . 5.4) showed t h a t 
t h i s was achieved, f o r a pulse of 1 v o l t amplitude. The Y 
a m p l i f i e r had a uniform response from d.c. to 15 Mc/s. A 
fe a t u r e of t h i s model was the s t a b i l i t y of the Y a m p l i f i e r 
gain:- to check i t s c a l i b r a t i o n , a Weston standard c e l l was 
connected a c r o s s the input t e r m i n a l s from time to time but 
no d e v i a t i o n from the f a c t o r y c a l i b r a t i o n by more than X^o 
was e v e r observed. 
For measurements of the t r a n s i e n t voltages a s s o c i a t e d 
with gas breakdown, the o s c i l l o s c o p e t r a c e was photographed, 
and the r e s u l t i n g n e g a t i v e s , on 35mm f i l m , were p r o j e c t e d by 
a photographic e n l a r g e r onto a sheet of graph paper. The 
p r o j e c t e d height of a t y p i c a l o s c i l l o g r a m was 10cm., and the 
width of the t r a c e a t t h i s enlargement was between 1 and 2mm, 
ena b l i n g estimates of pulse height to be made to an accuracy 
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of 0,5fo, The pulse height was r e f e r r e d to the voltage 
of the Weston c e l l , 1.018 v o l t s . T h i s was accomplished by 
connecting the c e l l a c r o s s the Y a m p l i f i e r input t e r m i n a l s 
and photographing the t r a c e twice on one frame, f i r s t l y with 
a . c . c o u p l i n g and secondly with d i r e c t coupling. The a.c. 
c o u p l i n g p o s i t i o n of the CRO input c o n t r o l merely placed a 
c a p a c i t o r i n s e r i e s with the input t e r m i n a l s , so t h a t the 
r e s u l t i n g photograph showed two t r a c e s , s e p a r a t e d by a 
d i s t a n c e r e p r e s e n t i n g 1.018 v o l t s . A time c a l i b r a t i o n 
waveform was superimposed upon each of the voltage c a l i b r a t i o n 
t r a c e s . T h i s was of frequency 100 Kc/s or 1 Mc/s chosen 
a c c o r d i n g to the sweep v e l o c i t y range being used, and was 
generated by a c r y s t a l - c o n t r o l l e d o s c i l l a t o r having two 
a l t e r n a t i v e c r y s t a l s operating at t h e i r fundamental p a r a l l e l 
resonant f r e q u e n c i e s . 
The voltage and time c a l i b r a t i o n was made on every 
l e n g t h of f i l m , a t each of the timebase s e t t i n g s used, so 
t h a t the voltage of every pulse was known to an accuracy of 
about 0,5^ at the o s c i l l o s c o p e t e r m i n a l s , 
5.2 A. The coupling between p i s t o n attenuator and 
o s c i l l o s c o p e . 
The observed e f f e c t of applying to the o s c i l l o s c o p e an 
amplitude-modulated s i n e wave of frequency g r e a t e r than the 
c u t - o f f frequency of the Y a m p l i f i e r i s shown s c h e m a t i c a l l y 
i n f i g , 5.5. As the frequency was r a i s e d above 15 Mc/s, the 
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< 25-Hc/s 
• top 
> So Hc/s 
amplitude f i r s t decreased, then became d i s t o r t e d above 25 Mc/s., 
the top o r bottom of the modulation being evened out accord-
i n g to the p o s i t i o n of the Y s h i f t c o n t r o l . At 50 Mc/s 
only the modulation remained. These f a c t s i n d i c a t e r e c t i f i c a -
t i o n o c c u r i n g w i t h i n the o s c i l l o s c o p e a m p l i f i e r i t s e l f , 
which, s i n c e the e f f e c t v a r i e d with the Y s h i f t , appears to 
have been occuring a t the g r i d of the input cathode follower,. 
These observations i n d i c a t e d the n e c e s s i t y of e l i m i n a t i n g 
a l l t r a c e s of s i g n a l s having frequency above 25 Mc/s from 
the o s c i l l o s c o p e input t e r m i n a l s , e s p e c i a l l y the r e s i d u a l 
180 Mc/s r i p p l e from the half-wave r e c t i f i e r i n the p i s t o n 
a t t e n u a t o r . 
I n the o r i g i n a l experiments, a two stage C.R. network 
with a time constant of 10 micio-seconds had been used to 
f i l t e r out the high frequency component of the r e c t i f i e d R,F. 
v o l t a g e - see f i g 5 . 6 ( a ) . P r e l i m i n a r y measurements on 
o s c i l l o g r a m s showing the decay of gap voltage a t breakdown 
i n d i c a t e d t h a t the decay was exponential with a time-constant 
which was s l i g h t l y dependent upon overvoltage. The exponential 
shape suggested t h a t d i s c h a r g i n g of the f i l t e r p a p a c i t o r s was 
causing the observed decay, r a t h e r than a gas discharge 
e f f e c t . I t was c l e a r l y n e c e s s a r y to reduce the time-constant 
a s s o c i a t e d with t h i s p a r t of the c i r c u i t . Toward t h i s end, 
the r . f , f i l t e r was removed, and the time constant was 
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r . f , . component a c c e s s to the o s c i l l o s c o p e , with consequent 
r e c t i f i c a t i o n as d e s c r i b e d at the beginning of t h i s s e c t i o n . 
However, o s c i l l o g r a m s of the breakdown under these c o n d i t i o n s 
showed t h a t v a r i a t i o n of the time-constant with overvoltage 
was s t i l l being masked, to a l a r g e degree, by the compara-
t i v e l y long time-constant of the coupling network. T h i s 
time-constant was f u r t h e r reduced to 0.03 microseconds by 
u s i n g low c a p a c i t a n c e cable f o r the connection between the 
p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r and o s c i l l o s c o p e , and by terminating the 
cable a t the CRO input t e r m i n a l s with a 300 ohm carbon 
r e s i s t o r , to match i t s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c impedance. The 300 ohm 
r e s i s t o r shunted the 20000 ohm r e s i s t o r i n s i d e the p i s t o n 
a t t e n u a t o r , and both were e f f e c t i v e l y i n p a r a l l e l with the 
combined cable and s t r a y c a p a c i t a n c e , 
'.To attenuate the r . f . component of the output from the 
p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r without i n c r e a s i n g the time-constant, a 
quarter-wave choke was used. T h i s was made from a piece of 
p o l y t h e n e - d i e l e c t r i c c o a x i a l cable which was s h o r t - c i r c u i t 
terminated. The t e r m i n a l s of t h i s choke were joined i n 
s e r i e s w ith the c e n t r a l conductor of the low-capacitance 
cable a t the point where i t emerged from the p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r 
as i s shown i n f i g 5 . 6 ( b ) , The length of the quarter-wave 
choke was foiind to be c r i t i c a l and an accuracy of about 1mm 
was r e q u i r e d . As t h i s accuracy could not r e a d i l y be a t t a i n e d 
i n p r a c t i c e , the l e n g t h was a d j u s t e d to be as n e a r l y c o r r e c t 
as p o s s i b l e , and then the o s c i l l a t o r frequency was a l t e r e d 
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(a) U n r e c t i f i e d gap 
v o l t a g e . 
decay time 0,l8 
microseconds, 
time 
(b) R e c t i f i e d gap 
v o l t a g e . 
decay time 0.20 
microseconds, 
P i g 5,7. Comparison of u n r e c t i f i e d and r e c t i f i e d spark 
gap v o l t a g e s . 
s l i g h t l y ( i n c o n j u n c t i o n with the length of the t r a n s m i s s i o n 
l i n e ) u n t i l no r e s i d u a l r . f . appeaa?ed a t the terminals of 
the o s c i l l o s c o p e . An r . f . voltage a t the Y input t e i m i n a l s 
was r e c t i f i e d , as we have seen above, by some u n i d e n t i f i e d 
agency w i t h i n the o s c i l l o s c o p e , and t h e r e f o r e could be 
observed as a steady d e f l e c t i o n of the t r a c e , even when the 
diode i n the p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r was i n o p e r a t i v e . 
I n order to show t h a t the breakdown t r a n s i e n t was now 
being observed :;properly, unmasked by the e f f e c t s of time 
constants i n the a s s o c i a t e d c i r c u i t r y , a photograph was 
taken of the u n r e c t i f i e d 180 Mc/s o s c i l l a t i o n s . I n order to 
accomplish t h i s , the h e a t e r of the diode i n the p i s t o n 
atrbenuator was switched o f f and the p i s t o n attenuator output 
was a p p l i e d d i r e c t l y to the Y p l a t e s of the o s c i l l o s c o p e 
tube. The p i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r had to be c l o s e d up more than 
u s u a l to provide s u f f i c i e n t output to d e f l e c t the beam 
a p p r e c i a b l y . With t h i s input to the cathode ray tube the 
spot moved too r a p i d l y f o r most of each c y c l e to produce a 
continuous t r a c e on the photograph, but was slow enough near 
the peaks of the s i n e wave f o r a f a i n t t r a c e to be d i s c e r n i b l e 
The formative delay on t h i s photograph ( f i g 5.7a) was about 
0,5 microseconds, and the decay had a time constant of 0.18 
microseconds. T h i s was compared to the photograph ( f i g 5.7b) 
of the r e c t i f i e d wave, taken soon afterwards, i n which the 
formative l a g was a d j u s t e d to be the same as. before. The 
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decay time constant here was 0,20 microseconds, i n good 
agreement. 
5.2.5 The e f f e c t of the voltage d i v i d e r w i t h i n the 
O s c i l l o s c o p e . 
F i g s 5,8(a) and (b) show o s c i l l o g r a m s of two nominally 
i d e n t i c a l d i s c h a r g e s i n neon. The only d i f f e r e n c e between 
the experimental c o n d i t i o n s f o r these two p i c t u r e s was 
t h a t ( a ) was photographed on the 3 v o l t range and (b) was 
photographed on the 1 v o l t range of the o s c i l l o s c o p e . C l e a r l y 
the f i r s t pulse has a long " t a i l " , not present on the second. 
Reference to the c i r c u i t diagram of the o s c i l l o s c o p e (see 
f i g 5.6b) showed t h a t only on the 1 v o l t range was there a 
d i r e c t connection to the g r i d of the f i r s t v a l v e . On the 
h i g h e r ranges (3V, lOV, 30V) the s i g n a l passed through a 
r e s i s t i v e v o l t a g e d i v i d e r , which was compensated c a p a c i t a -
t i v e l y f o r the e f f e c t s of stray c a p a c i t a n c e , 1 v o l t t e s t 
p u l s e s from a commercial pulse generator passed through the 
v o l t a g e d i v i d e r without a p p r e c i a b l e d i s t o r t i o n ( f i g 5.4) and 
i t i s not known how the discharge waveforms d i f f e r e d from 
t h e s e , so as to g i v e r i s e to such an e f f e c t . R e f e r r i n g back 
to f i g 5.7. i t can be seen t h a t the " t a i l " was not a s s o c i a t e d 
w i t h the d i s c h a r g e . Even supposing some r e s i d u a l r . f . was 
s t i l l g e t t i n g i n t o the o s c i l l o s c o p e , one would not etpect 
t h i s d i f f e r e n c e between the two granges because, r . f . 
"breakthrough" caused a p o s i t i v e d e f l e c t i o n , while the 
normal p u l s e s observed were i n a negative d i r e c t i o n . 
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(a) on "3 v o l t " range of PRO 
(b) on "1 v o l t " range of CRO 
f i ^ 5.8. Broakdov/n o s c i l l o g r a m s f o r neon (3 ' irjl) 
of readings, and i t can be seen that n e a r l y a l l the points 
l i e on a smooth curve to t h i s accuracy, when an allowance of 
+ 0.5mm i s made f o r the vane re a d i n g s . Since the e r r o r s 
i n v o l v e d were c o n s t a n t s , the r e l a t i v e accuracy depends upon 
the a p p l i e d v o l t a g e and on the p i s t o n attenuator s e t t i n g . 
Table I g i v e s the percentage e r r o r s of the absolute gap 
voltag e f o r r e p r e s e n t a t i v e p o s i t i o n s i n the c a l i b r a t i o n 
graph f i g 5.2. 
TABLE I 
AbsGiLute a c c u r a c y of the o s c i l l o s c o p e . 
c a l i b r a t i o n . 
O s c i l l o s c o p e voltage 0,04 0.10 0.20 
P i s t o n a t t e n u a t o r 
s e t t i n g 
16cm 17^0 6fo 1.9/o 
l8cm 8,0/o 3.8/o- I..6/0 
20 cm 5.1^ 3.2^ 1.3?^ 
The t r a c e was c o n s i d e r a b l y narrower on " s i n g l e shot" 
o p e r a t i o n of the o s c i l l o s c o p e , as used f o r pulsed breakdown 
measurements, than on " r e p e t i t i v e sweep" c o n d i t i o n s which 
were used f o r c a l i b r a t i o n . The o b s e r v a t i o n a l e r r o r i n the 
measurement of pulse height on oscillograms was 0.5?^. I t i s 
t h i s f i g u r e which determines the r e l a t i v e accuracy i n a 
s i n g l e s e r i e s of o b s e r v a t i o n s , and which i s important, f o r 
i n s t a n c e , i n the measurement of s m a l l overvoltages, 
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The timebase c a l i b r a t i o n on the GRO was c a r r i e d out, 
as d e s c r i b e d p r e v i o u s l y , by u s i n g the output voltage from 
a c r y s t a l - c o n t r o l l e d o s c i l l a t o r . The absolute accuracy of 
t h i s o s c i l l a t o r was of the order O.Olfo so that the trace-width, 
0.2mm, again determined the measurement accuracy. 
I t was d i s c o v e r e d t h a t the Y d e f l e c t i o n on the GRO was 
89*^  to the time base, i n such a d i r e c t i o n as to cause the 
decay-time of the spark-gap voltage a t breakdown to be 
a p p a r e n t l y s h o r t e r t h a t i t was i n r e a l i t y . The e r r o r due to 
the assumption of X and Y o r t h o g o n a l i t y was u s u a l l y n e g l i g i b l e , 
but could become important on very s t e e p l y r i s i n g pulse 
edges, when r i s e t i m e s were being measured. However, i n 




6.1. A d e s c r i p t i o n of the vacuum system. 
The prime requirement of a system f o r handling pure 
gases i s a low outgassing r a t e of the w a l l s . The a c h i e v e -
ment of an u l t r a - h i g h vacuum before the admission of gas 
to the system i s not a b a s i c n e c e s s i t y , because high 
p u r i t y could be achieved by s e v e r a l f l u s h i n g s with the 
working gas. However, a good vacuum i s , i n p r a c t i c e u s u a l l y 
obtained a u t o m a t i c a l l y i f outgassing i s reduced. 
The dominant source of i m p u r i t i e s i n the vacuum system 
(9) 
used i n the experiments of Prowse, Rowbotham and Monk;^' was 
the grease i n the stopcocks and i n the demountable s e a l 
between the metal and g l a s s p a r t s of the electrode chamber. 
Apiezon "N" grease was used but although t h i s i s of high 
p u r i t y , and has low vapour pressure, i t was found to be 
u n s a t i s f a c t o r y i n the present a p p l i c a t i o n because i t absorbs 
a i r r e a d i l y and was observed to r e l e a s e gas s t e a d i l y under 
vacuum as stopcocks were turned. Moreover, i t s low melting 
point prevented the use of heat to outgas the other p a r t s 
of the apparatus. An attempt was t h e r e f o r e made here to 
outgas the e x i s t i n g system by baking under vacuum while u s i n g 
s i l i c o n e grease f o r a l l j o i n t s . A considerable improvement 
was achieved as f a r as the u l t i m a t e pressure and the out-
g a s s i n g r a t e were concerned, but the grease proved u n s a t i s f a c t -
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ory f o r ground glass j o i n t s , e s p e c i a l l y n o n - r o t a t i n g cone 
and socket connections. The t r o u b l e was that s i l i c o n e 
grease has the p r o p e r t i e s more o f a viscous l i q u i d , than 
of a t r u e grease. Thus i t never "sets" and i t tends t o 
creep along the i n s i d e of glass tuhes "by the a c t i o n of surface 
t e n s i o n , and t o f l o w out of stopcocks under the i n f l u e n c e 
of the atmospheric pressure a c t i n g on them. 
Because of the d i f f i c u l t i e s and disadvantages o f 
"greasy" gas h a n d l i n g equipment, a vacuum system was con-
s t r u c t e d which contained no grease whatsoever, beyond the 
d i f f u s i o n pump, and which was capable o f being baked t o the 
l i m i t imposed by the s o f t e n i n g p o i n t o f glass, i , e , 400°-450°C, 
Before d e s c r i b i n g the f i n a l design of vacuum system, however, 
i t is o f i n t e r e s t t o mention an observation made while using 
the s i l i c o n e grease: w i t h neon i n the system at a pressure 
of a few t o r r , i t was n o t i c e d t h a t flashes o f red l i g h t were 
emitt e d from the gas i n the hollow i n t e r i o r o f a stopcock as 
i t was t u r n e d . I t appears t h a t the shearing a c t i o n on the 
grease caused the sepa r a t i o n o f charge, and generated 
s u f f i c i e n t l y h i g h e l e c t r o s t a t i c f i e l d s t o produce breakdown 
i n the gas. The e f f e c t occurred i n most of the stopcocks 
c o n t a i n i n g neon, but not vvhen they were l u b r i c a t e d w i t h 
Apiezon grease. 
The diagram. F i g , 6.1 shows the f i n a l vacuiAm system, 




p h y s i c a l l a y o u t . 
An Edwards r o t a r y pump was used f o r piB-eliminary 
exhaustion o f the v e s s e l , and provided a backing pressure 
s u f f i c i e n t l y low t o enable an o i l d i f f u s i o n pump t o be used 
f o r evacuation o f the t e s t chamber. Since the r o t a r y pump 
was incapable of pumping condensible vapours, these were 
removed from the r e g i o n above the r o t a r y pump by a l i q u i d 
a i r t r a p CTl. 
On the h i g h vacuum side o f the d i f f u s i o n pump, a t r a p 
CT2 was mounted on top o f the d i f f u s i o n pump t o prevent 
back streaming of o i l vapour. The t r a p GT2 consisted o f 
t h i n corrugated copper f o i l , c o i l e d around the i n s i d e o f a 
wide-bore pyrex tube, a type which has been used s u c c e s s f u l l y 
by A l p e r t , ^ "'•^ ^ The tube was made r e - e n t r a n t so t h a t i t 
could be cooled by f i l l i n g the c a v i t y w i t h l i q u i d a i r . 
The o u t l e t from the t r a p l e d v i a an a l l - m e t a l , Alpert-type^"^^^ 
t a p , V I , t o the main vacuum enclosure, j o i n i n g the i r r a d i a t o r -
c o l l i m a t o r tube midway between the t e s t gap. and the i r r a d i a t o r 
Since the c o l l i m a t o r plug o f f e r e d a high impedance t o the 
f l o w o f low pressure gas i t was bypassed w i t h a wide bore 
glass tube. Also o f f t h i s enclosure were two pressure 
gauges: a Penning i o n i z a t i o n ga^ige measured pressures i n the 
range 10"^ t o 10"'^ t o r r w h i l s t the system was being evacuated, 
and a d i f f e r e n t i a l bellows gauge measured from 0,1 t o 200 
t o r r i n the working gas. Another metal tap, V2, separated 
the t e s t enclosure from the gas storage r e s e r v o i r , 
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P i s 6,2 
he J3ellov/s Gaue;e 
Gas was purchased from the B r i t i s h Oxygen Go. L t d . i n 
the form of 1 l i t r e samples termed " s p e c t r o s c o p i c a l l y pure", 
and no attempt was made to improve on the manufactured 
p u r i t y . 
Each gas b o t t l e was sealed o f f a t the f a c t o i y where the 
sea l was drawn t o a f i n e p o i n t . A f t e r the b o t t l e was connec-
t e d i n t o the vacuum system, the glass seal was broken by 
the impact o f a s m a l l p e l l e t . The p e l l e t was made of i r o n 
so t h a t i t could be manoeuvered from outside the system by 
means of a magaet, and was enclosed i n a pyrex capsule t o 
reduce possible gas contamination from the i r o n , 
6.,2,.. The bellows gauge. 
This gauge, a photograph of which is shown i n f i g , 6,2, 
was used f o r measurement of the pressure o f the working gas, 
and was constructed i n the same s t y l e as one used by Prowse, 
(q) 
Rowbotham and Monk.^^' I t consisted of two f l e x i b l e chambers, 
( b e l l o w s ) , o f the type commonly used i n Aneroid barometers. 
The bellows were c y l i n d r i c a l i n form, mounted v e r t i c a l l y 
one above the other and connected a x i a l l y by a s o l i d s t e e l • 
threaded r o d . The outemost ends of the two \anits were 
f i x e d r i g i d l y t o the vacuum system framework, so t h a t the 
s t e e l rod could move axiaHly i n response to pressure 
d i f f e r e n t i a l s w i t h i n the bellows. Linear movements of the 
rod were magnified by an o p t i c a l l e v e r . The m i r r o r f o r the 
o p t i c a l l e v e r was a 1cm diameter galvanometer type of power+1 
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d i o p t r e . I t was mounted on a m i n i a t u r e t r i p o d which stood • 
w i t h two o f i t s legs on a h o r i z o n t a l p l a t f o r m attached t o 
the moving s t e e l rod, and i t s t h i r d on a f i x e d p l a t f o r m . To 
avoid the s l i p - s t i c k motion caused by the tendency of the 
t r i p o d t o r o t a t e , w h i l e the bellows moved l i n e a r l y , the 
t h i r d l e g was placed on a polystyrene r a f t which f l o a t e d on 
mercury. By t h i s means, p e r f e c t l y reproducible d e f l e c t i o n s 
could be obtained. When the t r i p o d was removed and replaced, 
the scale reading, a t a distance o f 1 metre from the m i r r o r , 
d i d n o t change by more than 1mm. 
The bellows gauge was c a l i b r a t e d by a d m i t t i n g the 
working gas t o the upper s i d e , ( w i t h the lower side evacuated-), 
n o t i n g the d e f l e c t i o n , and then a d m i t t i n g a i r s l o w l y t o the 
lower side u n t i l the o r i g i n a l zero p o s i t i o n was regained. 
The a i r on the lower side also acted on the mercury manometer, 
so t h a t by reading the d i f f e r e n c e i n l e v e l s w i t h a catheto-
meter an absolute measure o f the gas pressure i n the spark 
gap chamber was obtained. 
The gas on the manometer side o f the bellows gauge was 
p\imped out, when necessary, by the same r o t a r y vacuum pump 
as was used f o r backing the d i f f u s i o n pump on the main 
system. Mercury vapour has the p r o p e r t y o f considerably 
reducing the breakdown p o t e n t i a l s o f many gase t h e r e f o r e 
great care was taken when evacuating the manometer, to avoid 
the p o s s i b i M t y o f mercury vapour f i n d i n g i t s way v i a the 
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pump i n t o the t e s t chamber: 
(a) The glass stopcocks SI and S2 i n f i g 6.1. were 
never allowed t o be open simultaneously, 
(b) The c o l d t r a p GT3 was always f i l l e d w i t h l i q u i d 
a i r a t l e a s t 15 minutes before S2 was opened, 
(c ) S2 was always closed a t the e a r l i e s t o p p o r t u n i t y , 
i . e , as soon as the pressure was reduced below the l e a s t 
f o r which a bellows d e f l e c t i o n could be observed - about 
0.01. t o r r , 
(d) A f t e r the manometer had been evacuated and S2 
closed the r o t a r y pump was flushed several times w i t h a i r 
before SI was-yop.ened, 
The s e n s i t i v i t y as obtained from the c a l i b r a t i o n graph, 
f i g 6.3, was 0.594 t o r r per mm d e f l e c t i o n . Since estimations 
o f 0.1 mm d e f l e c t i o n were possible approximately 5?^  accuracy 
was achieved a t 1 t o r r and correspondingly b e t t e r a t higher 
pressures. I f needed, an increase i n s n s i t i v i t y o f the 
order 100 times could r e a d i l y have been secured by decreasing 
the s e p a r a t i o n o f the t r i p o d legs and by i n c r e a s i n g the 
scale d i s t a n c e , 
6.3«. Out gas s i n g . 
Removal o f gas occluded i n the glass and metsIL w a l l s of 
the vacuum vessel was e f f e c t e d everywhere beyond the nozzle 
of the d i f f u s i o n pump by baking under vacuum, t o the highest 
temperature p o s s i b l e , compatible w i t h the nature of the 
enclosure, and f o r as lo n g as p o s s i b l e . Most o f the vacuum 
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enclosure was made of pyrex glass, which could be baked up t o 
about 450°C, The metal taps could also withstand t h i s 
temperature and so could the copper t o glass seals o f the 
t e s t spark gap. A l l these p a r t s were heated by means o f an 
e l e c t r i c a l h e a t i n g tape which was capable o f r a i s i n g t h e i r 
temperature t o 300°C i n f r e e a i r and t h i s was f u r t h e r augmented 
by about lOO^C by wrapping w i t h asbestos paper. 
The bellows gauge was manufactured using s o f t solder 
and t h e r e f o r e could not be baked t o a very high temperature. 
Steam was used t o heat i t t o 100°G and was applied f o r a 
week. Although t h i s was not a very s a t i s f a c t o r y or con-
v e n i e n t expedient, the r e s u l t s seem t o show t h a t s u f f i c i e n t 
outgassing was obtained, as i n d i c a t e d by the improvement 
i n the u l t i m a t e vacuum. The Penning gauge was c a l i b r a t e d 
down t o 10 t o r r on i t s i n t e r n a l meter, and according t o 
the makers could be used down to 10"^ t o r r by l i n e a r i n t e r -
p o l a t i o n on an e x t e r n a l galvanometer, at which pressure the 
c u r r e n t t o be expected would be 10"^ amps. This was, i n 
f a c t the minimum c u r r e n t obtainable before the bellows 
gauge was outgassed, but afterwards, a minimiim c u r r e n t o f 
o 
3 X 10" amps was achieved. Although -yiis can not be 
i n t e r p r e t e d as a p r o p o r t i o n a t e improvement i n the u l t i m a t e 
pressure, i t seems reasonable t o c l a i m a r e d u c t i o n i n 
pressure by a f a c t o r o f t e n . 
I n f i g 6,L, the k i n k which can be seen i n the pipe 
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between VI and the Penning gauge was d e l i b e r a t e l y incorporated 
to a c t as an expansion l i n k . The metal taps, VI and V2, 
r e q u i r e d a c l o s i n g torque of 30 foot-pounds, and t h e r e f o r e 
had t o be b o l t e d r i g i d l y t o a s t e e l framework. Owing t o 
d i f f e r e n t i a l expansion between the s t e e l and glass d u r i n g 
baking, s u f f i c i e n t s t r e s s could otherwise have been 
in t r o d u c e d i n t o the glass t o break i t . 
The outgassing sequence was as f o l l o w s : the whole 
system was pumped to as low a pressure as possible using the 
d i f f u s i o n pump, and then the heating tapes around the 
whole sjstem i n c l u d i n g the copper f o i l t r a p , were switched 
on, and steam was a p p l i e d t o the bellows gauge. When the 
pressure had dropped t o about 10"^ t o r r . the heaters of 
the metal taps were switched on. A f t e r a few days, (a week 
i f new glass had j u s t been put i n the system) the pressure 
as i n d i c a t e d on the Penning gauge would be down to 10"^ 
t o r r . The heater on the copper f o i l t r a p was then switched 
o f f , and the system was pumpid f o r a few hours more before 
the r e s t of the h e a t i n g was removed. 
I n i t i a l l y , l i q u i d a i r was used t o cool the copper 
f o i l t r a p but i t was discovered t h a t no r e d u c t i o n i n 
pressure r e s u l t e d , and t h e r e f o r e c o o l i n g was discontinued. 
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6,4. The spark gap 
Platinum electrodes were used f o r these experiments. 
They were c i r c u l a r and curved at the edges t o give a 
Rogowski p r o f i l e , Jones^ "'•''^ '^  has given a method f o r producing 
t h i s p r o f i l e which i s of such aijnature as to ensure t h a t the 
maximum e l e c t r i c f i e l d i n the v i c i n i t y o f the gap occurs i n 
the c e n t r a l u n i f o m f i e l d r e g i o n , r a t h e r than a t the 
el e c t r o d e edges, 
(Q) 
Prowse, Rowbotham and Monk^^' used an ingenious 
arrangement w i t h which a v a r i a b l e gag) width was obtained. 
I t proved i m p r a c t i c a b l e t o design an equivalent system which 
could be baked s a t i s f a c t o r i l y f o r the present experiments, 
A spark gap o f f i x e d w i d t h , 0..494cm, was t h e r e f o r e used 
s^hroughout t h i s i n v e s t i g a t i o n , mounted i n c y l i n d r i c a l pyrex 
enclosure. 
The electrodes were made from platinum sheet 0.010 
inches t h i c k by simply pressing i t between c o r r e c t l y shaped 
dies which had 0.008 inches clearance a t each s i d e . The 
t i g h t f i t a t the sides caused the metal to be p u l l e d i n t o 
siiap.e w i t h o u t f l u t i n g . This o p e r a t i o n was c a r r i e d out on a 
l a t h e and before the dies were removed the work was spun, 
and a sharp t o o l used t o t r i m the rough edges o f f the 
e l e c t r o d e s , 
The f r o n t faces o f the electrodes were ground f i a t and 
then p o l i s h e d a l l over t o a m i r r o r f i n i s h , using the f i n e s t 
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To connect the electrode t o the copper leads, a t h i n 
p l a t i n u m s t r i p was hard soldered across the back of each 
e l e c t r o d e and t h i s was soldered t o the end o f each l e a d . 
The leads were o f ^ i n c h diameter copper rod and were each 
hard soldered i n t o a t u b u l a r glass-copper s e a l . F i n a l l y 
the two electrodes were sealed i n t o a glass capsule 
approximately 1.5 inches i n diameter,. F i g 6,4. shows the 
f i n a l assembly. 
The t h i n p l a t i n u m s t r i p j o i n i n g the electrode t o the 
copper lead allowed a c e r t a i n amount of adjustment of the 
e l e c t r o d e plane a f t e r s o l d e r i n g . F i n a l alignment o f the 
el e c t r o d e s was c a r r i e d out by i n s e r t i n g a brass spacing 
disc between the electrodes and g e n t l y pushing the electrodes 
against t h i s w i t h the glass envelope heated t o s o f t e n i n g 
p o i n t 
The electrode capsule was evacuated through a side tube 
which emerged w i t h i t s a x i s along a l i n e i n the mid-gap plane. 
The side tube could thus also be used t o pass a beam of 
photons i n t o the mid-gap plane from the i r r a d i a t o r . 
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CHAPTER V I I 
•I, 
THE IRRADIATOR. / 
The need f o r some i n i t i a l f r e e electrons i n the spark 
gap t o i n i t i a t e a discharge has already been noted i n 
Ghapter I I . I t was there mentioned t h a t i n these experiments 
the e l e c t r o n s were produced by photons from a nearby 
secondary discharge r e f e r r e d t o here as the i r r a d i a t o r . 
I n Chapter IV we saw how the voltage pulse which produced 
the discharge was provided and how i t s t i m i n g was arranged. 
V/e now consider the i r r a d i a t o r , and the mechanism of 
i r r a d i a t i o n i n more d e t a i l . 
7,1. The i r r a d i a t o r spark gap 
I n f i g 6.1 can be seen the p h y s i c a l arrangement of the 
i r r a d i a t o r i n r e l a t i o n to the main spark gap. The separation 
o f these two components was 30cm. 
The electrodes o f the i r r a d i a ^ t o r were d i s s i m i l a r . The 
" l i v e " e l ectrode was a pointed .tungsten wire which was 
sealed v e r t i c a l l y through the bottom o f the glass vacuum 
envelope, and was c o a x i a l w i t h the glass tube leading t o 
the main gap. The earthed electrode was made i n the form of 
a hollow c y l i n d e r , from s t a i n l e s s s t e e l . One end of t h i s 
e l e c t r o d e was l e f t open and the other end was closed, apart 
from a hole 0.5mm i n diameter a t i t s c e n t r e . I t was 
mounted c o a x i a l l y w i t h the l i v e e l e c t r o d e , and w i t h t h i s 
p r o j e c t i n g i n t o i t s . o p e n end. A p p l i c a t i o n o f a high voltage 
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pulse t o t h i s spark gap caused a discharge which was 
p r i n c i p a l l y l o c a t e d between the t i p of the l i v e electrode 
and the closed end of the e a r t h e l e c t r o d e . This arrangement 
provided photons from a " p o i n t " source so t h a t they could be 
a c c u r a t e l y c o l l i m a t e d , and was also convenient f o r connection 
t o a c o a x i a l lead from the pulse generator. 
The c o l l i m a t o r was a "pinhole" i n a c y l i n d r i c a l plug 
o f s t a i n l e s s s t e e l , which was p o s i t i o n e d near the main spark 
gap and was bypassed f o r vacuum purposes w i t h a wide-bore 
tube. Dimensions were such as t o a l l o w approximately one 
p a r t per m i l l i o n o f the photon f l u x from the i r r a d i a t o r t o 
pass i n t o the main gap. Alignment was c a r r i e d out a f t e r 
assembly by h e a t i n g the glass tube connection t o the 
i r r a d i a t o r t o s o f t e n i n g p o i n t and v i s u a l l y a l i g n i n g the two 
pinholes w i t h the main gap. This v/as f a c i l i t a t e d by running 
a discharge from a t e s l a c o i l i n the i r r a d i a t o r gap, 
7.2, Theory of the i r r a d i a t i o n and e f f e c t i v e photon 
a b s o r p t i o n coefficients« 
Suppose the i r r a d i a t o r discharge produces 1^ photons 
which are i n such a p o s i t i o n , i n i t i a l l y , and t r a v e l l i n g i n 
such a d i r e c t i o n as t o pass through the c o l l i m a t o r i n t o the 
main spark gap, i n the absence o f a b s o r p t i o n . A gas pre^sent 
i n the path of these photons absorbs some so t h a t the number, 
I , remaining a t a distance x from the i r r a d i a t o r i s given by 
I = IQ exp ( y x ) 
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where ^  i s an absorption coefficientV, assiimed constant 
f o r a given wavelength. Suppose now we assume that each 
photon, upon "being absorbed, liberates one electron, then the 
number, N, of electrons produced i n an elemental distance 
dx i s 
N= - d l = ^ l ^ exp(-^x)dx 7.1 
This function i s pl o t t e d i n f i g 7.1. f o r several values 
of and with dx = 1cm and x = 30cm. 
.ya i s unknown i n t h i s expression because of the uncertainty 
of the wavelength of the absorbed photon,and has been treated 
as a variable i n the graphs of f i g 7.1. The peaks of the 
graphs may be detennined by put t i n g 3N = 0 which gives 
X = 1 
Therefore f o r maximumy^=,033cm~''' since x=30cm. 
By s u b s t i t u t i o n i n equation 7.1 we have, putting dx =^  1cm, 
\ a x = ^0 • (-1^ 
^ 0.01 7.2 
The value of may be estimated i n the form of an 
upper l i m i t by two independent apprcGaches: 
F i r s t consider the gas molecules within the c y l i n d r i c a l 
electrode of the i r r a d i a t o r to be f u l l y ionized or excited 
by the discharge and assume that each molecule emits one 
photon. The niimber of molecules i n the 5 mm-^^ or so, of gas 
which can "see" the col l i m a t i n g aperture can easily be 
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determined from Avogs.dro's number, Avogadro's number i s 
6.02 X 1 0 molecules per gram molecule at N.T.P. We thus 
1 4 
a r r i v e at the number 1.7 x 1 0 p molecules i n 5 mm"^  i f p i s 
expressed i n t o r r . Therefore I ^ ^ 1,7 x 1 0 p, allowing f o r 
the 1:10^ acceptance of the collimator. 
Secondly, consider the capacitor which i s discharged 
through the i r r a d i a t o r gap. I f t h i s has capacitance C and 
i s charged to a p o t e n t i a l ?, then the number of photons of 
frequency V produced by the discharge, assuming 1 0 0 ^ 
conversion e f f i c i e n c y would be (-ICV )/(hv) 
Putting C = 5pF 
V = 5000 v o l t s 
liv= 1 2 eV ( f o r wavelength lOOoS) 
gives a t o t a l of 3 x 10"^^ photons and therefore the nximber 
7, 
s t a r t i n g tw/ards the t e s t gap i s less than about 3 x 10 \ 
Since t h i s l a s t r e s u l t i s of comparable magnitude to 
that obtained by the former method at p = 1 t o r r , f o r pressures 
greater than 1 t o r r , the second figure w i l l apply, i . e , 
IQ ^ 3 X 10*^. 
Substituting t h i s value i n t o equation 7.2 we f i n d 
N ;^  3 X 10^ electrons. 
I f we f u r t h e r assume that at least 100 electrons are 
necessary to i n i t i a t e a discharge i n the test gap with a 
small statisticeOl delay {'^5fo of the formative delay), we 
define a region, denoted on f i g , 7.1 by the shaded area, 
w i t h i n which N a n d m u s t l i e . Prom t h i s graph we can read - 62 -
o f f the condition 6.10"^;^^ ^  5.10"which is independent 
of pressure. However, values of JJ, quoted i n the l i t e r a t u r e 
are usually i n u n i t s of cm"''' atmospheres'"^ and so the 
l i m i t s f o r ^ are here converted to these u n i t s , by using 
the expression 
wherey^ i s the absorption c o e f f i c i e n t at atmospheric 
pressure and p i s expressed i n atmospheres. 
I n doing so, f o r any one gas, we use the lower l i m i t 
of jiX f o r the lowest pressure used, and the upper l i m i t f o r 
the highest pressure used. The,limits are given i n Table I I , . 
where they may be .compared with the values o f ^ published 
by various authors. These values have been collected and 
tabulated by Bainbridge and Prowse^''"^^ 
I t w i l l be apparent from Pig 7.1 that any error i n the 
estimated value of 1^ w i l l cause a propoDrbional error i n the 
lower l i m i t f o r ju, , but w i l l make l i t t l e difference to the 
upper l i m i t , because of the steepness of the curves i n t h i s 
region. Now i t should be remembered that the estimate of 
the maximum value f o r I ^ involved the assumption of 100?^  
conversion e f f i c i e n c y , between stored energy and photons of 
the correct wavelength f o r producing io n i z a t i o n at the te s t 
gap. This might easily be an overestimate by up to two 
orders of magnitude. I f t h i s were so, both the l i m i t s on^-j^ 
would be brought to the order u n i t y . 
The values of i n section ( f ) of table I I were obtained 
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by measurement with a vacuum spectrometer i n contrast to the 
others which used various gas discharge methods: (a) was 
obtained with-a very s i m i l a r experimentaH. arrangement to 
that described here; ( b ) , (d) and (e) used Geiger counters 
while (c) was observed using a Wilson cloud chamber. 
TABLE I I 
The upper and lower l i m i t s of the eff e c t i v e 
photon absorption c o e f f i c i e n t as inferre d from i r r a d i a t o r 
theory, compared with published data. 
Gas Hydrogen Nitrogen Neon 
Highest pressure used ( t o r r ) 65.4 45 174 
Lowest pressure used ( t o r r ) 2.4 0.6 4.7 
Upper l i m i t of jXj^icm''^ atm ^) 5.8 8.5 2.2 
Lower l i m i t of yU^(cm atm ^) .002 .008 .001 
Published values ofM-,icm~^ 
' — 1 \ atm ) 
(a) s i m i l a r to present 
f l 4 ) experiment^ 
— .25 
(b) Geiger counter^"*"^^ 0.91 - -
(19) 
(c) Wilson cloud chamber^ 0,84 
-
(d) Geiger counter^^'^^ 27.4 -
, s ^ (21) (e) Geiger counter^ 1.4 - — 
( f ) vacum spectrometer at 
wavelength 500A to 
eooA^^ "^ ' -^ ^ 50-230 100-700 130-200 
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I t would appear that the spectrometer method i s i n 
considerable disagreement with the other methods mentioned 
here, including the present experiment. The present 
experiment, although g i v i n g an i n d i c a t i o n of the absorption 
c o e f f i c i e n t to w i t h i n about three orders of magnitude, s t i l l 
precludes a value otj^ greater than about 10, because of the 
steepness of the curves of f i g 7,1 i n t h i s region. 
The energies of the photons involved i n the i r r a d i a t i o n 
process must have been s u f f i c i e n t to ionize molecules, and 
therefore, i f the p o s s i b i l i t y of two stage i o n i z a t i o n i s 
ignored, the wavelengths involved must have l a i n within 
the regions of high absorption as indicated by the spectro-
graphic measurements, A possible explanation could be that 
very narrow "windows" exist w i t h i n the absorption continuum 
which were not resolved by the spectrograph, A certain 
proportion of recombination photons from the i r r a d i a t o r could 
have wavelengths w i t h i n these windows, and give the necessary 
i n i t i a l electrons f o r a discharge. 
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CHAPTER V I I I 
Theoretical prediction of 
the shape of breakdown oscillograms. 
8.1. Reflected waves on a transmission l i n e with time-
dependent terminating impedance. 
The voltage as measured at one end of a resonant 
transmission l i n e i s the sum of a large number of component 
waves. I n the p a r t i c u l a r case considered at present, one 
end of the l i n e was open c i r c u i t and provided a means of 
supplying energy to the l i n e from a nearby o s c i l l a t o r . The 
o s c i l l a t o r was f a r enough away to ensure that the presence 
of high r . f . voltages on the l i n e could not disturb i t 
appreciably. Under these conditions a sinusoidal voltage of 
constant amplitude was induced on the l i n e , which t r a v e l l e d 
to the ^park gap at the f a r end and was reflected to and f r o 
a number of times before decaying to zero. 
Because the transmission l i n e was adjusted to be i n 
resonance with the o s c i l l a t o r , waves a r r i v i n g at the spark 
gap were always i n phase and t h e i r amplitudes can therefore 
be added a r i t h m e t i c a l l y . 
The following w i l l be c l a r i f i e d by reference to f i g 8.1: 
Consider a wave of amplitude induced on the l i n e by the 
o s c i l l a t o r . This tra v e l s down the l i n e and on a r r i v i n g at 
the spark gap i t has suffered an attenuation f , say, and has 
amplitude fV^. Suppose that the discharge has already started 
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and therefore the r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t at the gap i s not 
un i t y , as would be the case f o r an open-circuit termination, 
but rather less. Call the c o e f f i c i e n t at t h i s instant g , 
0 
The r e f l e c t e d wave therefore has amplitude SQ^^* 
Also a r r i v i n g at the spark gap at the same time i s 
another wave which had already completed one return Journey 
down the l i n e when the wave previously considered was just 
s t a r t i n g . Calling the r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t g^ when t h i s 
one reached the spark gap the f i r s t time, i t s amplitude 
now i s Sjf'^'^Qi and is- ggS^ ^^ f^ V^  a f t e r i t s second r e f l e c t i o n 
at the spark gap.if;. i t is assumed that the r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t 
at the input end i s u n i t y . 
A t h i r d v/ave also a r r i v i n g at the same time w i l l have 
5 5 amplitude g]_g2 o* ^^ "^^ ^ becomes, on r e f l e c t i o n , So^l^2'^ o* 
I f the o s c i l l a t i o n s have been maintained f o r some tmme, 
the resultant voltage, Y^, i s the sum of an e f f e c t i v e l y 
i n f i n i t e number of such waves: 
+-gogig2^\+ ... 
= fV^ (1+g^) (l+g-^f^+ SjS2i^-' glg2g3f^-f-.. •.) (8.1) 
In the case of an overvolted spark gap, the discharge 
would be bu i l d i n g up and g would be a function of time. 
However, a special case exists when no electrons at a l l are 
present i n the gap. Then gj^= 1 f o r a l l n. I f represents 
the sum f o r t h i s case, we have 
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V x = 2 f V ^ ( l + f ^ ^ f ^ ^ f ^ + ...) 
= 2 f V ^ / ( l - f ^ ) 
Now, s u b s t i t u t i n g f o r fV^ i n equation 8.1. 
and de f i n i n g a dimensionless quantity V, we have 
VH V„/V^^=i(l-f2) (l+g^) ( l + g ^ f 2 + S^g^f'^^ 62^28...) 
(8.1a) 
V i s the voltage amplitude at a given instant r e l a t i v e 
to the value i t would have i f there were no conduction i n 
the spark gap. 
f i s by d e f i n i t i o n equal to the r a t i o of the t r a v e l l i n g 
wave amplitudes A^, A, at beginning and end of the transmission 
l i n e and therefore we may put 
f « A/A^ = exp(-ei-/) 
where J i s the length of the l i n e and a i s the attenuation 
per u n i t length. 
Now t< i s related to the qua l i t y factor Q and the 
(24) 
propagation c o n s t a n t ^ f o r the l i n e by^ ' 
.Q = //2cL 
and ^  i s hy d e f i n i t i o n equal to 2TC/\ , 
I n t h i s case •I was two wavelengths long, so that 
resonance occurred, i . e , 
I = 2\ 
and therefore, by s u b s t i t u t i o n , 
f - exp(-27t/Q) 
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which becomes approximately, f o r large Q 
f = l-27r/Q 
Q. can be measured by resonance methods so that f i s 
then known, 
8,2. The time dependence of the conductivity of the...spark gap, 
The r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t g i s given i n terms of the 
terminating admittance Y and the i t e r a t i v e impedance, Z^, 
by the r e l a t i o n 
g ( t ) = ( l - Z ^ Y ( t ) ) / ( l + Z ^ Y ( t ) ) (8,2) 
ZQ i s known from the geometry of the tra^nsmission l i n e , and 
i t remains, to peimit evaluation of the time dependent gap 
voltage, to f i n d the function Y ( t ) , For t h i s , the equation 
of c o n t i n u i t y f o r electrons i n the gap, must be solved, with 
the appropriate boundary conditions. 
The c o n t i n u i t y equation 
gives the growth irate of electron density due to i o n i z a t i o n , 
where D i s the d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t f o r electrons, 
assumed independent of s^ace co-ordinates, and i s the 
number of new electrons produced per second by one electron. 
I n c y l i n d r i c a l co-ordinates, t h i s becomes . 
^ ^ D + ^ ^ -t. D + ^ i s 
3t r 3r 
independent of the azimuthal variable. 
Assuming a sol u t i o n of form ^ ( r , z , t ) = ^QR(r)Z(z)S(t) we 
have, by d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n and s u b s t i t u t i o n i n the continuity 
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equation, 
, 2TI - I " i T3 T \2 1 ^5 1 a'^ R 1. an L a z 
» = — . • -\ • r— 5 — +- —• m ^ t R a r ^ rR ^ r Z ^^ '^  D 
This must be s a t i s f i e d by 
l . l ! z ^ a ^ ..... (8.3) 
Z 5z2 
1.^  a^R^Ji . 3R ^  -b . (8.4) 
R 3 ? rR c)r 
SS'H " ^ ^^-5^ 
where a, b, c are constants to be determined. 
Equation 8.3 gives .^^ Z — a^Z = 0 
which has so l u t i o n Z =A.exp(az)-l- B; exp(-az) 
2 
I f a i s pos i t i v e the function Z increases monotonically 
and cannot s a t i s f y the boundary condition that Z = 0 
at z = d/2 i . e . zero electron density at the electrodes. 
2 
Putting a negative gives the solution Z = A cos kz + B s i n kz 2 2 2 where k = -a (k i s p o s i t i v e ) . 
Symmetrical discharge conditions demand that B=0, and 
the boundary condition gives k=(l+2o)"n-/d where j takes 
on any i n t e g r a l value from 0 to 00 
therefore Z= cos( j+-i^)27tz/d 
i f Z = 1. when z=0 
Equation 8.4 has solut i o n R = ( r / b ) i n which indicates 
the Bessel function of the f i r s t kind and zero order. 
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The boundary condition to be s a t i s f i e d f o r evaluation 
of b i s that R=0 at r=oo, Hqwever, the function has 
negative values which are physically unacceptable and 
therefore we write R=0 at r=R .where R i s the electrode 
0' 0 
radius. Hence 
b = (2.405/RQ)^ 
and therefore R = J^(2.405r/R^) 
Equation 8.5 has sol u t i o n S.=Soexp(cDt) where S=S^ at t=0. 
Now i t i s clear that the constants a, b, and c i n equation 
2 
8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 must be related by the equation c=a —b+H/D; 
therefore we have 
2 / o Af\tT /T, \ 2 
c = -(2rr(l+j)/d)^-(2.405/Ro)^+ V^A) 
~ V./D-1/L2 
where L i s tihe c h a r a c t e r i s t i c d i f f u s i o n length, ^ ^^^ ^^^^ * 
The question arises as to whether the value of J other than 
zero can have a physical i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . I t i s possible to 
conceive of a soiliution containing the sum of many harmonic 
terms of i n d i v i d u a l amplitudes that ensure always a positive 
value f o r ^  . However, a f i n i t e nvunber of terms would give 
a multi-peaked concentration when regarded as a function of z, 
ptois would contradict Pick's Law which has the effect of 
smoothing out l o c a l concentrations. An i n f i n i t e number of 
terms could give a physically acceptable solution, which 
would consist of the fundamental cosine d i s t r i b u t i o n 
d i s t o r t e d to give a f l a t t e n e d peak. The corresponding higher 
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values of j i n the time dependent part would then correspond 
to d i f f u s i o n down the concentration gradient which would be 
steeper than a cosine, and give terms of short time constant. 
However, published data on breakdown i n gases has shown^ 
that the fundamental term (o=0) i s s u f f i c i e n t to give quite 
accurate r e s u l t s , and therefore only t h i s term w i l l be con-
sidered here. The f u l l s o lution then becomes 
? " f o '^o (2.405r/R) cos (xz/d) exp (i ^ . - D / L ^ ) t 
where (which includes S^) i s the i n i t i a l electron 
concentration at the middle of the gap and L i s defined by 
L-2= ( T T / D ) ^ + (2.405/RQ)^ 
8.3, The conductance of the discharge. 
Slater^ ^ "^ ^ has shown that the high frequency conductivity, 
a, of a gas i s given i n terms of the electron density, ^  , by 
8,6, 
2 
where e, m are the electronic charge and mass, respectively 
! 
V i s the electron c o l l i s i o n frequency; j i s here the 
imaginary number operator 
and w i s the radian frequency of the applied e l e c t r i c f i e l d . 
For a c y l i n d r i c a l spark gap of width d, radius R^, 




Thus i f Y=^Y^ when ^ = ^Q we may write 
Y-YQ exp ( f t ) 8.7. 
where f=i^^-DA^ 8.8 
Y^ i s the conductance caused by photo-electrons from 
the i r r a d i a t o r and t i s measured from the instant of 
i r r a d i a t i o n , 
Puirther, i f N i s the actual number of electrons within the ' e 
spark gap, 




^c - T 
This shows that Y i s d i r e c t l y proportional to the t o t a l 
number of free electrons present, N^ ,^  
8.4. Numerical determination of the gap voltage as a 
function of time. • 
The only relevant values of g are the ones exis t i n g 
at the instants the waves appear at the spark gap, and i t i s 
therefore convenient here to express time i n i n t e g r a l 
multiples of the delay time of the transmission l i n e : Let 
NT correspond to the i n t e r v a l between the i r r a d i a t o r and the 
instant at which we wish to know the gap voltage where N i s 
a posi t i v e integer, and T i s the time i t takes f o r a wave 
to t r a v e l down the l i n e and back. Then NT i s the time 
(measured from the ins t a n t of i r r a d i a t i o n ) at which the 
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5^ 
r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t i s g^, while g-^ corresponds to time 
(N-l)T; g2 to (N-2)T, and g^ to (N-n)T . 
Equation 8,7 may then be w r i t t e n i n the form 
\ ^ ^0 '^^P (N-n)vT, 
and s i m i l a r l y equation 8,2 can be w r i t t e n 
Knowing T and Z^  we may now solve equation 8.1(a) to give V 
as a function of time, with and f as parameters. In 
t h i s expression several hundred terms must be included to 
give a reasonably accurate value f o r V, The work was therefore 
carried out on a computer, and the results are plotted i n 
f i g , 8,2, Details of the computer programme f o r t h i s are 
given i n Appendix 1, 
I t w i l l be seen from the equations that f o r a fixed 
value of f , p l o t t i n g V as a function of N gives a graph which 
should correspond to an actual oscillogram. To obtain a 
reasonable num.feer of graphs with both Y^  and f used as 
parameters would take many hours on a computer, using the 
equation 8.1(a) exclusively. Therefore i n practise an 
i n i t i a l value of V was determined using equation 8.1(a), with 
a value of N corresponding to about |- of the expected formative 
lag and succeeding values of V were calculated by use of a 
recurrence formula. Details of t h i s procedure, and of the 
appropriate computer programme are given i n Appendix 2» 
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The i n f i n i t e s e r i e s equation 8.1(a) reduces t o a simple 
geometrical s e r i e s i f we put g^= constant=g. This may then 
be e a s i l y summed t o give 
V = - | ( l - f 2 ) ( l + g ) / ( l . f ^ ^ ) 
W r i t i n g g=(l~5)/{L+S) where S = Z^Y^ e x p f t « 1 
and f = 1. - ^  (because f ^ ^ l ) 
t h i s reduces t o 
V-(1+2V^ )""^ when second order terms 
l i k e ^5 ignored by comparison w i t h 5 or ^ . 
The "steady-state" values o f V c a l c u l a t e d from t h i s formula 
are p l o t t e d i n f i g 8,2 together w i t h the machine s o l u t i o n s . 
They are c a l l e d "steady-state" values because the assumption 
of g constant i m p l i e s tha.t the t r a n s i t i o n to conduction 
occupies a very l o n g time compared t o the delay time of the 
tra n s m i s s i o n l i n e , T. The machine and steady-state s o l u t i o n s 
are remarkably s i m i l a r , but as would be expected, the forma-
t i v e delay i s longer f o r the machine c a l c u l a t i o n . However, 
the steady s t a t e s o l u t i o n p r e d i c t s a constant value o f f t , 
whereas f o r the machine s c i u t i o n , ipt increases w i t h <p, where 
t i s the time to a given f r a c t i o n o f the i n i t i a l value of V. 
I n p r a c t i c e the formative delay was measured from the 
beginning of the i r r a d i a t o r marker t o the f i r s t observable 
droop i n the pulse amplitude. This corresponded t o about 
99<fo o f the i n i t i a l v o l t a g e which i s the value taken f o r the 




Both methods o f s o l u t i o n p r e d i c t a decrease i n 
for m a t i v e delay by l / * f seconds f o r an increase i n by a 
f a c t o r e("2.7l8). The formative delay as a f u n c t i o n o f ^ , 
i s p l o t t e d on a l o g - l o g graph i n f i g 8.3, f o r both machine 
and "steady-state" s o l u t i o n s . The p r i n c i p a l d i f f e r e n c e 
between the two s o l u t i o n s i s i n t h e i r slopes, but there i s 
l i t t l e t o choose between these, however, as the slopes are 
both negative, and of magnitude u n i t y and 1.058 f o r "stead-
s t a t e " and machine s o l u t i o n r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
8.-5». E s t i m a t i o n of the net r a t e o f i o n i z a t i o n i n an 
ove r v o l t e d gap. 
I s we have observed above, the formative lags vary but 
s l o w l y w i t h v a r i a t i o n o f Y^. I t was not possible to make 
any measurements of the i n i t i a l i o n i z a t i o n , w i t h the 
apparatus- used, and t h e r e f o r e estimates o f Y^  were made 
u s i n g the theory of the previous chapter. The c r i t i c a l 
parameter i s and i t has proved ppssible t o make good 
estimates o f t h i s q u a n t i t y i n the f o l l o w i n g manner. 
From the d e f i n i t i o n o f f (equation 8.8) i t can be seen 
t h a t we need to know both the i o n i z a t i o n frequency and 
d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t , which i n v o l v e gas discharge data, 
and also the d i f f u s i o n l e n g t h v^hich i s a simple f u n c t i o n of 
the gap geometry. The d i f f u s i o n c o S ' f f i c i e n t , D, o f electrons 
i s w e l l known and i s r e l a t e d t o the e l e c t r o n m o b i l i t y y U by 
the r e l a t i o n ^ 
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D^=(2/3) (average e l e c t r o n energy) 
I n thi's expression the average e l e c t r o n energy can be found 
from Townsend's f a c t o r i ^ by m u l t i p l y i n g by the average 
energy o f the gas molecules. The value of e l e c t r o n d r i f t 
v e l o c i t y has been determined by several workers and i s given 
as a f u n c t i o n o f E/p. Since '^^j.^f-^p^^i approximately, we 
have, by s u b s t i t u t i o n 
Dp = ( 2 / 3 ) 5 : v ^ ^ . f / E / p ) - ^ (8.9) 
where p denotes the gas pressure 
u i s the average e l e c t r o n energy 
E i s the e l e c t r i c f i e l d s t r e n g t h 
V-, . ^ . i s the e l e c t r o n d r i f t v e l o c i t y , d r i f t 
The r a t e o f i o n i z a t i o n , i s given by 
^ i = ^ ^ d r i f t (S-10) 
where oi i s Townsend's f i r s t i o n i z a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t . 
Values of o(/p have been published f o r many gases as a 
(29) 
f u n c t i o n of E/p and semi-empirical formulae e x i s t which 
give o</p i n terms o f atomic constants over l i m i t e d ranges 
o f E/p (mainly E/p > 100 v o l t / c m / t o r r ) . I n the high 
frequency discharges observed i n these experiments E/p 
was q u i t e low, and under these . conditions cx/p v a r i e s very 
r a p i d l y w i t h E/p so t h a t i t was considered unwise t o 
u t i l i z e published r e s u l t s i n q u a n t i t a t i v e c a l c u l a t i o n s . 
Therefore the value o f « was c a l c u l a t e d from the observed 
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values of breakdown under the i n f l u e n c e of sustained high 
frequency f i e l d s , a t zero overvoltage. 
For " i n f i n i t e " d elay, y=0 so t h a t from equations 8.8 
and 8.10 we have 
^ d r i f t = ^/^^ 
and u s i n g equation 8.9 t o e l i m i n a t e D, 
(o</p)pyEg= 2ir/3L^ 8.11 
where the s u b s c r i p t s i n d i c a t e s values f o r i n f i n i t e 
d e lays. 
Now f o r the o v e r v o l t e d gap, s u b s t i t u t i n g f o r and D 
from equations 8.10 and 8.9 r e s p e c t i v e l y i n equation 8.8, 
we have 
Furth e r , s u b s t i t u t i n g f o r o< from equation 8.11, we f i n d 
pE (z, = . d r i f t 
3 ^ 
- .-1 8.12 
The values o f u and v^j.-j^f-j; are t o be determined f o r the 
a c t u a l a p p l i e d value o f E/p, E and p are also the a c t u a l 
v a l u e s . E„ and p_ are not obvious i n t h e i r i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , s s 
They a r i s e as a r e s u l t of s u b s t i t u t i n g without f i r s t 
c a l c u l a t i n g an e x p l i c i t value f o r «/p. I f o(/p had been 
f i r s t evaluated and then used i n the expression f o r i p , then 
i t would have been p l o t t e d as a f u n c t i o n of E/p, using the 
values f o r breakdown under sustained f i e l d s , and i t s value 
determined from E/p a p p l i e d as an oveorvoltage. Therefore we 
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can see t h a t E and p must be chosen such t h a t s s 
! i = ! 
I f now we s u b s t i t u t e p^ from t h i s equation i n t o equation 8.12 
s 
we f i n d 





Published values of U and v ^ ^ j ^ f ^ a^re given i n f i g s . 8.4 and 
8.5 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
I t w i l l be observed t h a t y i s not a f u n c t i o n of E/p 
o n l y and t h e r e f o r e must be determined separately f o r each 
pressure used. 
I f we define a f u n c t i o n K such t h a t 
K = 2u 
3? 
^ d r i f t 
E/p 
8.14 
then equation 8.13 can be w r i t t e n 
E" - 1 
The values o f K, as a f u n c t i o n of E/p, c a l c u l a t e d from 
the data of f i g s 8.4 and 8.5 are shown i n f i g 8.6. A l l t h a t 
i s now r e q u i r e d before the breakdown delays can be p r e d i c t e d 
i s an experimental determination of E^ .. 
I t has been assimed here t h a t tp remained constant as 
the discharge evolved, although s t r i c t l y d e c r e a s e s w i t h 
the gap v o l t a g e while the d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t D decreases 
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towaol'ds the ambi-polar value as the e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y r i s e s , . 
These e f f e c t s i n t r o d u c e l i t t l e e r r o r u n t i l the voltage has 
decreased a p p r e c i a b l y , and t h e r e f o r e c a l c u l a t e d values o f 
for m a t i v e delay would probably be c o r r e c t , but the e r r o r s 
must become s i g n i f i c a n t by the time the voltage has dropped 
t o about 805^ o f the a p p l i e d v o l t a g e . I t should however 
be n o t i c e d t h a t since ^ i s formed from the d i f f e r e n c e of 
two terms, and both terms decrease w i t h gap vo l t a g e , 
t h e r e f o r e has a tendency t o remain approximately constant 
as the v o l t a g e decreases. 
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CHAPTER IX 
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF BREAKDOWN FIELDS. 
9.1. P r e l i m i n a r y observations 
As the spark gap was connected across an unterminated 
t r a n s m i s s i o n l i n e , i t was possible f o r a steady p o t e n t i a l 
t o e x i s t between the two conductors. Such a p o t e n t i a l 
could p o s s i b l y be generated by one discharge and remain 
l o n g enough t o i n h i b i t succeeding discharges. A measurement 
was t h e r e f o r e made o f the time which had t o elapse before 
the i n i t i a l breakdown voltage was again observed a f t e r the 
c e n t r a l conductor had been charged t o a p o t e n t i a l of about 
10 v o l t s . When the l i n e discharged through the i n s u l a t o r s 
which supported the i n n e r conductor, t h i s time was found to 
be o f the order o f 10 minutes, and was reduced ( t o about 
10 microseconds) by connecting a 120Kohm r e s i s t o r across 
the l i n e . This was c a r r i e d out w i t h n e g l i g i b l e reduction of 
the resonant q u a l i t y o f the l i n e by making the connection a t 
a p o s i t i o n o f low r . f . p o t e n t i a l . 
P r e l i m i n a r y experiments w i t h pulsed r . f . f i e l d s showed 
t h a t there was a d e f i n i t e p r o b a b i l i t y of breakdown o c c u r r i n g 
before the i r r a d i a t o r f l a s h , i f d a y l i g h t was allov/ed t o f a l l 
upon the electrode capsule. The p r o b a b i l i t y of e a r l y break-
down increased w i t h overvoltage and was p a r t i c u l a r l y 
n o t i c e a b l e i n hydrogen and n i t r o g e n , .and only to a minor 
extent i n neon. As many as 50^ o f the hydrogen discharges 
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were found to be s p u r i o u s l y i n i t i a t e d i n some cases. The 
e f f e c t was made n e g l i g i b l e ( l e s s than about Ifo) by wrapping 
the discharge chamber and the upper p a r t of the tube t o the 
i r r a d i a t o r w i t h black c l o t h . A l l the p u l s e d - f i e l d measure-
ments quoted here were made under these c o n d i t i o n s , but not 
the measurements made w i t h sustained f i e l d s . 
9.2. Breakdown under sustained high frequency f i e l d s . 
Pigs 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3 show the values o f r.m.s. 
breakdown f i e l d s obtained w i t h hydrogen, neon and n i t r o g e n . 
The frequency used i n these experiments was, as has been 
p r e v i o u s l y i n d i c a t e d , always 183 Mc/s and the gap width was 
f i x e d a t 0.494cm, The diameter of the f l a t c e n t r a l p a r t of 
the electrodes was 1,0cm and t h e r e f o r e by equation 8.6 the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c d i f f u s i o n l e n g t h , L, was 0.125cm. 
The r e s u l t s are presented i n terms of the v a r i a b l e s pL 
and EL.- I t can be shown^-^^^ t h a t breakdown may be expressed 
u n i q u e l y by these v a r i a b l e s f o r the s p e c i a l case of gases i n 
which the e l e c t r o n c o l l i s i o n frequency i s independent of i t s 
energy ( i . e . constant mean fr e e t i m e ) . Hydrogen i s such 
a s p e c i a l case, but i n neon the c o l l i s i o n frequency i s 
d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o the e l e c t r o n v e l o c i t y ( i .e.constant 
mean f r e e path) f o r energies less than 60eV. I n n i t r o g e n 
the c o l l i s i o n frequency i s v a r i a b l e f o r energies b e l w about 
25eV, but above t h i s l e v e l i t becomes roughly constant. 
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For hydrogen, f i g . 9.1, the agreement between the 
present observations and r e s u l t s published by MacDonald 
and Brown^^^(at microwave frequencies) and •Githens^-^'^^ ( a t 
se v e r a l megacycles per second) i s f a i r , the p r e s e n t l y 
measured values being some 20?^  lower than the published 
v a l u e s , 
The breakdown f i e l d s observed w i t h neon are compared 
w i t h published values i n . f i g 9.2, Wide divergences i n 
the r e s u l t s of various workers are evi.clent. Although, as 
i n d i c a t e d above, i t i s not n e c e s s a r i l y expected t h a t the 
EL, pL v a r i a b l e s would give a unique curve i n neon, Prowse 
and Clark^^^^ u s i n g s e v e r a l d i f f e r e n t gas pressures and a 
v a r i a b l e gap wi d t h a t a frequency 9.5Mc/s have found such 
a unique r e l a t i o n s h i p f o r pL > 20 torr.cm. At 158MC/S 
Pateyuk^-^^^ obtaihed r e s u l t s f o r neon i n f a i r agreement w i t h 
those measured here, w h i l s t the breakdown f i e l d s of MacDonald 
and Betts^*^^ a t 3000Mc/s are a f a c t o r 2 higher. Prowse and 
Clark observed r e l a t i v e l y low f i e l d s , and i n d i c a t e d t h a t 
t h e i r r e s u l t s could correspond t o those to be expected from 
neon c o n t a i n i n g one p a r t i n 10^ of argon. The c a v i t i e s of 
MacDonald and Betts could be outgassed at a higher temperature 
than our vacuum system, and t h e r e f o r e i t seems l i k e l y t h a t 
they achieved a h i g h e r gas p u r i t y than t h a t obtained here. 
I t t h e r e f o r e would appear t h a t the divergences could be due 
t o the e f f e c t s of gaseous i m p u r i t i e s . I n t h i s respect i t i s 
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(a) Breakdown i n hydrogen 
p 32 t o r r 
E 585 volt/cm. 
t o t a l m l s e d u r a t i o n : 500 microseconds 
it) Breakdown i n hydrogen 
p 10 t o r r 
E 230 volt/cm. 
breakdown d e l a y : 3.5 microseconds. 
( c ) Breakdown i n neon, 
p 174 t o r r 
E 765 volt/cm, 
breakdovm d e l a y : 1.6 microseconds 
P i g 9.4. Some t y p i c a l breakdown o s c i l l o g r a m s observed 
with hydrogen and neon. 
of i n t e r e s t to note some r e s u l t s quoted i n f i g 9.2 which 
we obtained with t h i s apparatus before the stopcock grease 
was e l i m i n a t e d . These show a s i m i l a r i t y to the observations 
of ProwsB and C l a r k whose gas handling equipment was a l s o 
greasy and not baked. 
Measurements of breakdown f i e l d s i n nitrogen are 
presented i n f i g 9.3 where the values, given by MacDonald 
et a l ^ - ^ ^ ^ are a l s o shown f o r comparison. At the high 
p r e s s u r e ends of the s c a l e , both the present and MacDonald's 
curves assume the same slope, but MacDonald's values are 
some 509^  h i g h e r . 
9.3. Breakdown with pulsed f i e l d s . 
Some t y p i c a l o s c i l l o g r a m s are presented opDOsite, 
which d e p i c t breakdovm under c o n d i t i o n s of medium overvoltag.e. 
The top photograph, f i g 9.4(a), shows a breakdown i n 
hydrogen. The o s c i l l a t o r was switched on at t=0 and the 
i r r a d i a t o r was f i r e d a t the point i n d i c a t e d , when the gap 
v o l t a g e had reached a steady v a l u e . The voltage remained 
almost constant f o r a while -before f a l l i n g r a p i d l y to a 
lower steady sralue, the maintaining v o l t a g e . The voltage 
then f e l l to zero when the o s c i l l a t o r was switched o f f . The 
second p i c t u r e , f i g 9.4(b), i s of a s i m i l a r discharge but the 
timebase speed was 100 times f a s t e r and was t r i g g e r e d only 
a few microseconds before the. i r r a d i a t o r , Although i n these 








i t was q u i t e d i s t i n c t i n the o r i g i n a l negatives upon wjiich 
the measurements were made. 
Osc i l l o g r a m s of d i s c h a r g e s i n n i t r o g e n were very s i m i l a r 
to those of hydrogen. Neon discharges were c h a r a c t e r i s e d 
by a v e r y low m a i n t a i n i n g v o l t a g e , which was, i n f a c t , 
too s m a l l to measure with t h i s apparatus, the d e f l e c t i o n 
on the o s c i l l o s c o p e being l e s s than the t r a c e width. An 
o s c i l l o g r a m of a discharge i n neon i s shown i n f i g 9 . 4 ( c ) , 
T h i s was obtained u s i n g the f a s t e r timebase again. 
The t r a n s i t i o n from the non-conducting s t a t e to the 
establishment of a steady maintaining voltage often 
proceeded v i a an intermediate stage during which the gap 
v o l t a g e was v e r y low. This "overshoot" of voltage can be 
c l e a r l y seen i n f i g 9.4(a). The r a p i d decrease of ^?oltage 
from the i n i t i a l s t a t e continued to a minimum value a f t e r 
which the voltage rose comparatively slowly, and approached 
.••asymptotically to the maintaining v o l t a g e . 
9.4. Comparison of observed o s c i l l o g r a m s with theory. 
A s e l e c t i o n of breakdovm o s c i l l o g r a m s i s given i n 
f i g 9 ,5 f o r v a r i o u s p r e s s u r e s of hydrogen. I t should be 
noted t h a t the time a x i s r e p r e s e n t s zero voltage and t h a t 
the voltage s c a l e i n t h i s f i g u r e i s d i f f e r e n t f o r each of 
the t r a c e s . P i g 9.6 shows how the o s c i l l o g r a m s v a r i e d with 
overvoltage a t constant pressure (10 t o r r ) . The f u l l l i n e s 
are t r a c i n g s of experimental o s c i l l o g r a m s and the dotted 
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curves were obtained by u s i n g the theory of the previous 
chapter. The ragged p u l s e s superimposed on the t r a c e s a t 
the right-ha.nd ends are the i r r a d i a t o r markers, r e p r e s e n t i n g 
time z e r o . 
I t may be seen t h a t the shapes of the t h e o r e t i c a l and 
experimental o s c i l l o g r a m s agree very w e i l above the point 
of maximum slope on the experimental c u r v e s . Below t h i s 
l e v e l the experimental curves become l e s s steep as they 
tend towards the mainta i n i n g v o l t a g e . Agreement with theory 
would not be expected i n t h i s region because of the ne g l e c t 
of the v a r i a t i o n s of the net i o n i z a t i o n r a t e , ^ , with both 
gap v o l t a g e and e l e c t r o n c o n c e n t r a t i o n . The comparison here 
i s e s s e n t i a l l y between the shapes of the t h e o r e t i c a l and 
experimental o s c i l l o g r a m s , r a t h e r than between the ; t o t a l 
breakdown delay times. This i s p a r t l y because the s t a t i s t i c a l 
d elay, which occurs a t the beginning of every discharge, must 
be added to the formative time before agreement between the 
t o t a l delays could be expected. Further, the t h e o r e t i c a l 
v alue which was assumed f o r the i n i t i a l number of e l e c t r o n s 
may not have been c o r r e c t . T h i s number, N^, v/as determined 
approximately by f i r s t e s t i m a t i n g a value of mean absorption 
c o e f f i c i e n t f o r the i r r a d i a t o r photons, f o r each pressure 
used. Then u s i n g f i g 7.L, a "reasonable" estimate of 
was made, between the l i m i t s 100 and the value given by 













i n e r r o r by a f a c t o r probably not exceeding 100. To see 
the e f f e c t t h i s magnitude of e r r o r would have on the 
o s c i l l o g r a m s of ^^ig 9 .5 , suppose f o r example the net 
i o n i z a t i o n r a t e , if , i s 10 per microsecond. Assuming the 
growth o f e l e c t r o n population i s given by 
n = exp(^ft).. 
then the time A t taken f o r the population to grow by f a c t o r 
100, which r e p r e s e n t s the u n c e r t a i n t y i n the predicted 
delay time, would be given by 
=^ ±^~^JbrL{n/n^) 9 . 1 . 
= ± 0 . 5 microsecond. 
T h i s i s g r e a t e r than the e r r o r i n the pr e d i c t e d delay f o r 
any of the curves of ^ i g 9.5 and l i e s between 10 add 25?^  
of the t o t a l d e l a y s . 
P i g 9 .7 shows a sample of the breakdown os c i l l o g r a m s obtained 
with n i t r o g e n . One example i s given of each pressure used 
with d e l a y s ranging from 1 juseo to 1 0 ^ s e c . The maximum 
f i e l d t h a t could be obtained (1150 volt/cm) did not give 
delays s h o r t e r than 8yusec with the maximum pressure (45 torn)'. 
The v a l u e s of f appropriate to each o s c i l l o g r a m are given 
i n the f i g u r e , and i f these are s u b s t i t u t e d i n equation 9 . 1 
i t can be seen t h a t agreement i s obtained to t h i s accuracy 
between the t h e o r e t i c a l and experimental formative d e l a y s . 
I n F i g 9.8 are some o s c i l l o g r a m s obtained f o r breakdown i n 
neon a t v a r i o u s p r e s s u r e s . The breakdown delays as c a l c u l a t e d 
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2.0 
from the theory of Chapter 8 a r e too s h o r t a t a l l p r e s s u r e s 
used, by f a c t o r s ranging from 2.5 up to about 9 . Such 
magnitudes of e r r o r are not accounted f o r by the s i m p l i f y i n g 
assumptions made i n the theory or i n the estimation of N^: 
i n these c a l c u l a t i o n s N was taken to be about 1000, but 
0 ' 
even p u t t i n g NQ=1 would only i n c r e a s e the t h e o r e t i c a l delays 
by a f a c t o r 1 .6 . 
F i g u r e s 9 .9 , 9 .10 , and 9 .11 show the t h e o r e t i c a l and 
measured delays as a f u n c t i o n of a p p l i e d voltage f o r four 
p r e s s u r e s i n each of the gases hydrogen, nitrogen and neon. 
Between 100 and 200 o s c i l l o g r a m s were measured f o r each 
curve and p l o t t e d as points i n these f i g u r e s . With the 
exception of the r e s u l t s f o r the lowest pressure of nitrogen, 
a l l the curves bear a, ;general resemblance to one another. 
T h i s exception i s r e a d i l y explained i n terms of the e l e c t r o n 
ambit becoming comparable to the spark gap width. The 
v a l u e of E/P f o r t h i s c o n d i t i o n has been c a l c u l a t e d i n 
Appendix 3 and i s marked on the curve with a h o r i z o n t a l bar, 
A s t r i k i n g l y abrupt lower l i m i t to the delays occurs f o r E 
v a l u e s above t h i s bar, v/here the i n c r e a s e d l o s s e s of e l e c t r o n s 
cause r e l a t i v e l y long d e l a y s . On the diagrams f o r hydrogen 
and n i t r o g e n the agreement between observation and theory i s 
g e n e r a l l y quite good. I t was assumed that between 100 and 
1000 e l e c t r o n s i n i t i a t e d the d i s c h a r g e s , but the m o d i f i c a t i o n 
to the t h e o r e t i c a l curves caused by a hundredfold i n c r e a s e 
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or decrease i n these numbers was c a l c u l a t e d and i s shown 
on the graphs by h o r i z o n t a l bars a t value of E which give 
tf=10 andi/'=l 
9.5. D i s c u s s i o n 
An examination of these r e s u l t s f o r hydrogen 
immediately shows the reason f o r formative delays not being 
observed by Prowse Rowbotham and Monk^ ': i t i s r e c a l l e d 
t h a t the r e s o l u t i o n of t h e i r voltage measurement was a^out 
25^'and t h e i r minimum observable delay was 10 microseconds. 
The curves of f i g 9.9 show t h a t except f o r the h i g h e s t 
p r e s s u r e s used, a 2^ voltage i n c r e a s e above the minimum f o r 
breakdown gives a change i n the delays from " i n f i n i t y " to 
l e s s than 10 microseconds. F u r t h e r , a t higher p r e s s u r e s , 
where del a y s might have been observed, there was i n s u f f i c i e n t 
v o l t a g e a v a i l a b l e at the t e s t gap to obtain breakdown. 
As was s t a t e d i n the previous s e c t i o n i t seems that 
the disagreement between t h e o r e t i c a l and observed delays i n 
neon i s too l a r g e to be accoxmted f o r by e r r o r s i n any of 
the v a r i a b l e s used i n the theory. Since the theory put 
forward so f a r f o r the case of neon was the same as t h a t f o r 
hydrogen and n i t r o g e n f o r which good agreement was obtained, 
i t appears probable t h a t breakdown i n neon proceeded by a 
d i f f e r e n t mechanism. Below are l i s t e d some of the ways i n . 
which neon e s s e n t i a l l y d i f f e r s from hydrogen and n i t r o g e n : 
( a ) I t i s monatomic 
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(b) The resonance and i o n i z a t i o n p o t e n t i a l s are 
comparatively l a r g e (16.8 v o l t s and 21.6 v o l t s 
r e s p e c t i v e l y ) 
( c ) There i s a high p o t e n t i a l a s s o c i a t e d with a 
metastable s t a t e (16.6 v o l t s ) 
(d) Being c h e m i c a l l y i n e r t i t i s comparatively 
d i f f i c u l t to obtain f r e e from other i n e r t 
gas i m p u r i t i e s 
The e s s e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e between monatomic and diatomic 
molecules ±3 t h a t whereas the monatomic. molecule has three 
degrees of freedom which are a l l t r a n s l a t i o n a l , the diatomic 
molecule has f i v e , the e x t r a two degrees of freedom being 
represented as r o t a t i o n a l aftd v i b r a t i o n a l s t a t e s . These 
r e q u i r e f o r t h e i r e x c i t a t i o n an energy much l e s s than t h a t 
r e q u i r e d f o r atomic e x c i t a t i o n . Thus e l e c t r o n s can l o s e 
s m a l l amounts of energy to diatomic molecules, but require 
r e l a t i v e l y high energies to produce an i n e l a s t i c c o l l i s i o n 
w i th an atom. Therefore t h e . e l e c t r o n energy d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
f o r monatomic and diatomic gases d i f f e r c o n s i d e r a b l y . 
HaA'ever, the methods by which delays are c a l c u l a t e d here 
might be expected to e l i m i n a t e s e r i o u s e r r o r s due to t h i s 
e f f e c t . One way i n which the two types of gases could be 
expected to d i f f e r i s i n the tiJue taken f o r the e l e c t r o n 
(29) 
d i s t r i b u t i o n to come to e q u i l i b r i u m . Von Engel^ ^' has 
given a formula f o r the time constant, "C , of the approach 
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to e q u i l i b r i u m : ( t h i s i s based on simple theory, but may be 
used to i n d i c a t e orders of magnitude) 
r = 0.97 ( m / e ) * ( l A ) % / E ) * 
where e/m i s the ratio of e l e c t r o n i c charge to mass, 
Is. i s the average f r a c t i o n ' o f i t s energy l o s t by an 
e l e c t r o n a t a c o l l i s i o n , and 
/ i s the e l e c t r o n i c mean f r e e path. 
Using v a l u e s f o r I and k f o r the average e l e c t r o n energy^ 
a p p r o p r i a t e to the v a l u e of E/p, we f i n d t h a t "c ranges 
between 2 and 5 nanoseconds f o r a l l the p r e s s u r e s and 
v o l t a g e s used i n a l l three g a s e s . As i s thus almost 
constant f o r a l l three gases and a l s o v e r y much l e s s than 
the l e a s t observed d e l a y (-^200 nanoseconds) i t seems u n l i k e l y 
t h a t t h i s e f f e c t could account f o r the disagreement between 
theory and o b s e r v a t i o n f o r neon. 
(b) and ( c ) ensure t h a t i m p u r i t i e s have a c a t a s t r o p h i c . 
e f f e c t on the breakdown volta g e , s i n c e most impurity atoms . 
can . become i o n i z e d by e l e c t r o n s of lower energy than tlhat 
r e q u i r e d to i o n i z e a neon atom. 
A p a r t i c u l a r l y important impurity i n neon i s argon, 
which has an i o n i z a t i o n p o t e n t i a l (15.8 v o l t s ) s l i g h t l y 
lower than the metastable p o t e n t i a l of neon. As a r e s u l t , 
metastable neon atoms can i o n i z e argon atoms (Penning e f f e c t ) 
and breakdown occurs a t a c o n s i d e r a b l y s m a l l e r voltage than 
f o r pure neon. One part of argon i n 10^ of neon can cause a 
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505^ " reduction i n the breakdovm f i e l d ^ ^ ^ ^ f o r neon i n some 
circumstances. 
The Penning e f f e c t can give a q u a l i t a t i v e explanation 
of the anomalous delays i n neon i n the following manner: 
l e t us consider the balance which jus t suffices to give 
breakdown ( i n f i n i t e delay). Electrons are being l o s t 
continuously to the electrodes by d i f f u s i o n and are being 
replaced by the follo w i n g two stage process; 
(a) e +Ne e + Ne* 
(b) Me^+ A A*" -f Ne -(- e 
where Ne** denotes the metastable state of the atom 
I n the i n f i n i t e s i m a l l y slow approach to breakdown, 
argon ions can be neutralized at the electrodes and 
replaced by ne u t r a l atoms d i f f u s i n g back into the spark gap, 
I f now the gap i s overvolted, the electron production rate 
increased due to the reactions 
(c) e + Ne -> Ne^  + e + e 
(d) e + Ne*-* Ne*" + e + e 
becoming faster, while d i f f u s i v e losses increase r e l a t i v e l y 
slowly. Further, i n the shorter time which elapses before 
breakdown, the argon ions have i n s u f f i c i e n t time to be 
neutralised, so that the Penning e f f e c t i s diminished. I n 
the calculations of breakdown delays, the io n i z a t i o n rates 
were calculated from the breakdown condition f o r sustained 
f i e l d s . I f now i t i s admitted that the Penning eff e c t was 
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the mechanism causing breakdown at these f i e l d values, then 
i t can be seen that a d i f f e r e n t process(such as (c) and/or 
(d))could be operating f o r overvoltages. This would require 
greater electron energies than the Penning effect and would 
therefore give r i s e to the r e l a t i v e l y long delays observed 
f o r a given overvoltage. 
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CHAPTER X 
THE MAINTAINED DISCHARGE 
10.1. The appearance of the discharge. 
Most dramatic changes were observed i n the discharges 
as the gas pressure was varied. Increasing the power input 
to this spark gap beyond that required f o r breakdown produced 
l i t t l e e f f e c t apart from increasing the brightness s l i g h t l y . 
The colours of the discharges were very simil a r to 
those of the p o s i t i v e column of a d.c. glow discharge: 
a pale blue i n hydrogen, and a pale pinkish blue i n 
nitrogen, while i n neon the colour gradually changed with 
increase of pressure, from orange to a brick-red. 
At pressures less than 0.1 t o r r the glow i n a l l the 
gases completely f i l l e d the discharge vessel except f o r 
the region between the electrodes. At about 0,2 t o r r the 
discharge took place between the electrodes, but also 
covered the sides of the electrodes and spread l a t e r a l l y 
so f a r as to touch the glass walls of the capsule. Increasing 
the pressure from 0.4 to 1.0 t o r r caused the reduction of 
the volume of the glow to the region immediately between 
the electrodes. At t h i s stage two d i s t i n c t regions could 
be discerned which produced most of the v i s i b l e l i g h t . 
These regions were disc-shaped and sjrmmetrically dispaeed, 
p a r a l l e l to and close to each electrode. As the. pressure 
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was f u r t h e r increased both the thickness and the area of 
these liiminous discs decreased as they approached closer 
to the electrodes. The space between the bright discsglowed 
rather f a i n t l y , but between the electrodes and the luminous 
discs there was a space about 0.1mm t h i c k which appeared 
to be completely non-luminous. Above; .about 20 t o r r a t h i r d 
luminous region could be observed i n the centre of the gap, 
less b r i g h t than the other two, and more d i f f u s e . I n 
hydrogen and nitrogen t h i s central glow divided into tv/o 
more p a r a l l e l d i s c - l i k e regions at about 30 t o r r but i n 
neon the one central glowing region remained up to the 
highest pressure used, (174 t o r r ) . . 
At pressures greater than 10.torr the edges of the 
b r i g h t discharge region were sharply defined. Havever, 
c a r e f u l observation of discharges i n nitrogen revealed a 
very f a i n t blue glow surrounding the main discharge and 
extending somev/hat beyond the radius of the electrodes. 
A feature at pressures above about 10 t o r r was the 
movement of the discharge column. This ef f e c t appeared to 
be quite spontaneous and uncontrollable. V/ith nitrogen and 
hydrogen the discharge column moved bodily around the 
electrodes, sometimes describing c i r c l e s concentric with 
the spark gap axis, and at other times performing more-or-less 
random movements or remaining stationary. The c i r c u l a r 
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second and sometimes reversed i t s d i r e c t i o n of r o t a t i o n 
a f t e r several seconds,, The discharge i n neon displayed 
a somewhat d i f f e r e n t form of movement; immediately a f t e r 
breakdown the discharge was steady and s i m i l a r to those of 
hydrogen and nitrogen, remaining so f o r about a second. 
Then the glow would divide l o n g i t u d i n a l l y i n t o streamers 
of diameter approximately 1mm which stretched between the 
electrodes. To the eye i t appeared that a dozen or more 
streamers existed at once, a l l i n a state of rapid a g i t a t i o n , 
but t h i s could have been an i l l u s i o n caused by persistence of 
v i s i o n : i t i s possible that a single narrow discharge i n 
rapid random movement could have had the same appearance. 
The motion of the discharge i n a l l three gases appeared 
to be completely uninfluenced by the presence, j u s t outside 
the spark chamber, of the pole of a powerful magnet, 
10.2, The maintaining voltage. 
We have seen already, i n f i g 9.4 an oscillogram which 
shows the time-resolved voltage at the electrodes as breakdown 
occurs i n the spark gap. I t i s apparent that a steady 
maintaining voltage i s reached a f t e r several microseconds 
have elapsed from the instant of breakdown. Graphs shaving 
the observed maintaining f i e l d s , i n hydrogen and nitrogen 
as a function of pressure, are shown i n f i g 10.1 and 10.2, 
No graph f o r the maintaining voltages i n neon can be given 
because the voltages were too small to measure accurately. 
This means that up to the highest pressure used i n neon, 
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174 t o r r , the maintaining f i e l d was less than about 20 volts/cm 
The maintaining f i e l d s i n hydrogen f i g . 10.L increase 
almost l i n e a r l y w i th pressure over the region studied, 
although a s l i g h t decrease i n the slope of the graph i s 
apparent at the highest pressures, The corresponding graph 
f o r nitrogen, f i g . 10.2, i s very s i m i l a r but i n t h i s case 
the maintaining voltages under sustained f i e l d s and pulsed 
f i e l d s were d i f f e r e n t , as shown by the two graphs. Some of 
the nitrogen oscillograms such as that shown i n f i g . 10.3 
showed that a f t e r a steady maintaining voltage had been 
reached, a second decrease i n voltage occurred towards the 
end of the pulse. This was-.a very much less rapid change of 
voltage than that occuring at breakdown, so that the f i n a l 
e q uilibrium voltage could not be observed wi t h i n the 0.4 
millisecond pulses used, .here. However, extrapolation of 
these oscillograms indicated that t h i s equilibrium voltage 
could approximate to that measured under sustained f i e l d s . 
I n most oscillograms no i n d i c a t i o n was given that t h i s 
decrease of maintaining voltage would l a t e r occur, and i t s 
beginning seemed to be spontaneous and temporally unrelated 
to previous events i n the discharge. A lowering of voltage 
indicates an increase of discharge current, as does the 
obseiTvation that when t h i s "droop" of maintaining voltage 
occurred, the discharge could c l e a r l y be seen to be much 
br i g h t e r and more constricted than otherwise. The r e l a t i v e 
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slowness of the change of maintaining f i e l d could indicate 
that i t i s caused by a modification to the electrode surface 
by electron or ion bombardment,. This could imply that the 
discharge i s at least p a r t i a l l y maintained by emission of 
secondary p a r t i c l e s from the electrode, 
10.3» The voltage overshoot between breakdown and the 
steady maintaining voltage. 
Oscillograms such as those sketched i n f i g 10.4 showed 
that under c e r t a i n conditions the gap voltage did not tend 
tosiards the maintaining voltage immediately a f t e r breakdown. 
Instead the voltage often overshot, nearly reaching zero 
voltage i n some cases, and then rose steadily towards the 
maintaining voltage. We w i l l r e f e r to the minimum f i e l d 
0j3_curring during t h i s transient state as the "overshoot f i e l d " , 
I t was apparent that the overshoot f i e l d decreased with 
increasing overvoltage, and also that the magnitude of the 
overshoot became less s i g n i f i c a n t at the higher pressures. 
I n f i g . 10.5 the quantity E^ /^p i s plotted against the over-
voltage, f o r hydrogen and nitrogen. The overvoltage i s 
expressed as (E-Ea,)/p, where E denotes the applied pulse 
f i e l d and Ej„ the f i e l d f o r breakdown under sustained f i e l d s . 
I t appears reasonable to f i t to the observed points, curves 
of the form 
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\ / p ^ A exp [-(E-E„)/Bp] 
where A and B are empirical constants to be derived from 
experimental observations. 
There was rather too much scatter i n the observations 
to derive great confidence that the above form i s correct, 
but i t does comply with the general requirements, f i r s t l y 
t h at the curves should tend .•'.assnnptotically towards the 
overvoltage axis, because the overvoltage may tend to 
i n f i n i t y while Ej^ remains p o s i t i v e , and secondly, that at. 
zero overvoltage the value of A i s f i n i t e and such that 
E/P :^ A > 0 
I n hydrogen, f o r the.pressures 2.4, 10, and 32.5 t o r r 
the value of A was 11 ± 2 v o l t cm""'' torr""^ 
I n nitrogen, f o r the pressures 11, 20, and 45 t o r r the 
value of A was 17±4 v o l t cm""'' torr""^ 
The values of B were 10 and 20 v o l t cm""^  torr""^ f o r 
hydrogen and nitrogen respectively, w i t h i n about 10^, 
Af t e r the peak of the overshoot the f i e l d gradually 
approached the maintaining:'field i n a var i e t y of ways, as 
can be seen from the sketches i n f i g . 10.4. At high 
overvoltages and/or low pressures the voltage apprDached a 
steady maintaining value, i n the manner, very approximately 
of the function l-exp(-t/T^)... I n contrast, l i t t l e or no 
overshoot was obsei*ved with low overvoltages and/or high 
pressures. I n t h i s case; the rapid f a l l of voltage, 
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immediately a f t e r breakdown changed abruptly int o a 
r e l a t i v e l y slow decay of the approximate form e x p ( - t / T 2 ) . 
At intermediate overvoltages and pressures a small overshoot 
was observed followed by an overshoot i n the opposite 
d i r e c t i o n , which, i n turn was followed by an ^.asymptotic 
approach to the maintaining voltage. 
Table I I I gives the values of the time constants T^ and 
T2 observed i n hydrogen and nitrogen as a function of 
pressure and overvoltage. I n view of both the d i f f i c u l t y 
of estimating the ..asymptotes and the no n - l i n e a r i t y of the 
oscillograms at low voltages, these time constants may be 
i n e r r o r by as much as 30^ i n some cases, but "serve to 
indicate the trends. Only two values of overvoltage are 
given, and are denoted by "high" or "low". I n t h i s context 
"high" means between 50% add IOO5S, while "low" means less 
than 1 0 ^ . 
Table I I I c l e a r l y shows that T-j^  c l e a r l y increases with 
overvoltage i n both hydrogen and nitrogen, T2 on the other 
hand i s not sensitive to overvoltage i n hydrogen and tends to 
decrease as the overvoltage i s increased i n nitrogen. There 
seems to be l i t t l e or no v a r i a t i o n of T^^ with pressure. T2 
increases with pressure i n hydrogen, but shows no trend 
i n nitrogen. A l l the times noted i n Table I I I are very long 
compared to any time-constant associated with the transmission 
l i n e , the oscilloscope or the coupling between these items, 
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TABLE I I I 
The overshoot time-constants as a function 
of 
overvoltage and gas pressure, i n hydrogen and nitrogen. 
pressure 
( t o r r ) 
T^ (^sec) 
(voltage) 
( r i s i n g ) 
T2 (/sec) 
(voltage) 
( f a l l i n g ) 
overvoltage 
- - • 2.4 5 2 low 
5' 2 high . 1 
10 20 40 low 
HIDEOGEN 40 40 high 
32.5 . 6 50 low 
• 50 50 high 
65 — 150 low — 100 high 
0.6 10 — low 
10 - high 
11 15 120 lav 
NITROGEN 
40 50 high 
20 3. 50 low 
10 30 medium 
30 20 high 
45 5 70 low 
10 50 high 
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and must therefore te associated with the gas discharge. 
10.4- The low pressure discharge 
At pressures less than about 0.2 t o r r , the discharges 
were no longer confined to the region between the electrodes, 
but took place i n the whole of the electrode capsule except 
t h i s region. The glow was then very f a i n t and could be 
seen only i n a darkened room. When the pulsed high frequency 
-A 
f i e l d was applied to the gap at a pressure of the order 10 
t o r r a breakdown could s t i l l be created, but no l i g h t from 
t h i s could be seen even i n a darkened room. The only 
evidence of a discharge was the di s c o n t i n u i t y at breakdown 
i n the voltage oscillogram, (which occurred i n t h i s case 
during the i n i t i a l r i s e of voltage,) and a pulsating increase 
of pressure observable on the vacuum gauge (Banning gauge),. 
The maintaining voltages at pressures i n the region of 
10~^ t o r r were but a few percent less than the breakdown 
voltage, and decreased as the pressure increased towards 
0.1 t o r r , when i t was about 10^ of the breakdown voltage. 
I n hydrogen a curious e f f e c t was observed at a pressure 
of 0.06 t o r r : the oscillograms showing t h i s effect are 
sketched i n the diagiram opposite, f i g . 10.6(a). As the 
pressure was allowed to gradually increase towards 0.06 t o r r 
the ma.intaining voltage became o s c i l l a t o i ^ with a period of 
several microseconds. At f i r s t just one cycle occurred, and 
with higher pressures took a damped o s c i l l a t o r y form u n t i l 
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("b) Applied pulse showing the lowered "breakdown 
voltage a f t e r the i n i t i a l breakdown. 
Total timebase duration: 1 millisecond, 
(c) As ( b ) , with expanded timescale, showing form 
of o s c i l l a t o r y maintaining voltage. 
Total timebase duration: 10 microseconds. 
LEVEL 
Fig. 10,6 (b) and (c) O s c i l l a t o r y maintaining voltage 
0.Scillograms observed with hydrogen at 0,06 t o r r . 
continuous undamped o s c i l l a t i o n s occurred at 0,06 t o r r . A 
s l i g h t increase i n pressure above t h i s l e v e l caused the 
complete disappearance of the o s c i l l a t i o n s , these being 
replaced by a low, steady maintaining voltage. The e f f e c t 
was reversible i n that with decreasing pressure a l l these 
stages could be observed i n reverse order. When the 
pressure was held constant at 0.06 t o r r the period was 
found to vary with the height of the applied voltage pulse, 
being 4 microseconds at :.58J v o l t and 2 microseconds at 34 
v o l t s . The longest period which could be obtained was 10 
microseconds, t h i s being observed jus t above the breakdown 
threshold. The waveform of the o s c i l l a t i n g maintaining 
voltage which can be seen i n f i g 10.6(b) was approximately 
a. sawtooth, resembling that obtainable by.connecting a 
capacitor across the terminals of.a glow discharge tube. 
However, there cannot be a very close analogy i n the 
mechanisms as i t must be remembered that these oscillograms 
are of a r e c t i f i e d r . f . waveform. The following further 
points are of i n t e r e s t , concenaing the oscillograms of 
f i g 10.6(a) and ( b ) . 
(-1) the voltage dropped to zero between successive 
cycles. 
(2) . the voltage f e l l from maximum to zero i n less than 
0.3 microseconds... 
(3) the i n i t i a l breakdown occurred at random times 
af t e r - t h e application of the pulse, because the 
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i r r a d i a t o r had no e f f e c t at these low pressures. 
(4) when the o s c i l l a t i o n s were "damped" the f i n a l 
steady maintaining voltage was approximately the 
mean value of the o s c i l l a t o r y voltage. 
(5) the voltage scale was compressed f o r low voltages 
i n the oscillograms, and the r i s e of voltage 
should be recognised as being of the form (1-exp k t ) 
I t i s thought that the voltage dropped to such a low 
l e v e l a f t e r breakdown that the discharge was extinguished. 
This being so, the applied voltage would be expected to 
r i s e exponentially at a rate appropriate to the Q of the 
transmission l i n e . The theory of resonant c i r c u i t s shows 
th a t t h i s rate should be such that the voltage reaches 63?^  
the f i n a l j^oltage a f t e r Q/rf cycles of the applied f i e l d . 
Q,was measured by p l o t t i n g a resonance curve, giving the 
value 1200, so t h a t at 180 McJ<s, Q/K cycles occupy 2.1 
microseconds. I n f i g 10.6(c) the 639^  l e v e l , .37' v o l t s , 
has been marked (taking i n t o account the d i s t o r t i o n at low 
voltages caused by the r e c t i f i e r ) and i t can be seen from 
t h i s f i g u r e that the time from zero to t h i s l e v e l agrees 
very w e l l with the above hypothesis. I t should also be 
noted that t h i s also explains the approximate inverse 
r e l a t i o n between the applied voltage and the period of the 
r.elaxati6n: ..oscillations. 
A f t e r the application of a pulse the i n i t i a l breakdown 
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occurred a f t e r several tens of mit?roseconds, whereas the 
re l a x a t i o n o s c i l l a t i o n s occurred with a period of only a 
few microseconds and with an amplitude less than the applied 
voltage. I t therefore appears that the breakdown threshold 
•increases with time, remaining approximately the same f o r 
periods of a few microseconds but changing appreciably 
between pulses. The time constant of the ri s e of breakdown 
threshold would therefore be of the order of milliseconds. 
The -probable explanation of the v a r i a t i o n of the breakdown 
threshold i s that electrons are deposited on the glass 
walls of the discharge chamber during each discharge, and 
these are neutralised by the a r r i v a l of the slower moving 
po s i t i v e ions. 
Although the i n t e r m i t t e n t discharge was only observed 
here w i t h hydrogen i t should be pointed out that no 
deliberate search f o r t h i s e f f e c t was made with nitrogen 
or with neon. 
F i n a l l y i t should be noted that since the dischaj^ges 
considered i n t h i s section did not take place between the 
electrodes, the voltages quoted must be regarded as a r b i t r a r y 
u n i t s , not d i r e c t l y related to the effective e l e c t r i c f i e l d 
strength. Neither would i t be proper, to assume that the 
e x i s t i n g f i e l d s would be s p a t i a l l y constant i n t h i s case. 
10.5. The theory of the glow discharge 
As electrons d i f f u s e r a p i d l y out of the discharge 
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region, they leave behind a positive space charge. This 
separation of charge creates an e l e c t r o s t a t i c f i e l d which 
can be so large as to reduce the outward flow of electrons, 
and accelerate the outward flow of the heavier positive 
ions, with the r e s u l t t h a t charges of both sign diffuse at 
the same ra t e . 
I f we express the space charge f i e l d as E„, then the 
s 
currents of posit i v e and negative p a r t i c l e s are given by 
the sum of d i f f u s i o n and d r i f t components i n the following 
equations, respectively: 
e^ v^ = -D^Vf, + A ^ s f - 1°-^ 
^_ v_= -D_y^_ -/<-_Eg^ _ 10.2 
where ^  i s the concentration of charge 
V i s the average p a r t i c l e flow v e l o c i t y 
D i s the d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t 
i s the m o b i l i t y 
and the suffices + and - r e f e r to positive ions and electrons 
respectively.. 
I n the steady state we may assume that 
v^ = v_ = V 
) 10.3. 
^^^^-.-^ ) 
Writing these assumptions int o equations 10.1 and 
10.2 and eliminating E„ we obtain 
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PV=- J>~A-" V - 10.4. 
^ [ A^ + A J ^ 
Comparing t h i s equation with the corresponding 
equation f o r free d i f f u s i o n : 
= - 1>V^ 
we can see t h a t the expression i n parentheses i n equation 
10.4 represents an e f f e c t i v e d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t , which 
i s called the ambi-polar d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t , ,(26,29,43) 
We have therefore = I'-A -^\/^- 10.5. 
and since » 
y^+^./^^ 10.5a. 
The operation of t h i s ambi-polar c o e f f i c i e n t i n a 
discharge requires a ce r t a i n minimum space charge. I f the 
space charge i s less than t h i s minimum an intermediate 
c o e f f i c i e n t must be used to represent the rate of loss of 
eleictrons. The value of t h i s c o e f f i c i e n t , denoted by D^ , 
i s c l e a r l y such that 
A l l i s and Rose^^^^ have derived -the following expression 
f o r D i n terms of D_, D , the characteristic d i f f u s i o n 
length L, and the gas conductivity «r: 
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8 a 
0), + LVA, . 
10.6, 
wheref^. i s the p e r m i t t i v i t y of free space. 
Since D » D the condition that D„ » D„ i s therefore: 
— a a a 
D « L^o-Ze ,,•.. 10.7. 
I t i s now recalled t h a t the voltage across the spark 
gap can be expressed i n tejrms of the gas conductance, Y, 
by use of equation 8.1a. The "steady state" solution of 
that equation reads 
. - l 10.8 V = (i+zj/5 ) 
where V i s the gap voltage r e l a t i v e to the breakdown 
voltage, 
i s the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c impedance of the transmission 
l i n e and . 
^ i s a dimensionless quantity related to the 
q u a l i t y f a c t o r of the lime. 
Since Y=7cR^o'/d 10.9. 
where R, d are the gap radius and width respectively, 
we have, by s u b s t i t u t i n g equations 10.8 and 10.9 into the 
in e q u a l i t y 10.7, the condition f o r ambi-polar d i f f u s i o n 
L ^ l d. 1-V 10.7(a) 
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For the maintaining voltages i n hydrogen and nitrogen, 
the value of V was approximately 0.5•. 
Putting i n the other values: 
L = 1.25' 10"^ metre 
5 = 0.01. 
d = 4.94 X 10"^ metre 
6^=3.85 X 1 0 " f a r a d / m e t r e 
Z -100 ohm 
0 
R = 5 X 1 0 " m e t r e 
the i n e q u a l i t y 10.7(a) becomes, 
D_ « 1.1 X lo'^ cmVsec 10.7(b) 
Using the expression 
= (2/3) X (average electron energy) 
and data from f i g s 8.4 and 8.5 we f i n d 
|3 D_ -as 7 X 10"^  cm torr/sec 
f o r both hydrogen and nitrogen, which s a t i s f i e s i n e q u a l i t y 
10.7(b) f o r a l l pressures greater than about one t o r r . 
For neon, pD__ < 1 x 10' cm torr/sec. 
I n t h i s case, however, the maiintaining voltages were too low 
to measure; i f we put V=0.1. as ;.an upper l i m i t , f o r the sake 
of an example, we have from equation 10.7(a) the inequality 
D_ « 10^ cmVsec 10.7(c) 
which therefore i s also true f o r pressures greater than 
one torr.-
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I t may be concluded therefore that the maintained 
discharges observed were controlled by ambi-polar d i f f u s i o n . 
An objection to the use of the electrode radius f o r R 
i n eciuation 10j,9 i s vSl.ld. S t r i c t l y , R should be the radius 
of the discharge col\mn. Hov/ever, f o r pressures greater than 
a few t o r r , t h i s was less than the electrode radius, and 
therefore use of the discharge radius would enhance the 
i n e q u a l i t y 10.7(a) and the conclusion of ambi-polar d i f f u s i o n . 
S c h n e i d e r ^ h a s modified equation 10.2 to include 
the electron-ambit losses f o r the case of a high frequency 
discharge. He writes 
^_v_= -DV^_ - 10.2(a) 
where ocx represents the proteability that an electron w i l l 
move out of the discharge under the influence of the applied 
f i e l d , x i s the co-ordinate p a r a l l e l to the applied f i e H 
measured from the mid-gap plane. 
Making the assumptions of equation 10f3, Schneider 
eliminates E„ between equations 10.1 and 10.2(a) and s 
substitutes f o r ^v i n the c o n t i n u i t y equation 
div ^_v_^= "^^^ 10.10 
where V i s the rate of generation of electrons, per electron. 
The r e s u l t i n g second order d i f f e r e n t i a l equation can be 
solved by separation of the variables, to give a solution of 
the form 
^ A(x) B(r) 
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The function B i s a Be:-sel function of the f i r s t kind 
and zero order, while A i s found by su b s t i t u t i o n of a power 
series f o r x. 
Thus B(r) = jQ(2.405r/R) 
n»» 1 r- 1 On 
and A(x) = 1+ R 2n-l)a-k]r(2n-3)a-lj .. Ja-k x"^ 
n=±. /2n 
10.11. 
where k = V/D„ - (2.405/R)^ 
and a = y*^ «^i/(y^ +^/e)D^  
For zero applied f i e l d cC^O and equation 10.11 reduces to 
A(x) = cos X|/5~ 
F i n i t e values of the applied f i e l d cause some electrons to 
be l o s t to the electrodes by d r i f t , so that ^  increases with 
the f i e l d , approaching the value k i n the l i m i t . 
We may make a rough estimate of the r e l a t i v e rates of 
loss of elections by d i f f u s i o n and d r i f t to the electrodes by 
comparing the distance an electron diffuses during a h a l f 
period of the applied f i e l d , ( i n one dimension), with the 
distance moved due to the applied e l e c t r i c f i e l d , (the 
am^ i t ) . An expression f o r the ambit i s derived i n 
Appendix 3, while Einstein^"^^^ has derived a formula f o r 
the r.m.s distance moved by a d i f f u s i n g p a r t i c l e i n timeT: 
/ x ^ = /2DZ 
I n t h i s case D i s the ambi-polar c o e f f i c i e n t D„» 
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while t i s one h a l f of the period of the applied f i e l d . 
The classical expression f o r electron d r i f t v e l o c i t y 
i s 
S u b stituting i n equation A3.1 f o r V (sinceV = l / t ) 
and w r i t i n g ^d.T±ft^^ 
and E^=/2E 
we have: 
electron ambit = 3 "^(^rif-t;/ 
therefore 
ambit ''d.Tlft/w/Z ^ AD /w 
d i f f u s i o n d i s t 
= 1.2 v ^ ^ , ^ . / v ^ ' d r i f t ' V — a 
9 -1 
This may be w r i t t e n , since w=l.l. 10 sec 
ambit ^3.4 x 10"^(E/v/f)(A P)(1>_PAPA P ) " * 
d i f f u s i o n d i s t / ^ 
10.12 
i n t o which the approximate.values from Table .IV' may be 
inserted f o r the range 2<p< 30 t o r r . 
Substitution of the values from Table IV into equation 
10.12 shows that f o r hydrogen and nitrogen the ambits are 
respectively 5 and 4 times larger than the d i f f u s i o n distance. 
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TABLE IV 
Experimental values of mob i l i t y , d i f f u s i o n 
c o e f f i c i e n t and maintaining voltage. 










18 - 20 
2 - , . - 1 - 1 t o r r cm v o l t sec 
2 , ^ - 1 . - 1 t o r r cm v o l t sec 
2 - 1 . t o r r cm sec 
- 1 







The value of E used i n Table IV was the measured 
maintaining f i e l d . This i s not s t r i c t l y the correct value 
but i s probably not i n great e r r o r . A proper value would be 
that between the electrodes and the space charge p o t e n t i a l . 
I t would appear, then, that the maintained discharge 
i s d r i f t c o n t r o l l e d , and that we have a close apT)roximation 
to the l i m i t i n g condition mentioned above, i n which a 
approaches the value k« Schneider has solved the transcenden-
t a l equation 10 .11 f o r the p a r t i c u l a r case a=0.991c. Applying 
the boundary condition A =Oat x = d / 2 , he obtains the 
value k «» 39/d . Under these conditions A(x) i s approximately 
constant across the g a p , and st a r t s to f a l l sharply towards 
zero near the electrodes.. 
I n the electron-depleted regions near the electrodes i t 
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would be expected that there would be few excited molecules, 
as these would decay before d i f f u s i n g f a r into t h i s region. 
The region would therefore appear dark, i n agreement with 
the experimental observation reported i n section 10.1. 
A possible explanation of the slow recovery of the gap 
voltage towards the maintaining voltage a f t e r the overshoot 
may be made as follows: considering f i r s t the gas immediately 
before breakdown, we see that the nmber of electrons i n 
the gap i s greater than that required f o r equilibrium under 
the e x i s t i n g value of f i e l d strength. This i s because of 
the energy stored on the transmission l i n e . Further, because 
an electron can r e t a i n a high energy even a f t e r many 
c o l l i s i o n s with slow gas molecules, the i n i t i a l rate of 
i o n i z a t i o n can be maintained f o r a short time a f t e r the gap 
voltage has collapsed. Therefore there i s suddenly an 
electron density i n the gap which may be f a r greater than 
th a t required f o r equilibrium, with the reduced loss rate 
appropriate to ambi-polar d i f f u s i o n . Therefore the voltage 
drops to a low value, and the electrons "cool down" and are 
l o s t from the discharge by ambi-polar d i f f u s i o n . Then the 
voltage rises and the i o n i z a t i o n rate increases t i l l i t 
balances the d i f f u s i o n losses. While the applied f i e l d 
i s very low the i o n i z a t i o n rate i s very low, so that the 
co n t i n u i t y equation reads 
- l U 
By analogy with the corresponding equation f o r free 
d i f f u s i o n as given i n Chapter 8, we can see that the time 
dependent solution to t h i s i s 
exp(-D t/L^) a 
where L i s the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c d i f f u s i o n length. 
The time constant of t h i s solution should represent 
the order of magnitude of the recovery time,T. That i s , 
Using equation 10.5(a) and putting i n values from Table IV 
and w r i t i n g L=-0.125cm 
we have r « 1.5p microseconds f o r hydrogen 
and "Z^ ^ 4.7p microseconds f o r nitrogen 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to compare these times with the 
experimental time constants T-j^  given i n Table I I I , section 
10.3. I t can be seen that agreement i s obtained i n the 
high overvoltage case f o r which the above theory i s 
applicable, i f reasonable allowance i s made f o r the over-
s i m p l i f i c a t i o n of the theory and the uncertainties of the 
experimental observations, 
10.6. Experimental determination of the ambi-polar d i f f u s i o n 
c o e f f i c i e n t . 
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polar d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t may be expressed i n terms of 
the m o b i l i t i e s and free d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s of par t i c l e s 
of both signs. This c o e f f i c i e n t i s plotted i n f i g 10.7 as 
a function of E/p f o r hydrogen. The v a r i a t i o n with E/p 
arises because although the quantities ^ p , ^ p and D^ p 
are-.almost independent of the f i e l d , D pis considerably 
influenced by the f i e l d . D_ was obtained by using the 
expression 
= (2/3) (average electron energy) 
An empirical formula derived from f i g 8.4 was used to 
express the average electron energy,uin v o l t s : 
u = 0.115(E/p) -^0.45 
and thus we obtain the r e l a t i o n 
D p = 860(4.1- + E/p) 
a 
An a l t e r n a t i v e approach uses the observed values of 
maintaining f i e l d to obtain D„, We know that i n the 
a 
equilibrium condition electrons are generated i n the 
discharge and are l o s t by ambi-polar d i f f u s i o n . (Even i f 
electrons h i t the electrodes under the influence of t h e i r 
d r i f t v e l o c i t y , they must approach the electron-depleted 
region adjacent to the electrodes by ambi-polar d i f f u s i v e 
motion). We may therefore equate production and loss 
terms: 9 
and hence D^ p = (pL) (Vp)v^;pif^ 
Now we have seen i n equation 8.11 that o^ /p can be 
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expressed i n tenns of the 'breakdown f i e l d . Therefore 




where K i s defined i n equation 8.14 and evaluated i n 
f i g 8.6. 
E„ i s known i n terms of E/p from the breakdown f i e l d s s 
given i n f i g 9.1 while E i s the maintaining f i e l d . The 
values: of E/p f o r the maintained discharges i n hydrogen were 
high enough to correspond to experimental values of E„/p^ 
f o r the range 1 ^ p 4 20 tor r , . Some representative values 
s 
of D p i n t h i s pressure range were calculated by t h i s method 
and are pl o t t e d (as c i r c l e s ) on f i g 10,7. I t can be seen 
that agreement exists (as to order of magnitude, at least) 
between these and the values calculated by the previous 
method. However,, i t should be remembered that the space 
charge considerably modifies the f i e l d i n the discharge, and 
therefore the proper i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of E may lie not the 




A description has been given i n the preceding chapters 
of modifications made to an apparatus which was designed 
o r i g i n a l l y by Prowse, Rowbotham and Monk f o r measurements 
of breakdown f i e l d s and formative delays i n gases. An 
extension of the o r i g i n a l series of measurements has also 
been described which was carried out under the following 
general conditions: gas; pressures ranged from 2.4 to 65.4 
t o r r i n hydrogen, 0.59 to 45 t o r r i n nitrogen, and 4.7 to 
174 t o r r i n neon. The frequency of the applied f i e l d was 
l80Mc/s and t h i s , together with the width of the spark gap 
(0,494cm), and the gas pressures used, ensured that 
(a) the mean free path and electron ambit were less 
than the gap width and 
(b) the electron-molecule c o l l i s i o n frequency was 
much greater than the radian frequency of the applied f i e l d . 
The range of breakdown delays which could be measured 
extended from.0.2 microseconds up to about 400 microseconds, 
and the maximum r . f . f i e l d available was 1150 volts/cm. 
The modified apparatus thus proved to be capable of a 
greater range than the o r i g i n a l , both i n available f i e l d s 
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and i n observable delays. Further, the s t a b i l i t y of the 
applied f i e l d , and the q u a l i t y of oscillograms were improved, 
r e s u l t i n g i n considerably greater accuracy of the measure-
ments of the f i e l d . 
The a b i l i t y to detect delays shorter than the lOyUsec 
which was the lower l i m i t achieved by Prowse, Rowbotham 
and Monk, allowed the v a r i a t i o n of formative delays with 
the applied voltage to be measured i n both hydrogen and 
nitrogen. The r e s u l t i n g agreement with a theory based on 
an exponential increase i n the electron population i n the 
spark gap with time adds.weight to the hypothesis that 
s i m i l a r processes lead to breakdown under both threshold 
and overvolted conditions. The theory used the observed 
threshold f i e l d s f o r breakdown to calculate the net ioniza-
t i o n rate as a function of overvoltage. This technique 
e f f e c t i v e l y normalised the graphs, of breakdown delays as 
a function of the applied f i e l d to that value y i e l d i n g 
an " i n f i n i t e " delay. 
An exception to the agreement between observation and 
theory of forraative delays was found i n neon where the 
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t h e o r e t i c a l predictions were too small by a factor of about 10. 
This was t e n t a t i v e l y explained i n terms of a trace impurity 
of argon, which was considered to lower the threshold 
breakdown f i e l d s of neon by means of the Penning e f f e c t . 
I n t h i s e f f e c t an argon atom i s ionized with a high 
p r o b a b i l i t y , by c o l l i s i o n with a metastable neon atom. As 
neon metastables are produced by elections of energy lower 
than i s required f o r d i r e c t i o n i z a t i o n a condition thus 
soon arises i n which a l l the argon but r e l a t i v e l y l i t t l e 
neon i s ionized, and the process i s retarded. An equilibrium 
state i s then set up where the argon ions are neutralised 
by c o l l i s i o n with the electrodes or are replaced by neutral 
atoms d i f f u s i n g i n t o the discharge from the surrounding gas. 
This state may, or may not, s a t i s f y the electron density 
c r i t e r i o n f o r breakdown, according to the impurity concentra-
tion.. At f i e l d s greater than threshold, i o n i z a t i o n processes 
inherent to neon become dominant with the re s u l t that delays 
predicted from threshold breakdown f i e l d s are considerably 
shorter than those observed i n practice. This hypothesis i s 
open to the c r i t i c i s m that no proof of the existence of any 
argon impurity has been obtained. The i n a b i l i t y of the 
apparatus to analyse the tes t gas must be admitted as a 
serious deficiency, which would have to be r e c t i f i e d i f 
experiments of t h i s type are to be continued. I n view of 
the small amoxmts of impurity, (argon i n p a r t i c u l a r ) , which 
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can appreciably reduce the breakdown voltage of neon i t 
would seem to be dangerous to r e l y on assumptions of gaseous 
p u r i t y , merely on the basis of u t i l i z a t i o n of "clean" vacuum 
techniques. 
The t h e o r e t i c a l approaches made here are essentially of 
a simple kind, and indeed i t i s possible that the disagree-
ment between theory and reaults f o r neon i s due to an 
ov e r s i m p l i f i c a t i o n i n t h i s case. 
The neglect of the v a r i a t i o n of ioni z a t i o n rate as 
the gap voltage, f a l l s , at breakdown, probably has l i t t l e 
e f f e c t on the t h e o r e t i c a l prediction, because of the high 
l e v e l (99?^ of the applied voltage) at which the delays were 
measured. The e f f e c t of space charge s t a r t s to become 
noticeable at about 10 amps i n d.c, discharges. This 
current l e v e l i n the hydrogen end nitrogen dischas^ges i s 
about tha t which gives a ifa drop i n the applied voltage and 
i t would therefore not be expected that the delay would be 
modified. I n neon t h i s current l e v e l i s produced by 
r e l a t i v e l y fewer electrons, and hence e a r l i e r , so that 
d i f f u s i o n losses would be less. I t might be expected 
therefore that the delays i n neon would be shorter than 
predicted by theory i f neglecting t h i s effect had been 
important. 
I n ^ n e r a l , a rigorous theory should use basic data 
such as the e f f i c i e n c i e s and potentials f o r i o n i z a t i o n and 
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e x c i t a t i o n to calculate the d i s t r i b u t i o n fxinction of electron 
energies. References 5, 6 and 7 have shown how to calculate 
the breakdown f i e l d s under sustained f i e l d s , ( i . e i n a 
system independent of time) by t h i s means and i t should be, 
i n p r i n c i p l e , possible to obtain the time dependent solution 
f o r the case of an overvolted gap by a s i m i l a r technique. 
However, the rigorous solution promises to be exceedingly 
d i f f i c u l t , and the technique used here f o r prediction of 
delays should, to a large extent, n u l l i f y errors a r i s i n g 
from, f o r example, the use of average values of the d r i f t 
v e l o c i t y and electron energy, and the assumption of a 
possibly incorrect electron energy d i s t r i b u t i o n (the 
Maxwellian d i s t r i b u t i o n has been assiimed). 
The existence of maintaining voltages has been observed 
when the discharge was well established i n hydrogen and 
nitrogen, and these have been measured as a f-unction of 
pressure, Por hydrogen the maintaining f i e l d was 0.67 of 
the breakdown f i e l d , over the pressure range 2.4 to 65 t o r r 
while f o r nitrogen the corresponding f r a c t i o n was 0.17 over 
the pressure range 0.6 to 45 t o r r . 
Calculations of the electron density i n the discharge, 
from the maintaining voltage showed that electron d i f f u s i o n 
losses were ambi-polar, or space-charge controlled, i n the 
maintained discharge. I n t h i s condition the magnitude of 
the electron ambit r e l a t i v e to the distance an electron can 
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d i f f u s e during a h a l f cycle o f the applied f i e l d was so high 
that the m a j o r i t y o f e l e c t r o n s were d r i v e n i n t o the 
e l e c t r o d e E T by d r i f t . 
Values of E/p i n the maintained discharge i n hydrogen 
were s u f f i c i e n t l y high to allow the i o n i z a t i o n rate to be 
calculated from the breakdown f i e l d . Equating t h i s to the 
rate of loss of electrons due to d i f f u s i o n gave a d i f f u s i o n 
c o e f f i c i e n t which was equal to the ambi-polar c o e f f i c i e n t — to 
w i t h i n a f a c t o r 3 - as calculated from published data on 
electron m o b i l i t i e s and energies. This shows that the 
e f f e c t i v e f i e l d i n the discharge i s aipproximately the same 
as that observed at the electrodes. 
I n neon, no maintaining voltage could be observed at 
pressures up to 174 t o r r , which puts an upper l i m i t on the 
maintaining f i e l d of 20 r,m,s, volt/cm. These low maantaining 
f i e l d s i n neon are a r e s u l t of the r e l a t i v e l y long mean-free-
paths and hence high mean electron energy, compared with the 
other two gases used, at a given value of E/p, 
Between breakdown and the establishment of a steady 
maintaining voltage a transient state was observed during 
which the gap voltage approached zero, to a degree depending 
on the overvoltage. The subsequent recovery to the steady 
maintaining voltage was approximately exponential i n form, 
with a time constant which agreed toler a b l y w e l l with that 
which might be expected i f ambi-polar d i f f u s i o n was c o n t r o l l -
ing the loss of an excess electron population. The f i e l d 
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would be too low during the i n i t i a l part of the recovery f o r 
there to be appreciable i o n i z a t i o n at t h i s stage, but as 
electrons were l o s t from the discharge, and the f i e l d b u i l t 
up, the i o n i z a t i o n rate also b u i l t up and an equilibrium 
state resulted. 
I n view of the small number of gases investigated here 
i t i s clear that the scope of the experiments described 
needs to be extended before the conclusions can be v e r i f i e d . 
There are two p r i n c i p a l ways i n which the experimentation 
could be improved: f i r s t l y some advantage would accrue 
from knowing accurately the number of electrons produced 
i n the gap by the i r r a d i a t o r , and secondly i t would be better 
to measure the buildup of discharge cxirrent with time 
rather than the voltage. Measurement of the discharge 
current would appear to be d i f f i c u l t at the frequency used 
here however, both because of the r e l a t i v e l y large 
capacitative currents flowing i n the gap, and also because 
of stray f i e l d s which are picked up by the detector. 
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APPENDIX I 
Computer programme "to."'evaluate equation 8.1a, 
We require to sum the following series, which apart from 
a constant f a c t o r i s equation 8.1a: 
V = (l+gQ)(l-<-f^g-L+f^g-Lg2+f ^§162^3+ ) A.1,1 
where g^ = (l-^ j^ )/(l-»-Jj^ ) forn=sl,2,3, A.1,2 
i n the notation of Chapter 8 i s given by 
•^n= ^0^0 exp<^T(N-n) 
This can be s p l i t i n t o two factors to separate the constant 
and variable parts, and f o r 100 electrons i n i t i a l l y i n the 
gap we may calculate Z^ Y^  = exp (-22), thus 
<^n= (<fTN-22))(exp(^Tn)) A.1.3 
A calcu l a t i o n using the "steady state" solution 
(g»constant) indicates that by p u t t i n g lUfx^OO a "droop" of 
about 1^ w i l l r e s u l t . We here put Nip= 416 to allow a safe 
margin. This figure i s chosen such that f o r f = 1, 2,4,8,16, 
and 32, N i s an integer, f o r convenience, 
T i s the delay of the transmission l i n e f o r a return 
journey: the l i n e being tw/o wavelengths long at l80Mc/s 
therefore gives T*0.022 microseconds, (The calculations 
w i l l be carried out i n microseconds, with i n (microseconds),^ 
I t w i l l be evident now that S i s very small and thus g 
i s very nearly equal to u n i t y . Also f=0,995, and therefore 
the series, equation A l . l , converges only very slowly, and 
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several hundred terms were necessary to obtain the f i n a l 
value of V. The computer prog3?amme i s shown overleaf, i n 
programme 1, This i s w r i t t e n i n the Algol notation as used 
i n the E l l i o t t 803 computer with 8-hole punched tape input 
and output. 
Referring now to programme ^ 1, l i n es 1 to 3 define the 
words used, i n terms recognisable by the machine. The " r e a l " 
numbers and "integers" are the working symbols, and "switch" 
i s a l a b e l f o r an i n s t n i c t i o n which allows jumps backward 
and forward t o be made i n the programme. 
We define the following quantities i n machine symbols: 
nb = <f 
vg = N 
vm £ (pT 
vn = exp((f>TN-22) = 
nl = n 
v r ^ g^ 
2 L-<rQexp(-^Tn) o ^"'n. _ 2 
" ^ U5^exp(-<fTn) = IH^ ^ ^ 
Referring now to programme 1 the following notes w i l l 
c l a r i f y the procedure: 
l i n e 4: read i n the i n i t i a l value of from punched tape, 
l i n e s 5 and 6:. calculate i n i t i a l value of N and(|7T 
l i n e 7:- p r i n t out the current value of ^ followed by " p s i " 
l i n e s 9 and 10:: set the variables back to one a f t e r a cycle 
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1 begin r e a l vm.vn,vp,vq.vr.vd.v3: 
2 integer vg,nb,nl; 
3 switch ss:= sa,sb,sc,sd,se,sf,input 
4 input: read nb; 
5 sc: vg:= 416/nb; 
6 vm:= nb«0.022; 
7 p r i n t digits(3),nb,£ psi?; 
8 sd: vn:= exp(vg«vm-22); 
9 vp:= vq:»1.0; 
10 nl:= 1; 
11 vr:= ( l - v n ) / ( l - f v n ) ; 
12 i f v r < 0.1 then goto se; 
13 sa: vs:= 0.99*(l-vn«exp(-vmKnl))/(l+vn»exp(-vm*nl)); 
14 vp:= vp«vs; 
15 vqj= vq+vp;: 
16 i f vp^O.Ol then goto sb;; 
17 nl:= n i + 1 ; 
18. i f n l + 250 then goto sa;-
19 sb: vd:= vq«(l+vr); 
20 p r i n t d i g i t s ( 3 ) , n l , p r e f i x (£ ?), d i g i t s ( 3 ) , v g , 
aligned(3,2), vq, aligned(3,2),vd; 
21. vg:= vg+10; 
22 i f vd > 50 then goto sd;; 
23 se: nb:=^  nb*2; 
24 p r i n t ££L ??; 
25 goto i f nb=64 then sf else so; 
26 s f : end of programme; 
PROGRAMBffi I 
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of the programme loop, 
l i n e 1 1 : calculates current value of g^ 
l i n e 12:. i f i s less than 0.1 go to l i n e 23 to calculate 
next value of f . 
2 
l i n e 1 3 : calculates the term f g^, i n i t i a l l y with n=l 
l i n e 14:- the next term i n the series i s calculated by 
2 
m u l t i p l y i n g the preceding term by f g^, 
l i n e 1 5 : the series (so f a r , of n terms) i s summed by adding 
the. t e m calculated i n l i n e 1 4 to the e x i s t i n g sum 
formed on previous cycles of t h i s loop, 
l i n e 1 6 : the series i s terminated i f the term to be added 
i s less than 0.1, 
l i n e 1 7 : n i s increased ready f o r recycling the loop sa 
l i n e l8:. loop sa i s traversed again up to a maximum of 
250 times, thus adding one term on each cycle, 
l i n e 1 9 : the sum from l i n e 1 8 i s m u l t i p l i e d by (I+Sq) to 
obtain the f i n a l answer f o r that p a r t i c u l a r value 
of N. 
l i n e 20: n, N, the siua vq, and product vd are printed out, 
i n l i n e ^ . 
l i n e s 2 1 and 22: N i s increased by 1 0 and loop sd traversed 
u n t i l vd becomes less than 50, 
l i n e 23 and 25: f i s increased by factor 2, When t h i s 
reaches 64 the programme terminates, 
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l i n e 24:- A v e r t i c a l feed i s provided on the output to 
separate results f o r - d i f f e r e n t values o f . 
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APPENDIX I I 
Recurrence formula and" modified computer programme. 
The programme which has been given i n Appendix I i s 
i n e f f i c i e n t with computer time because the series of 
equation 8.1(a) has to be calculated f o r each value of N. 
I n t h i s Appendix i t w i l l be shown how the solution f o r a 
given value of N. can be calculated from the solution f o r 
the previous value of N. Thus the sum has to be completely 
carried out only f o r the i n i t i a l value of N. 
The series to be summed i s , again: 
V = (1+g^) (l.+f \ + f ^g-Lg2+ . • •) 
Now we wish to include N i n the notation, so remembering 
that 
g ^ . ( l - ^ ^ ^ ) / ( l ^ ^ ^ ) 
and S^'^Z.^Y^ex^fTiN-n) 
2 
we may define J^^^= f 8^ 
^^ •^  ^ i p ^ ^ N-p-yN-p+L-yN-p+a •••yN.q 
Further, we denote by V^ . the sum of an i n f i n i t e number of 
terms with N as the parameter. Thus: 
vS=(i*y^/f ^ ) 4:1.... . . 4 1 - AZL* 4 : i ^ • • •' 
I n a s i m i l a r fashion, f o r the next value of V we may replace 
N with N+10: 
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Therefore: 
S i m i l a r l y we have 
Referring to programme 2 we see that with only minor 
modifications, l i n e s 4 to 19 are the same as the beginning 
of programme 1. 
I n l i n e 4 a new symbol, nd, appears. This i s the 
exponent of Z^ Y^  which i s t y p i c a l l y about-20, and i s 
i n i t i a l l y read i n from the input data tape. 
f , represented by nb, t h i s time has i t s i n i t i a l value, 
unity;^\"; w r i t t e n i n t o the progra.mme, i n l i n e 5. 
Line 6 calculates a suitable i n i t i a l value f o r N. 
The series i s summed to 500 terms i n t h i s case, as 
can be seen i n l i n e 17. 
Line 19 p r i n t s out the current value of li'andif. 
Line 20 sets the i n t e r v a l between successive values of 
N equal to 10, although i f f i s greater than 15, the i n t e r v a l 
i s changed to 5, i n l i n e 22. 
Lines 23 to 25 set i n i t i a l values f o r the s u f f i c e s : 
nc i s i n i t i a l l y the 9 i n equation A2.1, vc and vb are the 
sum and f i r s t term of the series, respectively... 
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PROGRAMME I I 
1 begin re a l va,vb,vc,vd,ve,T?g,vh,vo,vl.,vm,vn,vp,vq,vr,vs; 
2 integer nb,nc,nd,ne,nh,nl; 

























































vg := (nd-10)a6 32/nb; 
vm:=nb3e0.022; 
vn := exp (vg3Evm-nd); 
vp:«vqt-l; 
n l : - l ; 
v r := ( l - v n ) /(14vn): 
v l : - vnxexp (-vmsenl); 
vs :-0.99H(1-V1)/(1+V1) ;. 
vp := vpHvs;: 
vq := vqT»-vp; 
nl:-nl-KL; 
i f n l + 500 then goto sh; 
vd:- vqsf (1+vr): 
p r i n t d i g i t s (3) ,nd,prefix (££ ??) ,nb,£ps.i?; 
ne :=10; 
i f nb < 15 then goto sg; 





va:- 0 ..99H (1-ve) /(1+ve); 
i f nh= 0 then goto sc 








nh :=^ ne; 
goto sb;: 
V3:*vd/198.69; 
p r i n t aligned (3,0) ,vg,prefix ([££??),aligned ( l , 4 ) , v j 
vd:=(ltva/0.99)*vh; 
vg:=vg-^ne;; 
i f vd > 30 then 
n5':=nb3€-2;; 
p r i n t ££L ?; 
i f nb < 33 then goto se; 
ncr:=nd+l;-. 
i f nd«25 then sf else s j ; 
end of program; 
sd; 
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Lines 26 to 33 calculate the sum of the f i r s t ten 
terms of the series i n equation A2.L (or f i r s t f i v e terms 
of equation A2.2 where appropriate). When nh i s zero the 
programme jumps to l i n e 36 which calculates the l a s t term 
i n the series. 
Line 37 sets nh to 10 (or 5) and '^^.^2.0 formed i n 
li n e s 26 to 29. The programme then jumps to l i n e 39. 
Line 39 normalises the r e s u l t to give u n i t y f o r small Ni: 
i n t h i s case g equals u n i t y , and the series becomes 
V = (l-0.99^°°)/(l-0.99) = 198.69 
Line 40 p r i n t s the r e s u l t with the corresponding value 
of N. 
Line 41 calculates If^^"'''^ which is the s t a r t i n g point f o r 
the next set of rcalculations with N replaced by N+10, and 
N+10 by N+20... 
Line 42 increases N by ten or f i v e according to whether 
or not f i s greater than 15. 
Line 43 stops the sums f o r a given value of f when the 
re s u l t becomes less than 30, ( c . f . an i n i t i a l value of 
about 200). 
Line 44 increases by a f a c t o r 2, and l i n e 45 s t a r t s 
a new set of calculations with t h i s value of V' • 
Line 46 prevents calculations being carried out i f if 
i s greater than 32. 
Line 47 s t a r t s the programme a l l oi^er again with a new 
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value of nd, the negative of the exponent of Z^ Y^ , up to 
a l i m i t of 24 set by l i n e 48. 
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APPETOIX I I I 
The experimental conditions f o r a d i f f u s i o n -
controlled ultra-high-jgrequency discharge. 
Before a gaseous discharge i s termed "ultra-high-
frequency" the fol l o w i n g two experimental conditions must 
hold : 
( 1 ) the electrode separation must be greater than 
the mean free path of electrons, and 
( 2 ) the electrode separation must be greater than 
the distance which the electrons d r i f t under the 
influence of one half-cycle of the applied f i e l d . 
Clearly, the condition ( 1 ) i s a function of the gas, 
the pressure and the electrode geometry, while ( 2 ) includes, 
i n a d d i t i o n , the frequency and amplitude of the f i e l d . 
1 . Mean free path condition 
The mean free path ( i ) may be determined from the 
experimentally observed values of the c o l l i s i o n p r o b a b i l i t y 
(P ) f o r electrons. I n terms of t h i s ^ c' 
where p^ i s the gas pressure at a temperature 0°C. 
p^ can be found from the actual gas pressure, p, by 
use of the r e l a t i o n , P*PQT/273 
where T i s the gas temperature i n °K:. 
P^ varies with electron energy, and therefore i t i s 
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necessary to use a representative energy. Examination of 
the published data f o r H2 and N2 shows that P^ increases 
with energy up to a maximum i n the region of 4 vo l t s and 
then decreases to h a l f t h i s maximum value at an energy 
about equal to the i o n i z a t i o n p o t e n t i a l . The mean electron 
energy i s 4 v o l t s f o r E/p equal to 30 and 100 volts/cm/torr 
f o r H2 and N2 respectively so that f o r the E/p values used 
here, the mean free path was about twice as long f o r 
electrons of i o n i z i n g energy as f o r the electron of average 
energy. I n neon the value of P^ i s approximately independent 
of the electron energy. As i t i s the electrons i n the high 
energy " t a i l " of the d i s t r i b u t i o n function which c r i t i c a l l y 
determine the breakdown voltage, i t i s important that the 
V^(volt) P^(cm •''torr ''') p^ ( t o r r ) 
H2 15.6 24 0.-083 
N^ 15.5 40 0.05 
Ne 21.56 12 0.17 
TABLE V 
The c o l l i s i o n p r o b a b i l i t y of electrons at the 
io n i z a t i o n energy, and the least pressure which 
s a t i s f i e s the mean-free-path c r i t e r i o n . 
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mean free path of these should be less than the gaip width. 
The values f o r P^^ are therefore quoted here i n Table V 
f o r the i o n i z a t i o n energy of a molecule, together with the 
values f o r the lower pressure l i m i t p^ calculated from 
the condition (1) expressed as 
where d i s the electrode separation (0.494cm). 
2. Electron Ambit Condition. 
During the i n t e r v a l s ( t _ on average) between c o l l i s i o n s 
w i t h gas molecules, electrons are given an acceleration 
(eE^/m) sin wt by the e l e c t r i c f i e l d . This gives rise to a 
v e l o c i t y a f t e r t seconds of 
V = (eE t /m) sin wt 0 c 
Here E^ i s the peak value of the e l e c t r i c f i e l d 
w i s the angular frequency of the f i e l d 
e and m are the electronic charge and mass. 
The distance moved by an electron i n the di r e c t i o n of 
the f i e l d during a quarter period i s therefore on average 
pT/2 
x= (eE^t^m) 
= eE t /mw A3.1 
0 C 
which, i n the l i m i t imposed by condition (2) becomes equal 
to h a l f the gap width. 
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sin wt 0 
therefore 
d/2= eE^t^/mw 
I t was shown i n Chapter IX that the electron 
concentration varies sinusoidally across the gap, being 
zero at each electrode and maximum at mid-gap. Therefore 
more electron-molecule c o l l i s i o n s occur near mid-gap than 
near the electrodes, and therefore the ef f e c t i v e gap width 
i s greater than the actual by a' factor 2/7r, which i s the 
average value of the sine function between 0 and TT , I n c l u d -
ing t h i s f a c t o r , the condition then becomes 
d/V> eE^t^/mw 
Taking i n t o account the fact that the electrodes are 
not of i n f i n i t e extent, we now substitute, i n place of d/r, 
the d i f f u s i o n length L, as defined i n equation 8.6. V/riting 
t ^ = l/v^ where v^ i s the random electron v e l o c i t y , and 
i=l/P^p^ we have 
° ° L^eE^mwv^^PQ A.3.1a 
or L > (E/p P w)(e/mu)* ..... A.3.1b 
where E i s the r.m.s. f i e l d (=EQ/ / i ) 
and u i s the electron energy given by 
2 
^ mv^= eu 
Brode^^'^^ has given P^  as a function of u^. Prom his 
c 
graph f o r H2 i t can be seen that P^u^ i s approxima-tely 
constant with an average value 90 v o l t ^ cm""'' torr""^ over 
the range l<u<70 v o l t s . 




T-—1 1 — m '<' I I 
F I R S T E>{CIT/\TIO»^ P o T E A i T i A i U 
e/}> (VOLT/CH/TORA) 
3 0 4« So 
F i ( j . A 3 J H£AN E L E c T R o ^ / eM£<^y jfsj N £ o N 
i f w - 3.6TrlO^ sec,"-*-, L = 0.125cm, 
E/P^ ^ 302 r.m.s., volts/cm/torr. 
I n N2 the value of i s not constant, but f o r the 
i 
purpose of obtaining a working l i m i t we may set P u^=100 
c 1 ~ —1 —1 
volt^cm t o r r , Over the range 1 . 5<u<16 v o l t s the 
maximum deviation from t h i s value i s 40 v o l t ^ cm~''',torr~"'". 
We therefore obtain f o r nitrogen the condition 
E/PQ ^ 340 r.m.s. volts/cm/torr. 
I n Ne, P^  i s almost constant, being 10±3 cm""^  torr""^ 
over the range of u from 1 to 100 v o l t s . Therefore the 
value of P^u^ increases steadily with electron energy. 
Reference to f i g . 8.4. shows that the average electron 
energy increased r a p i d l y with E/p, becoming 8 vo l t s at E/p = 
1 v o l t cm""^  torr""*". However, at higher values of E/p ( f o r 
which there are no published results) the average electron 
energy must tend to a l i m i t not eaeeeding the ionization 
p o t e n t i a l , and probably not greater than the f i r s t 
e x c i t a t i o n l e v e l , 16.5.volts.. 
Pig, 8..4 has been redrawn f o r neon as f i g A3.1- opposite, 
on a log-log scale, and extrapolated i n the region of high 
E/p i n such a way as to tend asymptotically towards the 
l i m i t 5t = 16.5 v o l t s . As a guide to the extrapolation. 
Bailey's data^^"*"^ f o r neon containing Vfo of helium was used. 
Using the values = 10 cm"-^  torr"""*, 
w - 1.1x10^ radian/sec 
e/m=1.76xlO-'--^  coulombAg 
L = 1.25 X 1 0 " \ e t r e 
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we obt a i n from equation A3.1b the r e l a t i o n 
(E/p)ur^ ^  33.6 r.m.s. v o l t V c m A o r r A3.2 
Table VI g i v e s the value of E/p/u^ as a functi o n of E/p, 
as d e r i v e d from f i g A3.1. 
E/P (rms volts /cm/torr) O.L 1 10 100 
(E/p)u"^ (rms v o l t s V c V ' t o r r ) 0.08 0.35 2.5 25 
TABLE VI 
The values of E/p/u"^  f o r neon 
as a function of E/p. 
I t i s clear from Table VI that the condition A3.2 
holds w i t h i n a f a c t o r which i s adequate to allow f o r errors 
i n extrapolation. This can be seen to be especially true 
when i t i s remembered that the left-hand#side of equation 
A3.2 only v a r i e s w i t h u^. 
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